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alibi CRIB NOTES
BY AUGUST MARCH 

Crib Notes: April 2, 2015

Police suspect that a member of
________________ was involved in a Sunday
night shooting at a local Applebee’s.

a) The Harkonnen clan
b) The Bandidos motorcycle gang
c) Van Halen
d) The Church of Scientology

On Monday morning a customer at a
local gun shop and shooting range
apparently ____________________.

a) Enjoyed shooting at targets
b) Ran out of ammunition
c) Committed suicide
d) Commented on the importance and

intractability of the Second
Amendment

A deputy police chief in Fresno, Calif.,
has been accused of ___________________
to Albuquerque, N.M.

a) Shipping marijuana
b) Sending lost motorists
c) Running after truckloads of donuts

being sent
d) Making collect phone calls

A new _________________ will open soon at
the Four Hills Shopping Center on the
corner of Central and Tramway.

a) Smoke shop
b) Evangelical church
c) Pizza parlor
d) Movie theater

This coming weekend the popular
teevee series ____________________ takes
place in Albuquerque.

a) “77 Sunset Strip”
b) “The Prisoner”
c) “Danger Man”
d) “On Safari Cat Show” 

Answers:

1) B. Although “nobody is cooperating with the
police” in their investigation of Sunday night’s
shooting, APD believes both the shooter and those
shot at are members of the infamous Bandidos
motorcycle gang.

2) C. After a man rented a gun at Calibars on
Washington and Cutler, he apparently committed
suicide by shooting himself.

3) A. Fresno Deputy Police Chief Keith Foster
stands accused of sending a half-pound of weed to
Burque. He faces 20 years in prison over the charge,
which has also cost him his 29-year career in law
enforcement.

4) D. Icon Cinema is set to open a 10-screen theater
in early May at the once-vibrant shopping center on
our city’s eastern edge.

5) D. “On Safari Cat Show” will film this weekend at
the Albuquerque Convention Center, and the
episode will feature the interesting habits of the
Bengal cat. a
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Dateline: Poland
Cheetos are being accused of corrupting the
immortal souls of children in Europe. The
right-wing Catholic website fronda.pl is telling
children who eat the cheesy snacks they are
“dabbling in the dangerous world of demons.”
Cheetos recently released a line of Szkieletory
(skeleton-shaped), Wampiry (bat-shaped) and
Demony (devil-shaped) chips. A spokesperson
for the Catholic website said, “We view these
crisps as dangerous, as by eating them children
will be nourished by demons.” A spokesperson
for beverage giant PepsiCo, which produces
Cheetos, explained, “The Cheetos Monsters
range in Poland was inspired by all things
spooky but fun, and we’re surprised to hear
that other links have been suggested.”

Dateline: Australia
Activists are criticizing the National Disability
Summit after it was revealed that the
conference was not wheelchair accessible. One
of the attendees tweeted a picture of Deborah
Haygarth, a speaker at the event, being carried
off stage because the venue was not equipped
with wheelchair ramps. Another photo
showed the disabled restroom at the
conference was out of order because it was
being used to store extra chairs. Jax Jacki
Brown, a disabled rights activist who attended
the sixth annual summit, told 9News in
Melbourne that only seven disabled people
were invited to participate in the conference.
“I feel like I was actively excluded when they
realized I was a person with a disability
wanting to attend,” Brown said. 

Dateline: Connecticut
A defense lawyer has agreed to pay a $150 fine
after dropping a baggie containing two ounces
of marijuana in a New London Superior Court.
Vincent J. Fazzone, 46, was in court around
11am when he stood up from a bench, causing
the bag of what a police press release called
“green, leafy plant-like substance that was
suspected to be marijuana” to fall from his
back pocket. Fazzone’s paralegal, Holly
McGregor, said that her boss does not smoke
marijuana. Although Fazzone declined to
speak with the press, McGregor told the
Hartford Courant Fazzone received the weed
from a client, who allegedly found it in her

child’s bedroom, then asked her lawyer to
lecture the child later in the day on the
dangers of drugs. While in court on an
unrelated matter with a different client, Fazzone
“put it in his pocket and forgot about it,”
McGregor explained. “When he got up with
his client, it fell out of his back pocket. After
he was done with the judge, the marshal said
when you’re done speaking with your client we
need to talk to you.” Fazzone was cited for
possession of less than four ounces of cannabis
and paid the $150 fine.

Dateline: Minnesota
A man was cleared of sex charges after he
admitted to ejaculating into a co-worker’s
coffee cup—because jerking off into someone
else’s food or drink isn’t actually illegal in
Minnesota. John Robert Lind was charged
with sexual assault after he admitted,
according to court documents, “that he
ejaculated on [the victim’s] desk and in her
coffee on Aug. 26, 2014.” When investigators
pressed Lind further, he allegedly admitted to
ejaculating into the victim’s coffee twice
within the last six months. He also admitted
to four separate incidents in which he
ejaculated onto her desk or other items. Lind
and the victim worked together at the
Beisswengers hardware store in New Brighton
for the last 14 years. Unfortunately, District
Court Judge Patrick Diamond ruled that Lind’s
behavior did not qualify as criminal sexual
contact since Minnesota law does not cover
indirect bodily fluid contact. The state defines
sexual contact as “the intentional touching
with seminal fluid or sperm by the actor of the
complainant’s body or the clothing covering
complainant’s body.” Since the ruling, Rep.
Debra Hilstrom has introduced State Bill 889,
which would make “adulteration by bodily
fluid” a misdemeanor or a felony if “a person
ingests the adulterated substance.”

Dateline: California
A defendant on trial for bank robbery in San
Luis Obispo told a judge the Virgin Mary
ordered him to commit the crime. In order to
prove his point, and the “not guilty by reason
of insanity” defense he was going for,
defendant Andrew Gilbertson then said the
Virgin Mary also ordered him to eat his own
feces—which he proceeded to do on the
witness stand. Judge Donald Umhofer abruptly
called for a recess following Gilbertson’s show-
and-tell demonstration. According to WSBY-6,
the trial resumed later in the afternoon with
testimony from a mental health expert.
Gilbertson is on trial for robbing a Bank of America
in San Luis Obispo in October 2013. a

Compiled by Devin D. O’Leary. Email your weird
news to devin@alibi.com.
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Martian Dreams
Mars One finalist Zachary Gallegos talks life and death on an angry red planet

BY COURTNEY FOSTER

I
n Total Recall, everyone wants to go to Mars.
It’s all the rage. Though it’s not yet 2048,
we’ve already started to plan the formation

of a Mars-based colony. According to press
materials, the Mars One mission—a one-way
trip to the Red Planet expected to launch in
2024—received over 200,000 applicants. The
mission is designed to determine whether the
fourth planet from the sun can sustain life.
The Weekly Alibi shared a beer with Zachary
Gallegos, who has made it into the final 100,
to see what he has to say about life on Mars.

Why don’t you start by giving us a
general overview of the mission and
what you hope can be accomplished?

The goal of the mission itself is to just set
up a colony. My goal is to push forward in the
area of space exploration and to keep our
society aimed higher so that we keep doing
cool things and not just destroy ourselves.
There’s a whole branch of pseudo-science, but
close enough to science, that’s called
terraforming. And it’s the idea of turning Mars
into an Earth-like planet, something which
takes tens of thousands of years down the line,
hundreds maybe. Mars can be a habitable
planet for whatever species evolves from us.
[On] Mars, you can see volcanoes; you can see
cratering; you can see evidence of water flow.
It’s a much more scientifically interesting
object [than the Moon]. The Moon is close,
and there’s a big struggle in planetary science
between people who say we should go colonize
the Moon rather than colonize Mars. But we
gain more from colonizing Mars, scientifically.

I think we need to do both.

Mars has been called the Angry Red
Planet. Why do you think it’s so angry?
Is it possible it’s just misunderstood?

Yeah, definitely. I would say “angry” would
mean “inhospitable,” and Mars is very
inhospitable. The pressure there in the
atmosphere is .006 of what it is here on Earth.
So super, super low pressure. If you go outside,
you’ll explode. And the temperature ranges
anywhere from a few degrees above freezing to
-108 degrees. So, super cold. So first you freeze,
then you boil, then you explode all at the same
time. So I would say that’s the angry part of it.
There are certain things you can do to avoid
those things like having a space suit on and
not going outside without it. And also
probably the color. Red is a very strong color,
often associated with anger like “seeing red,”
and so that’s why I would say that if someone
were to call it the Angry Red Planet, it would
be because of that. But yeah, I’d say it’s just
more misunderstood.

Can you describe what living on Mars
is going to be like?

Um ... cold. Mars is super cold, so we have
to have our habitats. And we can’t go outside
unless we’re in a space suit. So it’s going to be
cramped. There’s going to be about 1,000
cubic meters space for four people, so I’ll have
250 m3 for my personal space.

How many people will they actually be
sending?

Sixteen. That’s their goal. I’m sure if it’s
successful, they’ll just keep sending people, but
right now the goal is to send 16 people, four at a

time every two years. Each time they send four
more, they send another round of supplies,
shipments and habitats. If it’s a long-lived
program and there’s enough support, money,
then yeah, they could send us all out there.
And the reason you can only launch every two
years is because of the orbit. Mars is going
slower around the Sun than the Earth, so by the
time we catch back up to it, Mars [has] gone
quite a ways around, so the launch window is
really 26 months, but we say two years. 

What will you do about food and
water?

Water is kind of tricky. Water doesn’t really
like to exist on Mars in any state. If you know
what the triple points of water look like, it’s a
graph where the different states are
represented by ice, liquid and gas in their
different areas. So on Earth, we’re near the
liquid side. On Mars, we’re on the solid and
gas side. So any time you have some water on
the surface, it’ll either freeze right away or
evaporate away instantaneously. ... And that’s
because of the different temperature and
pressure on Mars. So the idea is that there’s
lots of ice in the soil on Mars. So you just get
bucketloads of soil, throw it into a heater,
distill the water from the ice, and heat it and
gather it. So that’s how we’re getting all of our
water. ... By the time we get there, there will
be a huge tank full because supply missions are
going ahead of us, and these little rovers are
going to be doing exactly that [by] feeding this
heater with soil and making the water. Now
for food, Mars One is sending us with enough
emergency rations so that we can set up our
garden. But after that, we’ll be completely self-
reliant and growing our own food. It’ll be

NEWS | INtErvIEW

Mars One finalist Zachary Gallegos COURTESY OF ZACHARY GALLEGOS
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reliant and growing our own food. It’ll be
pretty much a strictly vegetarian lifestyle.

What medical and psychological
exams have you had to undergo?

I had to do a psych test, and I had to do the
physical and medical exams. That was when
we were going down to 700 [applicants]. So
they told us at 1,000 that we had to go get
these done within a few months. Mars One
actually released a thing saying that there were
a few people who changed their minds, and
there were a few people who found out about
serious medical conditions that they didn’t
know about [until] they had to do blood work.
The guy who’s actually doing the selecting is
Dr. Norbert Kraft. Smart guy. He was part of a
crew that locked [themselves] away for a few
months. I think it was in Russia. They were
doing a Mars isolation test. He basically
studies the psychology of long-term space
flight and isolation. So out of anyone, I would
trust him to know who is capable of doing this.

Does Kraft have the final say? Are
there other people putting their
weight into this decision?

He is the chief medical officer, so he
basically has the say-so. But other things count
into it. Eventually, it will be based on who the
people of Earth want to go.

Like an “American Idol,” cast-your-
vote type of thing?

I think so, yes. I mean, with a little bit of
help from Mars One. They’re not just going to
send up anyone. But it will count in some way.

Dr. Joseph Roche (a fellow Mars One
finalist) recently came out against the
mission and selection process,
deeming it a scam. What are your
thoughts on this?

I know that he was saying people are
required to give donations or purchase
merchandise in order to put them in better
standing with the application committee, but
that’s not true. I’ve never had to donate to
Mars One or purchase merchandise or
anything. The things that he was saying about
Mars One relying on sponsorship and
donations is true. The mission is not funded by
government. Mars One has set up a
community online where you can go donate,
buy merchandise and earn Mars One points.
But that’s just a way to raise money, awareness
and to make the public feel connected to this,
as they should feel.

It doesn’t mean anything as far as selection
goes. He was bashing the selection process
because he thought it would be more NASA-
like. And his comment about Mars One saying
that we have to give them our money from
sponsorships/media, that’s not true. They’ve
told us we can keep [any] money we make
from interviews, and just ask that we maybe
consider donating to the cause. And I’m okay
with that because Mars One is taking me to
space. But I think it’s stupid of him to do this.
All it takes for this mission to happen is for
everyone to believe in it. He’s now turning
people against this for some reason; I think he
doesn’t want to go. This guy could have
dropped out and just not said anything, but I
think he also wanted his 15 minutes of fame

along with an exit strategy. I think that his
own personal doubts about this mission, about
him going, shouldn’t influence whether the
world makes something amazing like this
happen. I feel it’s better to be optimistic about
things. Optimism is the best way for this to
happen. He’s damaged the whole mission, but
he’s an astrophysicist, which you really don’t
need on Mars. I think he realized this and
maybe got frightened about leaving the planet.
When you make the final 100, you’re kind of
in it, and the only way to back out is to do
something like this to save face. 

Mars One kicked him out. People like to
focus on the negative, and thats a real shame.

How long do you expect to survive on
Mars?

I am optimistic. There are different schools
of thought on that subject. Me, I’m in the
hopeful side of living a nice, long life. There
was a study that MIT did a few months back.
They’re saying that with current architecture
and everything, we’ll live 68 days. That’s on
the low end. Their biggest find about the
mission is that the plants that are growing are
going to be making too much oxygen. So in
order to sustain ourselves, we have to have so
many plants. The plants are always converting
carbon dioxide to oxygen. Eventually, the
oxygen levels will rise to the point of being
unsafe for breathing. So you can have
something that takes the oxygen out of the
atmosphere. You have oxygen concentrators
here on Earth for medical and other uses. That
can be implemented very easily. There’s the
issue of the water. Based off of measurements

taken by orbiting space crafts, there’s more ice
in the soils as you get closer to the poles. The
thing that you have to worry about then is
[that] it’s a trade-off between enough water or
enough solar power for your energy, your
heaters, everything that runs. Because it’s
going to be completely solar-operated, so it’s a
balancing act between how much water you
want and how much energy you can afford to
not have.

What do you think is going to be the
ultimate cause of death?

Provided it’s not natural, and I don’t live a
long life, anything can go wrong. The things
that come to mind, not in any particular order,
that are always imminent dangers are:
dehydration, starvation, radiation, your space
suit or the entire inflatable capsule thing that
we’re living in could depressurize, and you can
be exposed to the Martian atmosphere, which
means instant death. Now, they always send
astronauts with means to avoid things like
that. Since the Apollo days, they’ve sent
people up with cyanide pills, [so] you wouldn’t
have to starve or die of thirst. But that’s worst
case scenario. But I don’t even think I would
do it; I think I would be constantly trying to
make things better.

It is a deep question, but it’s definitely
something I’ve thought about. And the
interesting thing about thinking of my own
mortality in this situation is that I’ve come to
appreciate life a lot more. Considering that I
have a potential expiration date here on Earth,
I really enjoy every day and every interaction,
and try to make it the fullest that it can be. a
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OPINION | ¡ASK A MEXICAN!

BY GUSTAVO ARELLANO

D
ear Mexican: Why do so
many cholos like the
song “I’m Your Puppet”

by James & Bobby Purify?
Is there something about
this song, or is it all
oldies they like?

—Aspiring
Puppeteer

Dear Gabacho: It ain’t
just cholos who are
down with oldies-but-
goodies. Mexican-
Americans of all social
classes have largely kept alive
that particular music genre—the
brown-eyed soul of Thee Midniters
and Sonny & the Sunliners, long-forgotten
R&B artists like The Penguins and Billy
Stewart that aren’t crazy enough for hipsters to
worship à la Esquerita and The Five Du-Tones,
but still too threatening to oldies fans whose
idea of soul is The Crew-Cuts doing “Sh-
Boom.” Oldies-but-goodies speak to the softer
side of machismo—match up “The Town I
Live In” with “Canción Mixteca,” and you’ll
find they’re one and the mismo.
But rather than me trying to explain

further to gabachos why Mexicans are so into
oldies, let’s turn to the man who devoted his
life to keeping the genre alive: legendary DJ
Art Laboe!
“I think it has to do with the lyrics,” Laboe

told The Mexican, referring to “I’m Your
Puppet.” “If you listen to the song, it says ‘I’ll
do funny things if you want me to, I’m your
puppet,’ so [that] means ... I’ll do whatever you
want me do to, I love you so much I’ll do
whatever you say ... I believe that is why [guys]
like that song.
“It’s actually in the lyrics of the song,”

Laboe continued. “‘I’ll do anything, I’m just a
puppet and you hold my string, I’m your
puppet.’ Guys often have trouble revealing
their feelings, and this song lets them do that.
Through the years, ‘I’m Your Puppet’ has been
one of our most requested songs on ‘The Art
Laboe Connection’ (which broadcasts
Monday-Friday, 7pm-midnight, and Sunday
6pm Pacific Time on KOKO94.com, on the
smartphone Tune In radio app via KDUC, and

check ArtLaboe.com for the many radio
stations in the Southwest and times).”

Wow ... Art Laboe in ¡Ask a
Mexican! This column
has finally hit its
zenith—and since it’s all
downhill from here, Art,
I’d like to dedicate “The
Agony and the Ecstasy”
to my sad girl:
journalism.

D
ear Mexican: I
was watching
your video about

why Mexicans hate
yellow cheese, and it
made me hungry. I found

my way to the kitchen and
made some burritos out of odds

and ends—I wasn’t going for
anything fancy or authentic, just clearing out
some soon-to-be questionable food. So with
beans, rice, jalapeños and (sorry, yellow)
cheese as a base, I threw in some chicken
and some mushrooms. The mushrooms were
crazy-good, but it occurred to me that I
never see them in Mexican recipes. Why is
that? Are all the Mexican mushroom recipes
for “magic” mushrooms?

—Seta Medio Oeste

Dear Midwestern Mushroom: Great plug for
my semi-weekly ¡Ask a Mexican! video series,
which I tweet out every Wednesday and put
on my Facebook page! As to your pregunta,
we do eat mushrooms—they’re called hongos,
and you can find them in everything from
queso fundido to chilango-style quesadillas.
But the fungus Mexis like the most is
huitlacoche, which you Midwesterners call
corn smut and have long thrown in the trash.
But with huitlacoche now commanding top
dinero in higher-end kitchens, looks like we’re
going to save your corn-bred culos once more.
If it wasn’t for Mexis moving to small-town
America, Kansas would be emptier than the
skull of Mexican president Enrique Pendejo
Nieto ...  a

Ask the Mexican at themexican@askamexican.net.
Be his fan on Facebook. Follow him on Twitter
@gustavoarellano or follow him on Instagram

@gustavo_arellano!
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Pesticides Are Weapons
of Mass Destruction

BY RICHARD “BUGMAN” FAGERLUND

S
praying for mosquitoes is an antiquated
method, but it’s still in use in some areas.
When I started working in the pest control

business in 1969—before there was an
Environmental Protection Agency—we did a
lot of needless spraying. We used to spray the
baseboards in a home to kill cockroaches; that
was ridiculous because cockroaches don’t
normally run along baseboards. When I asked
my supervisor why we sprayed baseboards, he
told me that we had to kill time in customers’
homes so they believed that they were getting
their money’s worth. That was true then, and it
is still true now. Some pest control companies
still spray baseboards, and mosquito spraying is
the same thing.

When I worked in Houston, Texas, in 1975,
the city hired pest companies to spray pesticides
for mosquitoes. We were instructed to spray in
the early evening before people went to bed, so
they could see that the city was taking care of
the mosquito problem. It was all about image,
and nothing more. Research published recently
in the Environmental Health Perspectives journal
supports the theory that children whose
mothers are exposed to some pesticides during
pregnancy may be at increased risk for autism
spectrum disorders, aka ASD.

Researchers at the University of California,
Davis reviewed the medical records of 970
participants. They found that pregnant women
who lived within a mile of an area treated with
three different types of pesticides were at a two-
thirds higher risk of having a child with ASD
or developmental delays. These pesticide-
treated areas included parks, golf courses,
pastures and roadsides. This would include
spraying for mosquitoes. These researchers also
concluded that pregnant women should not
enter buildings where pesticides are sprayed.
The most widely used pesticides in the industry
are synthetic pyrethroids, and that pesticide is
one of the three pesticides tested. This study
discovered that women exposed to pesticides
during their second or third trimesters were
even more likely to have a child born with
developmental delays or autism. These findings
add to the mounting evidence linking autism
and developmental delays to pesticide exposure
during pregnancy.

Spraying for mosquitoes kills beneficial
insects like bees, kills any birds that can’t get
away and endangers all animals outside during
the spraying. Spraying chases any bats out of
the area, and a single bat eats up to 1,200
mosquito-sized insects per hour or up to 8,000
insects each night. Why would we want to
scare off bats?

Rodenticides are just as bad as synthetic
liquid pesticides. When you poison a rodent,
you could be endangering your pets and
yourself. When animals die, any resident fleas
leave the dead animal and search for another
animal to bite, and that animal could be a pet

or a human. Of all the fleas found in New
Mexico (107 species at latest count),
approximately one-third are capable of carrying
the plague. The most common species of plague
flea is Oropsylla montanus, and it infests the
following mammals: ground squirrels, pack rats,
deer mice (Peromyscus spp.), kangaroo rats, field
mice (Reithrodontomys spp.), rabbits, raccoons
and skunks. It is also found on carnivores that
eat these animals.

Ground squirrels can carry up to 13 species
of fleas, several of whom carry the plague.
Rabbits can carry 21 species of fleas, and several
of these species can carry the plague. Pack rats
can carry 34 species of fleas, and some of them
are known to carry the plague. Deer mice can
carry up to 36 species of fleas, and several
species can carry the plague and Hantavirus.
Pack rats and deer mice should be trapped—not
poisoned. If you set traps, check them
frequently. If a pest company wants to use
rodenticides, tell them no—that you prefer
they set traps. If they don’t want to use traps,
call another company.

Pesticides are almost never necessary for
effective pest control. If pesticides in liquid or
aerosol format must be used, they should be
used only in cracks, crevices and voids where
pests hide. They should never be broadcast-
sprayed.

I am the IPM Program Manager for the city
of Santa Fe, and we don’t allow pesticides to be
used on any city property or in city buildings,
unless it is approved by me. And it never is.
Rodenticides are not permitted, and we would
never spray for mosquitoes. We use larvicides
for mosquitoes and educate the public on what
they can do to discourage mosquitoes on their
property. I also still have the Bugman’s Bug
Club and will help anyone with a pest problem.
If you want to join the Bug Club, visit my
website at askthebugman.com. a

OPINION | EDITORIAL

PHOTO BY JONRHANNA
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Flying Star Cafe
Where do you draw inspiration for your
dishes and specials?

From our incredibly talented and diverse
chefs, staff and our customers too. We like to think
that we “crowdsource” our creativity, which
provides the unexpected as well as fun and
delicious surprises. In our 28-year history, we have
archived every recipe we’ve ever cooked or baked.
It’s funny how food trends keep coming back
around all the time.

What is your approach to balancing
healthful eating with overindulgence?

We offer the best of worlds. No matter how
indulgent, great food and desserts can be made with
wholesome ingredients that nourish as well as
delight the senses.

What makes your bakery so special?
We wanted to recreate the pastries and baked

goods of our childhood in Brooklyn. We’ve always
made everything the old-fashioned way, from
scratch every day. Baking is a kind of architecture.
We like building new creations out of classic
ingredients.

When you’re not eating and cooking for
your own restaurants, what or where do
you like to eat?

In the summer we like to stand in the middle
of our small farm and eat whatever is growing. We
are totally addicted to the intense flavors and fresh
textures of southeast Asian food. The other thing
we can never get enough of is cupping all the coffee
samples that come into our roastery.

What lead to the design and look of your
cafes?

Current trends are white, brown, grey and
steel, running a bit towards austerity. We need more
colors to be happy, lots of curves and rounds which
suggest a welcoming softness. Look below the colors
and you’ll see some beautiful architecture which
came from collaborations with local talent.

Type of Business
Cafe Bakery

Year Established
1987

Owners
Mark and Jean Bernstein

Hometowns
Mark: Brooklyn, NY
Jean: Danbury, CT

Business Address
2701 Broadway NE, Suite A

Business Phone
(505) 255-1128

Business Fax
(505) 254-7665

Business Email
info@flyingstarcafe.com

Website
flyingstarcafe.com

Number of Employees
425
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Community
Calendar

THURSDAY APRIL 2
ALBUQUERQUE RENAISSANCE FAIRE Enjoy live

entertainment, faire food, drink and a royal feast, as well
as a children’s realm, demonstrations and unique
shopping. Anderson-Abruzzo Balloon Museum
(9201 Balloon Museum NE). $5-$10. 11am-7pm.
768-3556. alibi.com/e/135713.

AUDACITY: PLANNING TO WIN This session invites companies
who are looking for a systematic approach to company
effectiveness and profitability. Kesselman Jones
(3411 Candelaria NE). 4-6pm. 720-6593.
alibi.com/e/134961.

DANCING FOR BIRTH: PRENATAL EXERCISE Class
combines relaxation and visualization exercises with
fabulous doula tips and gentle dance moves. Inspired
Birth and Families (6855 Fourth Street NW). $12.
6-7:15pm. 850-3425. alibi.com/e/129505.

IMPROVING DESERT GARDEN SOIL Learn the science,
materials and methods of improving your garden soil in
order to grow an abundant garden. Highland Senior Center
(131 Monroe NE). 9:30-11:30am. 929-0414.
alibi.com/e/135309.

JOIN ROLLER DERBY WITH ALBUQUERQUE ROLLER DERBY
Join the resurgence of roller derby and get trained. For
men and women of any skill level. Wells Park (6th and
Mountain). 6:30-8:30pm. 688-2426.
alibi.com/e/127806.

LEARN TO MEDITATE Buddhist nun, Kelsang Lhadron, teaches
simple techniques to make your meditations enjoyable
and effective. Kadampa Meditation Center
(8701 Comanche NE). $10. 7-8:30pm. 292-5293.
alibi.com/e/137125.

NOB HILL OPEN LATE Have an early dinner or shop and have
a late dinner. Participating retailers have weekly
promotions and events. Nob Hill Main Street (on Central
between Washington and Girard). Noon-8pm.
alibi.com/e/135895.

POETRY & HIP-HOP WITH KESHET DANCE COMPANY A 30-
minute poetry and hip-hop workshop where teens and
tweens will learn hip-hop movement. Erna Fergusson
Library (3700 San Mateo NE). 2-2:30pm. 888-8100.
alibi.com/e/137340.

RAPID STRIKE FLIGHT SIMULATOR An amazing full-motion
simulator ride experience that immerses visitors in the
high-tech world of the United States Air Force. National
Museum of Nuclear Science and History
(601 Eubank SE). 9am-5pm. 245-2137.
alibi.com/e/130227.

SPRING BREAK ADVENTURE CAMP Kids grades K-5 are
invited to join in for this special camp that includes a
climbing wall, art projects, games, hiking and more. Vista
Grande Community Center (15 La Madera, Sandia Park).
$50. 7am-6pm. (505) 468-7500. alibi.com/e/136140.

SPRING GREEN CONNECTION AT THE GARDEN Uncover the
fascinating world of plants from tiny seeds to towering
trees. ABQ BioPark Botanic Garden (2601 Central NW).
$20-$70, pre-registration required. 8:45am-2:30pm.
768-2000. alibi.com/e/137149.

THURSDAY NIGHT KUNDALINI YOGAWork with breath,
movement, sound (mantra) and meditation. Wellspring
Yoga (5500 San Mateo NE). 5:30-7pm. 881-2187.
alibi.com/e/124944.

VIPASSANA MEDITATION AND DHARMA TALK Forty-minute
meditation followed by a Dharma talk. Albuquerque
Vipassana Center (200 Rosemont NE). Donations
accepted. 6:30-8pm. alibi.com/e/128719.

YINYASATIVE YOGA CLASS Give yourself the gift of guided
practice, tailored to you in small group classes combining
the best of several styles of yoga. Oriental Medical Arts
(2716 San Pedro NE). $15-$40, first class free.
6:30-7:30pm. 506-0136. alibi.com/e/127926.

FRIDAY APRIL 3
BEYOND MEDITATION: COMMUNITY HU Experience more

divine love, a feeling of peace and increased awareness
by chanting HU with others of like mind. Eckankar Center
(2501 San Pedro NE). 6-6:30pm. 265-7388.
alibi.com/e/124851.

FAMILY DANCE BREAK Join Ms. Chrissy and friends in this
creative movement class aimed for full family
participation. Studio Sway (1100 San Mateo NE). $5 per
child. 3:30-4:30pm. 710-5096. alibi.com/e/137274.

THE GREAT APE-RIL: GORILLA AND CHIMPANZEE DAY Learn
about the world’s great apes at the Zoo. ABQ BioPark Zoo

(903 10th Street SW). Included with regular admission.
9am-1pm. 764-6214. alibi.com/e/137150.

RAPID STRIKE FLIGHT SIMULATOR 9am-5pm. See 4/2
listing.

WALK-IN CRAFT-STRAVAGANZA! Choose from a variety of
crafts, or design your own. Erna Fergusson Library
(3700 San Mateo NE). 2-4pm. 888-8100.
alibi.com/e/137342.

YIN YOGA Yin poses target the fascia surrounding the muscle
and are known for creating intense sensation and equally
sweet relief, opening and well-being. Oriental Medical Arts
(2716 San Pedro NE). First class free, $15-$40 after.
6-7pm. 506-0136. alibi.com/e/127874.

SATURDAY APRIL 4
2ND ANNUAL RUN FOR REFUGEES 5K Proceeds from the run

go toward providing and caring for schools in Thailand.
National Hispanic Cultural Center (1701 Fourth
Street SW). $35. 8am. 246-2261. alibi.com/e/134604.

AAUW MEETING Featuring a talk with Professor Dorothy Baca,
UNM, Department of Design for Performance Program.
Monte Vista Christian Church (3501 Campus NE). 1-3pm.
alibi.com/e/137291.

ABQ DOULA MEET AND GREET Designed for expectant
parents who are interested in learning more about doulas
or if a doula is right for them. Inspired Birth and Families
(6855 Fourth Street NW). 10am. 232-2772.
alibi.com/e/129487.

ALMOST TOTAL LUNAR ECLIPSE Get up early to see this
special eclipse. New Mexico Museum of Natural History
and Science (1801 Mountain NW). 4:30am. 841-2802.
alibi.com/e/137326.

BURQUE BAZAAR A punk rock flea market with all kinds of
treasure/crap for sale, including clothes, records,
books, electronics, posters and more. GRAFT
(1415 Fourth Street SW). 10:30am-3:30pm.
alibi.com/e/137349. See preview box.

COMPOSTING WITH WORMS (VERMICOMPOSTING) Learn
how to use red worms to turn this organic waste into high
quality compost. Open Space Visitor Center
(6500 Coors NW). 11am-12:30pm. 929-0414.
alibi.com/e/135310.

FAMILY DAY: RESOURCEFUL Celebrate the opening of the
new history exhibition Only in Albuquerque with a series of
interactive days for families. Albuquerque Museum of Art
and History (2000 Mountain NW). 9am-noon. 243-7255.
alibi.com/e/137152.

FAMILY YOGA Practice yoga with the whole family. High Desert
Yoga (4600 Copper NE). $12. 12:45-1:45pm. 232-9642.
alibi.com/e/88849.

INTRO TO BALLET FOR CANCER SURVIVORS A special course
for those who wish to enhance their recovery by bringing
beauty and balance back into their lives through the art of
ballet. Maple Street Dance Studio (Alley Entrance)
(3215 Central). $75-$138. 2:15pm. 265-5495.
alibi.com/e/129562.

JOIN ROLLER DERBY WITH ALBUQUERQUE ROLLER DERBY
10am-noon. See 4/2 listing.

OSUNA UNIVERSITY: PEST CONTROL & NATURAL
SOLUTIONS WITH BONIDE Prevent and treat those nasty
pests from beating your plants this year by learning the
best ways to keep your plants thriving and healthy. Osuna
Nursery (501 Osuna NE). 10-11am. 345-6644.
alibi.com/e/133418.

POETRY & HIP-HOP WITH KESHET DANCE COMPANY North
Valley Public Library (7704 Second Street NW).
11-11:30am. See 4/2 listing.

PRACTICE/FUN MATCH The Buffalo Range Riders, an SASS-
affiliated mounted shooting club, holds a practice/fun
match. Founders Ranch (144 Juan Thomas, Edgewood).
9am. (505) 286-0238. alibi.com/e/137289.

RAPID STRIKE FLIGHT SIMULATOR 9am-5pm. See 4/2
listing.

STARTUP STUDIO WORKSHOP This session focuses on “Intro
to Robotics: Brushbots and 3D Printing.” New Mexico
Museum of Natural History and Science
(1801 Mountain NW). $15. 1-4pm. 841-2802.
alibi.com/e/137327.

TRINITY TOUR A bus tour that heads to the significant Trinity
Site with lectures about historical events, developments
and more. National Museum of Nuclear Science and
History (601 Eubank SE). $80. 6am-5pm. 245-2137.
alibi.com/e/127780.

VOLUNTEER DAY ON THE FARM Go outside, experience the
Rio Grande Valley, and get your hands dirty by lending a
hand on the farm. Los Poblanos Historic Inn & Organic
Farm (4803 Rio Grande NW). 8-11am. 344-9297.
alibi.com/e/137350.

Community Calendar continues on  page 14
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AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS MEETING A talk by
guest speaker Courtney Custer, Director of
Communications at S.W. Family Guidance Center.
American Federation of Teachers Headquarters
(530 Jefferson NE). 1-3pm. alibi.com/e/137294.

¡BAILE! CASINO/CUBAN-STYLE SALSA AND RUEDA DE
CASINO Learn a variety of dances from Sarita Streng, Nick
Babic, Adam “El Caballo” Metcalf, Larry Heard and Ruida
505 Friends. National Hispanic Cultural Center
(1701 Fourth Street SW). $5-$10, or pay what you can.
6-8pm. 246-2261. alibi.com/e/137332.

BLOWJOB GRAD SCHOOL: ADVANCED ORAL SEX GEEKERY
It’s time to get your masters in the advanced tricks and
leave with your PhD in fellatio. Self Serve
(3904 Central SE). $20. 7:30pm. 265-5815.
alibi.com/e/136250.

CONTENTMENT IN EVERYDAY LIFE SERIES This
course consists of prerecorded video teachings
by Acharya (senior teacher) Eve Rosenthal. Albuquerque
Shambhala Center (1102 Mountain NW). $100. 7-9pm.
717-2486. alibi.com/e/134989.

DOWNTOWN KUNDALINI YOGA TUESDAYS Experience the
effects of tapping into the positive energy inside you. The
Simms Building (400 Gold SW). $7-$50. Noon-1pm.
242-1478. alibi.com/e/128428.

GENTLE YOGA HAPPY HOUR Release the tension from your
day and mindfully transition into your evening with this
welcoming, nurturing practice. Form Studio (3001 Monte
Vista NE). $12 drop in. 5:45-6:45pm. 433-8685.
alibi.com/e/132858.

JOIN ROLLER DERBY WITH ALBUQUERQUE ROLLER DERBY
6:30-8:30pm. See 4/2 listing.

MELLOW YOGA For baby boomers, office workers and people
who aren’t as active as they’d like to be. Form Studio
(3001 Monte Vista NE). $12-$100. 7-8pm. 433-8685.
alibi.com/e/107197.

PRENATAL YOGA Explore ways to reduce the aches and
pains that accompany pregnancy while preparing for your
journey in a nurturing and supportive environment.
Inspired Birth and Families (6855 Fourth Street NW).
$10. 5:30pm. 232-2772. alibi.com/e/129612.

ITALIAN REDS WINE TASTING Each guest receives three
generous tastes and an appetizer prepared especially for
this tasting. Slate Street Café (515 Slate NW). $20. 5pm.
243-2210. alibi.com/e/137335.

WEDNESDAY APRIL 8
2015 LEGISLATIVE SESSION RECAP TOWN HALL A

community discussion with Representatives Patricia
Roybal Caballero and Georgene Louis, and Senator Linda
Lopez. Alamosa Community Center (6900 Gonzales SW).
6-7:30pm. 986-4761. alibi.com/e/137331.

ALBUQUERQUE POLICE & COMMUNITY RELATIONS
COLLABORATIVE: CONCERNED CITIZENS &
INDEPENDENT INTEREST Be part of a collaborative effort
to improve relations between the community and the
Albuquerque Police Department. South Broadway Cultural
Center (1025 Broadway SE). Registration required.
4:30-7:30pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/e/137157.

APRIL SHOWERS: RAINSTICKS Make a cardboard rainstick to
bring the sound of pouring rain right into your hands. Juan
Tabo Public Library (3407 Juan Tabo NE). 3-4:30pm.
291-6260. alibi.com/e/137345.

ART START: PLANTS AND TREES Designed to introduce
preschoolers to the enjoyment of art through observation,
stories, songs and play. Albuquerque Museum of Art and
History (2000 Mountain NW). Included with admission.
8:30-9:30am. 243-7255. alibi.com/e/129959.

BACKGAMMON INSTRUCTION AND MATCH A terrific
opportunity to learn the game, meet interesting new
people and participate in matches. Flying Star Café
(723 Silver SW). 5-9pm. (201) 454-3989.
alibi.com/e/135290.

BREASTFEEDING GROUP Enjoy some light, healthy snacks
and the company of other moms and their babies. Dar a
Luz Birth & Health Center (7708 Fourth Street NW, Los
Ranchos). 10am-noon. 924-2229. alibi.com/e/132149.

HANDS-ONLY CPR TRAINING Learn this training for CPR. It
could save a life. Fire Department Station 1
(724 Silver SW). 9-11am. alibi.com/e/137156.

HENNA SAMPLER Learn to make beautiful henna designs
yourself at home with simple tools. The Source
(1111 Carlisle SE). $38. 6-8pm. 228-2356.
alibi.com/e/137347.

HIGH DESERT PHILATELIC SOCIETY MEETING All ages of
stamp collectors and any skill level welcome. Mesa View
Church (4701 Montano NW). 6-8pm.
alibi.com/e/124803.

INTRO TO BALLET FOR CANCER SURVIVORS $75-$138.
2:15pm. See 4/4 listing.

Community Calendar continued from  page 12

WALT’S DESCENT BIKE TOUR Head to the streets in search of
your next “fix,” or key scenes and locations from the hit
AMC show “Breaking Bad.” Routes Bicycle Tours and
Rentals (404 San Felipe NW, #B1). $45-$50. 1-4pm.
alibi.com/e/137328.

COOKING CLASSES Try a hands-on cooking class and create
delicious dishes with the supervision of a chef. Cinnamon
Sugar & Spice Cafe (5809 Juan Tabo NE). $40-$75.
5-8pm. 492-2119. alibi.com/e/136358.

TOMATOES 101 Learn the ins and outs of growing this
popular plant. Juan Tabo Public Library (3407 Juan
Tabo NE). 1-2:30pm. 291-6260. alibi.com/e/137343.

SUNDAY APRIL 5
BOSQUE WILD GUIDED NATURE WALK Join a local naturalist

for a guided walk into the riverside forest and discover this
world away from the city. Open Space Visitor Center
(6500 Coors NW). 9-11am. 897-8831.
alibi.com/e/137329.

EASTER ENRICHMENT Take the family to watch the primates
and cats enjoy some extra-special enrichment activities.
ABQ BioPark Zoo (903 10th Street SW). Included with
admission. 8:30-10:30am. 764-6214.
alibi.com/e/137154.

MEDITATION FOR KIDS Children learn how to build a space of
inner strength and confidence by developing their good
qualities. Kadampa Meditation Center (8701 Comanche NE).
$3 per child suggested donation, parents free.
10-11:30am. 292-5293. alibi.com/e/136547.

PRAYERS FOR WORLD PEACE Bring more peace and
happiness into our world by learning to cherish others,
overcome anger and deal with stress. Kadampa
Meditation Center (8701 Comanche NE). $10 suggested
donation. 10-11:30am. 292-5293. alibi.com/e/136543.

PUBLIC MEDITATION SITTING Join in for a public sitting.
Meditation instruction is available upon request.
Albuquerque Shambhala Meditation Center
(1102 Mountain NW). 10am-noon. 717-2486.
alibi.com/e/131991.

RAYS OF CREATION, GODDESSES AND GODS OF EGYPT
Encounter some of the most powerful ancient Egyptian
Gods and Goddesses. Learn to access them for your
personal guidance. Crystal Dove (525 Central NE). $20.
3-5pm. 967-2865. alibi.com/e/136202.

SUNDAY FAMILY FUN Get hands-on learning opportunities,
take a picnic and enjoy the trails. Bachechi Open Space
(9521 Rio Grande NW). 10am-4pm. 314-0398.
alibi.com/e/129241.

EASTER BRUNCH Celebrate Easter with a creative brunch
from award-winning chefs. Pueblo Harvest Café
(2401 12th Street NW). $14.95-$41.95, FREE for
children 4 and under. 10am-4pm. 724-3510.
alibi.com/e/137330.

MONDAY APRIL 6
BEER FOR A BETTER BURQUE NONPROFIT NIGHT Drink and

the bar donates a dollar from each beer purchased to a
nonprofit organization. Tractor Brewing Taproom
(118 Tulane SE). 3pm. 433-5654. alibi.com/e/136315.

GENTLE YIN-STYLE YOGA This welcoming, all-levels class
provides gentle movements to release tension from the
shoulders, back and hips. You! Inspired Fitness
(1761 Bellamah NW). $10. 6:45-7:45pm. 433-8685.
alibi.com/e/125322.

INTRO TO POLE DANCING Learn the athletic art of pole
dancing with the best in the Southwest. Southwest Pole
Dancing (107 Jeffferson NE). $15. 5:30-6:25pm.
967-8799. alibi.com/e/134799.

ROUGH SEX FOR NICE FOLKS Reid Mihalko from
ReidAboutSex shows you how you can safely be a badass
in bed. Self Serve (3904 Central SE). $20. 7:30pm.
265-5815. alibi.com/e/136249.

TECHNOLOGY TOOLBOX Get help with downloading eBooks,
eAudiobooks, eMagazines, music and more. Loma
Colorado Public Library (755 Loma Colorado NE, Rio
Rancho). FREE, registration required. 6:30-7pm.
891-5013. alibi.com/e/137293.

TODDLER TIME A chance for toddlers 4 and under to explore
early-childhood exhibit areas, enjoy stories and join in a
music jam. Explora! (1701 Mountain NW). Included with
admission. 9am. 224-8300. alibi.com/e/129375.

TUESDAY APRIL 7
ALBUQUERQUE NEWCOMERS CLUB A chance for people who

are new to Albuquerque to meet and develop friendships
with others who live in the area. Sandia Presbyterian
Church (10704 Paseo del Norte NE). 10am. 268-0331.
alibi.com/e/137288.

Community Calendar continues on  page 16
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KEEPING IT HOT IN A LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIP Join
sexuality educator Molly Adler for a workshop in keeping it
hot, or getting there again. Self Serve (3904 Central SE).
$15-$20. 7:30pm. 265-5815. alibi.com/e/135846.

SENIOR YOGA This gentle class helps seniors build and retain
muscle tone, range of motion and balance. Form Studio
(3001 Monte Vista NE). $10-$80. 10:45-11:45am.
433-8685. alibi.com/e/107283.

SIDDHA YOGA MEDITATION Experience your inner self by
joining in for a weekly chanting and meditation program.
Siddha Yoga Meditation Center in Albuquerque
(4308 Carlisle NE). 7-8:30pm. 291-5434.
alibi.com/e/136608.

ONGOING
NOTICES
CALL FOR SPEAKERS TEDxABQ is headed to Popejoy on 9/6,

and the conference is looking for applicants to speak at
this major event. Speakers often include musicians,
scientists, farmers, educators, doctors, lawyers, etc. For
more info, head to tedxabq.com/2014-call-for-speakers.
Applicants will be contacted in June. Popejoy Hall
(203 Cornell NE). 925-5858. alibi.com/e/71513.

ALBUQUERQUE RESCUE MISSION DONATIONS Visit
abqrescue.org or call 346-4673 for a list of foods needed
most. Albuquerque Rescue Mission (525 Second
Street SW). alibi.com/e/3526.

THE AWESOME FOUNDATION FOOD GRANT Accepting
applications for $1,000 microgrants awarded each month
to an awesome idea involving food. Visit
awesomefoundation.org for details and a submission
form. alibi.com/e/3529.

FOOD NOT BOMBS Find a FNB group in your area at
foodnotbombs.net or call (800) 884-1136.
alibi.com/e/3519.

GIVE FOOD TO THE STOREHOUSE The Storehouse accepts
nonperishable food, fresh garden vegetables, baby food
and formula. Food may be dropped off at the back door
Tuesday-Friday, 8:30am-3:30pm and Saturday, 8:30-
11:30am. The Storehouse (106 Broadway SE).
842-6491. alibi.com/e/3525.

HELP FEED THE HOMELESS Bring nonperishable donations to
Joy Junction (4500 Second Street SW).
alibi.com/e/3521.

NATURAL GROCERS BAG BENEFIT Natural Grocers by Vitamin
Cottage donates five cents to Roadrunner Food Bank for
every person who brings in their own shopping bags.
rrfb.org. Natural Grocers/Vitamin Cottage
(4420 Wyoming NE). alibi.com/e/3524.

RIO GRANDE FOOD PROJECT Rio Grande Food Project feeds
11,000 families every year. Visit rgfp.org, email
rgfp@comcast.net, or call 831-3778 to find out how to
help hungry New Mexicans. alibi.com/e/3528.

ROADRUNNER FOOD BANK Help the organization feed more
than 40,000 hungry people each week. Donation and
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Oi! with the Safety Pins
Already!
‘Member being a teenager, fool of angst,
ready to overthrow
the government with
the power of G and C
chords? Well, if you
wanna venture back
in time (or if you’re
experiencing
somewhat of a
stunted version of
adulthood), then ya
might wanna head over to GRAFT Gallery
(1415 Fourth Street SW) for the Burque
Bazaar on Saturday, April 4. A punk rock flea
market featuring everything from records to
clothing to ephemera to patches, posters and
other random assortments of crap, it’ll be
going on from 10:30am to 3:30pm. And if you
like your punk garbage poked with holes and
carrying traces of a sinister edge, there’ll also
be some occult items. Just don’t bring them
over to my place; I’m very superstitious. There
will be “jams provided” as well as electronics,
so maybe you (or your 14-year-old angsty
nephew) will find some cool instruments to
start his next sloppy, ill-produced project. You
might want to make sure the garage is sound-
proofed. Oh, to be young. (Mark Lopez) a

EVENT |PREVIEW

SATURDAY
APRIL 4

GRAFT
1415 Fourth Street SW

alibi.com/e/137349

10:30am to 3:30pm

VIA W
IK

IPED
IA

volunteering information available at rrfb.org.
alibi.com/e/3518.

VOLUNTEER AT PROJECT SHARE Project Share relies on
volunteers and donations to carry out its mission of
feeding the hungry. Donations can be made Monday
through Sunday from 1 to 4pm. Closed Wednesdays.
Project Share (1515 Yale SE). alibi.com/e/3520. a
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best of
burque 

2015
The annual survey where 
you tell us what you love 

about our city

BY TY BANNERMAN

G
oddamn, do we love this city! Over
300 years ago, La Villa de
Alburquerque was founded on the

shores of the Rio Grande, and after
centuries of growth, the dominion of three
different empires, myriad cultural tug-of-
wars and 10 generations, its residents are
still happy to call this place home. 

Every year since 1994, we’ve been asking
you, our readers, to sound off on your
favorite aspects of Albuquerque, and every
year you surprise us with your enthusiastic
response. Now, the votes are in, carefully
tallied by our crack team of    coffee-fueled
statisticians and interpreted by our brilliant
team of alcohol-fueled editors. Join us as we
celebrate what you love about Albuquerque
in the year 2015. a

City living
BY TY BANNERMAN

best eleCted offiCial 
Mayor Berry
Ol’ Mayor Mustache wins again, despite a rough year that included harsh
criticism for the city’s police force, Berry giving the go-ahead for the
controversial Bosque trail construction and a difficult situation involving
the city’s homeless problem. But, as far as our readers are concerned,
Berry has emerged smiling wide and smelling like a rose. 

2) Congresswoman Michelle Lujan Grisham
3) City Councilor Isaac Benton

worst eleCted offiCial
Susana Martinez 
La Tejana, on the other hand, didn’t fare quite so well. Even though she
handily won her reelection bid, Martinez’ tenure as Governor has left a
bad taste in our readers’ mouths. Whether it’s Martinez calling teachers
lazy, attacking the state’s mental health infrastructure or controversially
appointing former Tourism Secretary Monique Jacobson—who has no
social work experience or training—to head  the Children, Youth and
Families Department, our readers are pretty much over her.

2) Mayor Berry
3) “All of them” 

�”best”�loCal sCaNdal 
APD
This was really a bumper year for APD in terms of foofaraws, kerfuffles
and apparent disregard for human lives. Not too surprisingly, our police
department’s apparent inclination to violence, which has become
Albuquerque’s latest claim to infamy, took top spot on the scandals list
this year. In second place, Public Education Secretary Hanna Skandera
got the honor for her continual test pushing, and the Mayor’s unilateral
decision to start bulldozing a trail through the Bosque came in third. 

2) Hanna Skandera’s appointment to Public
Education Secretary 
3) Bosque trail bulldozing

best use of City MoNey
Paseo del Norte Interchange 
It’s not too often that an extended highway construction project gets
lauded as the best use of our funds, but there’s no doubt that the Paseo
del Norte Interchange has made it a little bit easier to get from one end
of town to the other. Similarly, our city’s extensive network of bike trails
and lanes took second place. We do love to get around, don’t we?

2) Bike-friendly improvements

worst use of City MoNey
Bosque trail bulldozing
Most people aren’t dead-set against the idea of a more pedestrian-
friendly network of trails in the Bosque area, and arguably the plan could
even reduce overall environmental impact. But man, did Berry have to
start construction before the approval process was finished? What a dick
move.

2) APD
3) Paseo del Norte Interchange

best tV News PersoNality
Tom Joles
And Joles comes out swinging! Yep, the KOB Kid scores a knockout in
best TV news personality. Of course most of us used to like him for his

calm, authoritative demeanor, but after he made national headlines for
nearly coming to fisticuffs in the newsroom, we’re kind of afraid to
choose anybody else.

2) Steve Stucker
3) Mark Ronchetti

best tV NewsCast
KOB Channel 4
KOB-TV’s news team gets the number one spot on Albuquerque
televisions. Appropriately enough, this is Tom “the Burque Brawler”
Joles’ home turf, so any competitors that want to snag that trophy for
themselves are going to have to go through him.

2) KOAT-7
3) KRQE News 13 

best radio PersoNality
Buck, Dex and Baxter (104.1 FM The Edge)
Our readers like to wake up to a wacky, raunchy, rollicking radio show,
and this year the honor for best on-air personality goes to a foul-
mouthed, frat-boyish trio that’s been tearing up the airwaves “morning
zoo”-style for over a decade. 

2) Donnie Chase (100.3 FM The Peak)
3) Erica Viking (Coyote 102.5 FM)

best radio statioN
KUNM
Oh, how very erudite we are, Burque. None of that “Edge” or “Peak” or
other I Heart Radio nonsense for us. When we turn the dial, we go
straight for the Fine, Fine Super Fine 89.9 FM. Where else can you hear
a range of tunes that go from the folk stylings of “Home of Happy Feet”
to roots reggae to the personalized blends of afternoon freeform?
KUNM rules. Except when we swing that dial back over to The Edge
during fundraisers. You know it’s true. 

2) 104.1 FM The Edge
3) 100.3 FM The Peak

best PlaCe to PeoPle watCh
Tie: UNM and Nob Hill
Tying for first place, UNM’s crowds of bearded hipsters and tweed
bedecked professors intersect nicely with the eclectic consumeristas of
Nob Hill. Stop by Olo Yogurt Studio on a Friday night and you’ll see
these two worlds jammed together like they were conjoined twins,
rocking out to the rhythm of as varied a group of street musicians as
you’re ever going to encounter. 

2) Albuquerque Sunport
3) Frontier Restaurant

best Charity eVeNt
Run for the Zoo
When it comes to fundraisers, Burqueños put the emphasis on fun. And
what’s more fun than pounding your feet against the pavement beneath
a sweltering New Mexico sun as your heart rate elevates to explosive,
your vision blurs and your sides scream out in agony? Okay, maybe it’s
not for everyone, but at least the beneficiary, the Albuquerque BioPark,
is something we can all enjoy.   

best reasoN to stay iN
albuquerque
The Weather
Okay, maybe around August we all start thinking of cooler climates and
green, verdant forests replete with trickling streams, but during the rest
of the year, it’s hard to beat Albuquerque’s mix of sunshine and mild
temperatures. And who doesn’t love a New Mexico autumn? Just pray
for rain, and everything will be perfect. 

2) Chile/Food
3) Mountains a

2015 | best of burque
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Best theater PerforMance    

Tie: Nutcracker on the Rocksand
Quarantine ABQ
After pondering the options and cataloguing their
brains’ vast array of memories and useless
information, our readers have decided on two
winners for their favorite theater performance. Tying
for first place is Nutcracker on the Rocks, which
showed at National Hispanic Cultural Center, and
Quarantine ABQ, which placed goers in a distant
reality where they got to be part of the action as
they raced to survive a zombie apocalypse. 

2) Tie: THE SHOW and Comedy? 

Best art exhiBition

Visualizing Albuquerque at
Albuquerque Museum of Art and
History
Oh, the visual arts. After you guys voted, the clear
winner for best art exhibition turned out to be one
that emphasized the beauty and grandeur that
makes the Land of Enchantment a fine place to call
home. Visualizing Albuquerque at the Albuquerque
Museum of Art and History took first place. And in a
tie for second: the Encompass exhibition at Harwood
Art Center and the Sabine Zimmer collection at
Mariposa Gallery. 

2) Tie: Encompassat Harwood Art
Center and the Sabine Zimmer
exhibition at Mariposa

Best art GaLLery

516 Arts
Are you the type of person who sees art everywhere,
like on the back of cereal boxes when you’re eating
the most important meal of the day? Or, are you the
type who ventures out and about to catch glimpses
of paint propped up on gallery walls? If the latter is
more your style, then you need to head to 516 Arts.
According to our readers, that’s the best place to
scope new and interesting works, as they were voted
numero uno for best art gallery. Following close in
second place is Stranger Factory, and not too far
behind is Sumner & Dene. Art everywhere!

2) Stranger Factory
3) Sumner & Dene

Best non-GaLLery sPace to
see art

Tie: Octopus and the Fox; Tractor
Brewery Wells Park
In a true testament to the artistic prowess of the
Duke City, it’s more likely that you’ll find a wide array
of work in cafés and retail spaces rather than
entering an art gallery. And that’s not a bad thing. Art
is for the people, so it should be a public endeavor,
no? And apparently, Octopus and the Fox and the
Tractor Brewery in Wells Park are people’s favorite
places to see works of art.

2) Tie: Downtown Albuquerque; Java
Joes 

Best Graffiti

Four-way tie! Ernest Doty murals;
Downtown Albuquerque; Slice
Parlor; Rail Runner tracks
When it comes to graffiti, it seems like Burqueños
can’t make up their minds. We love it all! After
tallying the votes, we have a four-way tie between
Ernest Doty’s murals, the street art in Downtown
Albuquerque, Slice Parlor and the work visible
from the Rail Runner tracks. So if you decide to
venture out and look for some awesome tags and
murals, these are good places to start. 

Best MuraL

Astro-Zombies
When you think of the best mural in Albuquerque,
what comes to mind? You could think long and
hard about it. But why bother? Alibi readers have
already done that for you. According to them, the
best mural in the city can be found right in the
heart of Nob Hill, on the outside wall of comic
book store Astro-Zombies. And if you like a little
tuneage with your giant canvas, then head over to
Sunshine Theater to catch a glimpse of Thomas
Haag’s mural, which took second place.

2) Thomas Haag mural behind
Sunshine Theater

Best MuseuM

New Mexico Museum of Natural
History and Science
Where can one go to see new artwork, learn about
the inside of the human brain, and maybe visit a
planetarium to speculate on Earth’s place within
our solar system? Old Town, baby! The New
Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science
took best museum by a landslide, and its neighbor
to the south, the Albuquerque Museum of Art and
History, took second place.

2) Albuquerque Museum of Art and
History
3) Explora

Best theater sPace

Popejoy Hall
Just looking at the winners for this year’s best
theater space category, one can easily deduce the
varied personalities of our voters. The first place
winner (Popejoy Hall) hosts such diverse events
as Cirque du Soleil, Wicked and Mark Twain
Tonight!, while our second place winner is one of
our city’s most popular landmarks (which many
believe is haunted). The KiMo Theatre hosts a
plethora of movie specials, so it’s no wonder our
readers love it. 

2) KiMo Theatre
3) Box Performance Space and
Improv Theater

Best artist

Tie: Angela Berkson and Rudy
Lopez
I’m sure this category reminded folks about those
art classes they signed up for but never showed

up to. I’m right there with you, people. But that
doesn’t mean we’re unable to appreciate good
works when we see em’. ‘Cause we’re just that
snazzy. And when you voted for your favorite
artist, you were clearly torn, showing that your
appreciation for fine art can’t be stifled. Angela
Berkson, who works in a variety of media, and
tattoo artist Rudy Lopez both took first in the best
artist category. Because you said so.

Best JeweLry artist

Tie: Chela Gurnee and Lilly
Barrack
Apparently, folks in the Duke City love some
snazzy rings, necklaces and brooches, because
they hit the polls to place their votes for best
jewelry artist in Burque. Chela Gurnee and Lilly
Barrack both tied for the prime spot at the top of
the list. But it’s not as if there aren’t other notable
folks in the jewelry-making biz, as Gertrude

Isaac London
Best R      ecreation: GravityPark Trampoline Arena

COMMUNITY | PICK
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cultural cachet

Cultural Cachet  continues on page 22 

Zachary and Kristin Diener followed close behind
to tie for second.

2) Tie: Gertrude Zachary and Kristin
Diener

Best LocaL Poet

Hakim Bellamy
It’s no secret this is a city that has its foot in pretty
much every art form you can think of. So why would
the written word be any different? And our readers’
votes have spoken volumes, as Mr. Hakim Bellamy
(our city’s former Poet Laureate) took first place by
a landslide. Our second and third place winners—
Zachary Kluckman and Carlos Contreras—are also
ubiquitous fixtures in the local poetry scene. 

2) Zachary Kluckman
3) Carlos Contreras

This year, instead of seeking community picks from local celebrities or editorial staff, we decided to honor
our readers from all walks of life. We sent out our photographer Scott Bass to various locations around
Albuquerque to speak to Alibi readers and find out what, exactly, they love the most about Albuquerque. 

BY MARK LOPEZ
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Best PhotograPher

Wes Naman
Smile purty for the cameras, folks. You cast your
votes and told us who you turn to when you
wanna take photos of your baby’s first birthday or
make a visual representation of a routine tooth
extraction. Hey, it happens. Wes Naman seems to
be the man that many have tapped for his
photographic skills, as he won first place in our
best photographer category.

2) Tony Gambino and Frank Frost
3) Kim Jew

Best comedy Venue

Box Performance Space and
Improv Theater
When people wanna see comedy, they know
where to go. The Box Performance Space and
Improv Theater won by a staggering landslide in
this category, and it’s no surprise considering the

Irene Salinas, UNM Professor

Best Place to Hang Out with Other Europeans: Two Fools Tavern

COMMUNITY |PICK

Cultural Cachet continued from page20 prolific efforts of its weekly improv teams (THE
SHOW and Comedy?). But that doesn’t mean it’s
the only place to catch a few chuckles, as
evidenced by the laugh factories that tied for
second.

2) Three-way tie: Blackout Theatre
Company, Comedians’ Power Hour,
Guild Cinema

Best LocaL comedian

Sarah Mowrey
And the winner is ... hold on, I’ve got something in
my teeth. Cool, it was a Cheeto. Back to it: First
place was taken by Sarah Mowrey, who you can
see performing weekly in her troupe Comedy? at
The Box. Following closely behind her is comedian
and Alibi contributor Genevieve Mueller. And just
in case two ain’t enough: Rusty Rutherford took
third, folks. So get with the funny because the sad
is kinda overrated. 

2) Genevieve Mueller
3) Rusty Rutherford a
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best bookstore (neW or
used)
Bookworks
For 30 years this locally owned and
independent book shop has been catering to
Albuquerque’s literary tastes, whether that
means offering a rich Southwestern history
selection, providing ample room for children’s
books or bringing in A-list authors for talks and
signings on a regular basis. And after we’re
done shopping, we like to head next door to
Flying Star to peruse our new book while
sipping a cup of coffee. (TB)

2) Page One

3) Treasure House

best antique store
C. Dimery’s Morningside Antiques
Where else can you find Swedish modern furniture
sharing floor space with taxidermied sting rays,
fossilized poop and vintage erotica? We love this
place and can literally spend hours perusing the
eclectic oddities in the sprawling rooms. Coming
out into the sun afterwards feels like waking from
an opium-induced Victorian daydream. (TB)

2) Antiques & Things
3) Uneek Findings

best bicYcle sHop
The Bike Coop
This University-area stalwart has been fixing up
our fixies (and tending to our 10-speeds) for three
decades now. Even though it’s changed locations
from Nob Hill to the Bricklight District, you’ll still
find the same knowledgeable, friendly staff on
hand to help you out with your cycle needs. (TB)

2) Fat Tire Cycles
3) Two Wheel Drive

best plant nurserY
Osuna Nursery
This massive garden center in the North Valley is
worth a day trip in and of itself. The multi-acre lot
covers outdoor and indoor plantings, as well as
offering a robust selection of landscaping
materials, from flagstone to beauty bark. There are
even landscape designers on staff who will come to
your home and help you plan the garden of your
dreams. (TB)

2) Rehm’s Nursery
3) Jericho Nursery

best floWer sHop
People’s Flowers 
People’s Flowers once again takes the prize. And
why not? With multiple locations in the
Albuquerque area, this homegrown original has
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the things We buy
been providing artful flower arrangements for our
special occasions for nearly 70 years. Also we love
the shop’s classic, and classy, ’60s-chic signage.
(TB)

2) Tie: Flower Shop at Nob Hill and
Mauldin’s Flowers

best gYM
Defined Fitness
You wanna get ripped, brah? You aren’t gonna do it
by sitting on your couch and binge-watching
“Game of Thrones,” are you? You need to hit the
gym and feel the burn in your quads, your delts and
your, uh ... back ... muscles? Our readers say
Defined is the way to go if you’re serious about
turning yourself into a slab of sculpted flesh. (TB)

2) Sports and Wellness
3) Planet Fitness

best Yoga/pilates studio
Cloud9 Divine
Finding rhythm in your breath and disciplining your
body to reach inner peace is not an easy task. And
with new yoga studios seeming to pop up every
day, it can be difficult for first-timers to know
where exactly to begin. Our readers suggest
Cloud9 Divine as a starting point. Entice your
chakras and find a new you! Special thanks to our
reader write-in, “Italian Yoga at my house with
smokes and espresso,” for making yoga sound a
little more tempting to the skeptic. (AO)

2) Blissful Spirits
3) eVOLV Fitness

best spa
Betty’s Bath and Day Spa
Go ahead and sign up for a soak in one of Betty’s

private hot tubs. Followed by a deep tissue
massage of course. And you’ve got to get a
calming, exfoliating facial, obviously. Then, maybe
back to baths, why not? Before you know it, the
whole day is gone. But it’s been the best day ever.
(TB)

2) Albuquerque Baths
3) Hyatt Regency Tamaya Resort and
Spa

best Hair salon
Square Root Salon
Put down that bottle of wine and dull pair of craft
scissors, and allow our readers to steer you away
from the at-home haircut. Having flawless, healthy
hair can be an uphill battle, but thanks to local
salon Square Root, our readers are pleased as pie
with their mane. Moxi Evolution of Beauty comes
in at second place. The women at this charming
Nob Hill salon know how to get bangs right, and
they always play good jams while you get your
locks tamed. (AO) 

2) Moxi Evolution of Beauty
3) Swank

best barber sHop
Ace Barber Shop
After the hair, of course, a good barber shop is all
about community. It should be a gathering place
where all comers are given equal time in the chair,
where friends banter and fat gets chewed. Ace
embodies that spirit after a decade Downtown.
From traditional “#3” clips to punk rock styles to
shaved-in designs, these guys know what they’re
doing with a pair of scissors and a razor, and our
readers want to reward them for it. (TB)

2) The Barber’s Shop 

best Men�s apparel 
Izzy Martin
Dressing well in Albuquerque takes determination,
patience and a little help from Izzy Martin.
According to our readers, this small, swank
boutique in Nob Hill has captured the hearts and
eyes of Albuquerque’s most stylish folks. With a
carefully selected collection of menswear, you can
find intricately designed button ups and stylish
underwear and shorts that won’t make you look 14.
If you’re a dude and you are tired of ordering your
entire wardrobe online, our readers urge you to
graze the racks at Izzy Martin. (AO)

2) Free Radicals HQ
3) Toad Road

best WoMen�s apparel 
Free Radicals HQ
For the second year in a row, local rockabilly and
punk mecca Free Radicals takes the lead in
women’s apparel. With an impressive selection of
vintage-inspired clothing, swimsuits, jewelry and
hosiery in goth, punk, rockabilly and pinup styles,
no wonder Albuquerque has voted it the best.
Make your way over to the shop in the UNM
neighborhood; it’s the one with the hearse parked
out front. (AO)

2) Toad Road
3) No. 13 BoutiqueMelissa Livingston

Best Night Life Spot: Anodyne or Sister

COMMUNITY |PICK
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Things We Buy  continues on page26 

BY TY BANNERMAN AND AMELIA OLSON
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Best thrift store

Thrift Town 
The only thing missing at this thrifting favorite is
more cash registers. If you need an 11-year-old wig,
a plaid love seat for your new apartment, a Cher-
inspired disco outfit for a first date or another
Barbra Streisand album, Thrift Town is your place.
Our readers have lovingly sifted through the aisles
in search of hidden treasures and voted Thrift
Town our city’s most promising thrifting excursion.
Special high-five to our runners-up: Savers, which
continues to wow us with an impressive offering of
rainbow-colored afghans, and Buffalo Exchange,
which provides Albuquerque with hard-to-find and
affordable fashion year after year. (AO)

2) Savers
3) Buffalo Exchange

Best Grocery

Sprouts Farmers Market
This national chain has garnered our readers’
attention, both for the quality of the produce and
the affordable selection of organic and natural
goods. The stores are also quite comfortable
feeling and approachable, and the staff is
knowledgeable and friendly. Best of all, with prices
like these you definitely won’t spend your “whole
paycheck” here. (TB)

2) La Montañita Co-op
3) Trader Joe’s

Best pet rescue Group

Animal Humane NM
With recent news of abductions and horrific,
inexplicable violence toward our most beloved
community members, our pets, the need for

organizations like Animal Humane and Watermelon
Mountain Ranch is imperative. Every day these
shelters welcome, love, rehabilitate and heal
vulnerable animals. Thanks to these two incredible
groups, homeless pets have an opportunity to live
out the lives they deserve, chasing balls, eatin’
snacks and running around free as a bird. Our
readers and the Weekly Alibi salute our first place
winner, Animal Humane NM, and our runner-up,
Watermelon Mountain Ranch, for their endless
commitment to New Mexico’s animals. (AO)

2) Watermelon Mountain Ranch

Best Vet

Aztec Animal Clinic
Whether your pup needs shots, your cat got into a
street fight or your rabbit hasn’t been eating well, a
visit to the veterinarian helps to keep the family
members we love so dearly safe and healthy. Yearly
vaccinations, treatment of minor ailments and
emergency visits are all part of pet ownership, and
the folks at this year’s best vet, Aztec Animal Clinic,
are doing their best to make it all better. (AO)

2) Blue Cross Animal Clinic
3) Rio Grande Animal Hospital

Best MedicaL cannaBis

dispensary

R. Greenleaf Organics, Inc.
With medicinal cannabis finally legal and available
(to those who qualify the moment you walk in, it’s
clear that these guys are all about helping people
with legitimate medical concerns. Our readers
appreciate the professionalism. (TB)

2) Minerva Canna Group
3) Verdes Foundation

Trudy Gallegos

Best New Mexican Food: Padilla’s Mexican Kitchen

COMMUNITY |PICK

Best Venue

Launchpad
During the past 20 years, Launchpad (618 Central
SW) has come to symbolize more than merely a
jumping-off point to this or that star-strewn realm.
It’s the joint where earthbound Burqueños go to
see shows. Number one on our list this year,
Launchpad offers up everything from hellacious
hip-hop to powerful punk rock. In between days,
you may even hear experimental sound-collage
streaming from its mouthy airlocks; Launchpad
rocks. 

2) Sister Bar

3) Sunshine Theater

Best LocaL Band

Red Light Cameras
Red light cameras can’t stop scofflaws from
carelessly zooming through dangerous
intersections in these parts, but their musical
namesake, the band Red Light Cameras, sure as
hell know how to wrangle Alibi readers’ votes. This
year’s Best Band in Burque winner stars

Music Box

2015 | Best of Burque

Things We Buy continued from page24

Things We Buy  continues on page28 

powerhouse vocalist Amanda Machon,
guitarist Chris Walsh, bassist Barney Lopez
and drummer Joe Bolt. Together, these fine
folks create a brand of indie-pop that’s as
blisteringly blues-based as it is fresh and
innovative. 

2) Leeches of Lore
3) The Porter Draw

Best LocaL Musician

Ryan McGarvey
With so many working musicians in town, one
could conceivably line their instruments up
across the ecliptic, using the lot to set the
boundaries of our solar system. Alibi readers
were clear about who should lead such a
stellar procession. They voted for Ryan
McGarvey, a bluesman with chops that have
propelled the guitarist through stunning local
engagements and out into the world.
Multitalented metal messiah Steve Hammond,
the frontman of Leeches of Lore, got tied up
with mellifluous singer-songwriter Keith
Sanchez for the number two honors. 

2) Tie: Steve Hammond and Keith
Sanchez a

BY AUGUST MARCH
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customer equally, no matter how much or how
little they may spend at our store. Mercy in
every act means that we look for opportunities
to serve our community that go above and
beyond what is required of us. This is done
through our 2 percent giveback program to local
non-profits and by donating mattresses to those
who are in impossible circumstances. Humility

means that when we make a mistake, we will
acknowledge the mistake, apologize and do
everything we can to fix the mistake.

What is your educational background?
After graduating from UNM with a degree

in business management and accounting, Mark
worked for 14 years in non-profit and corporate
accounting, which helped him understand the
reward of a good night’s sleep. Now he weaves
those values together to bring Urban Mattress to
the metro.

What are your strongest business
traits?

Honesty and a low pressure environment.
We are honest with each and every customer.
Our showroom is setup so that our customers
can spend the time they need test-resting on our
mattresses so that they can discover which bed is
the best one for them. 

What significant changes have you
implemented recently?

We are always talking to our customers to
find out what products are working for them and
which products are not. We then make changes
to our product selection to reflect the feedback
we get from our customers.

Our customers have been asking for solid
wood bed frames at reasonable prices. We just
started working with Dapwood, another local
ABQ company, and we are now offering solid
wood frames at competitive prices! 

What do you offer that the
competition doesn’t?

We inner coil, memory foam, latex, organic
latex and handmade natural mattresses, which
range from $350 to $7000 for a queen set. Our
wide selection lets the customer compare five
very different and unique beds in one setting—
without having to travel from store to
store—and by giving them a side by side
comparison of each type of bed. 

If there is one thing about
Albuquerque or New Mexico that you
could change, what would it be?

I would love to be able to bring more jobs
to Albuquerque. This is why we support local
businesses and are excited about our new
partnership with Dapwood. Local business is the
life of our city! 

What inspires you?
I am inspired by ordinary people going out

of their way to help others. Each act of kindness
makes Albuquerque a better place, no matter
how small that act may feel at the time. I aim to
do something small for someone each and every
day, even if it is just a smile. 

Anything else you would like to add?
Our hours are: Monday through Friday:

10am to 8pm, Saturday: 10am to 7pm and
Sunday: noon to 6pm.

Type of Business
Mattresses & Bedding

Year Established
2014

Owner
Mark & Amanda Essenmacher

Hometown
Albuquerque

Business Address
6902 Menaul NE, Suite A

Business Phone
(505) 750-9159

Business Email
albuquerque@urbanmattress.com

Website
urbanmattress.com

What was your first job?
I worked the closing shift at McDonalds,

and then I worked as a apprentice to a local
furniture maker. It was through these jobs that I
put myself through college at UNM and learned
the values of hard work and treating customers
with respect. 

How did you get started in this
business?

Two friends from my non-profit days helped
start the franchise. I watched them grow the
franchise and their focus on customer service, a
low pressure environment and quality products
at reasonable prices. It intrigued me that a
business model was developed that focused on
treating our customers right and supporting local
non-profits through our 2 percent giveback
program.

Why did you choose this business?
Growing up in New Mexico, I was raised to

understand the value of serving others in the
community. The opportunity came to bring
Urban Mattress to Albuquerque, and I knew this
would be an ideal fit for me, as nothing is as
important as a goods night’s sleep. We want to
be the industry leaders in customer service, and
we are doing a great job of helping our
customers discover the best mattress for them, as
no two customers have the same needs. 

What is your business philosophy?
We are focused on justice, mercy and

humility. Justice means that we treat each

W E E K L Y  B U S I N E S S  P R O F I L E  •  P A I D  A D V E R T I S E M E N T

Urban Mattress
PHOTOS BY DANA BENJAMIN
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John Salazar

Best Health Club: Sports and Wellness Midtown

COMMUNITY |PICK

Best tattoo shop/piercing

parlor 

Tinta Cantina 
We were sort of afraid the first time we went to
Tinta Cantina’s website, which welcomes you with
a black and white picture of the shop’s artists
pointing a variety of guns at you. But our readers
swear it’s the best parlor in town. With nine
different artists, you are sure to find the perfect
match for whatever inked dream you have in mind.
And if you’re looking to get a body piercing, our
readers suggest Evolution and Star Tattoo, who
tied for runner-up. (AO)

2) Tie: Evolution Body Piercing and
Star Tattoo

Best tattoo artist 

Johnnymac Howell (Tinta
Cantina)
It’s not always easy to find a talented and
professional tattoo artist. A shop can boast all it
wants, but the proof is in the pudding as they say,
and word of mouth is truly the most effective
advertisement for any tattoo artist. This year our
readers voted Johnnymac Howell at Tinta Cantina
as Albuquerque’s best tattoo artist. But please
note that one of our readers praised “Smiley in cell

block 8” as their favorite. (AO)

2) Rudy Lopez

Best smoke/Vape shop

Oasis Vape
With an attendant cloud of cherry-scented vapor,
Oasis has emerged from the rest of the pack as
Albuquerque’s number-one choice for e-cigs, e-
juice and other e-things that give you an e-buzz.
There are six locations in Albuquerque, all offering
Oasis’ custom e-juice blends, from “Tiger’s Blood”
to “Pikachu.” (TB)

2) Just Urban Smoke Shop
3) Minerva Canna Group Lifestyle
Shop

Best adult shop

Self Serve Toys
The sex-positive and feminist-run Self Serve has
become a must-go for any of Albuquerque’s
erotically inclined pleasure-seekers. Not only does
the shop offer an excellent lineup of toys,
lubricants and literature, but there’s a full schedule
of classes available, from “Tantric Orgasms” to
“Polyamory 101.” Clear your calendar! (TB)

2) Castle Megastore
3) Seductions a

Things We Buy continued from page26
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The Write-In
Categories

BY OUR READERS

There’s so much we love about this city we could never fit it all into a single survey. And, frankly,
there are some categories that would never, ever occur to us. That’s why, every year, we turn to
our readers to tell us the categories and winners that you think we should have included. As
always, your choices are informative, ridiculous, self-serving and awesome. Sometimes all at
once. 

Best Local Podcast: 10 Drink Minimum
Best Metaphysical Shop: Abitha’s Apothecary
Worst Drivers: Anybody who has lived in Albuquerque all their life
Best Comic Shop: Astro-Zombies/Twin Suns Comic Books and Game Center
Best Car Club: Voodoo Creeps
Best Local Literary Movement: Dirt City
Best Question? Best Answer
Best Drag Queen: Tequila Mockingbyrd
Best Toy Store: Out of the Blue Toys
Best Blogger: Joe Monahan
Best Voter: Me
Best Burlesque Troupe: Gilded Cage Burlesk & Varieté/Paris A GoGo 
Best Skate Shop: Silver Skate Shop
Best Nonprofit: Southwest Organizing Project
Best Music Store: Charley’s 33s and CDs
Best Local Comic Strip: Cletus the Defeatist
Best Boss: Carl “Rusty” Petersen a

Dan Montoya, Owner of Lobo Scooter

Best Asian Cuisine: Pho #1

COMMUNITY | PICK
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A Decade of BoB
Highlights from the archive

And if we did have to pay, hopefully he would
pick up the tab ‘cause he would be loaded with
dough from all, the, uh ‘political gifts’ he has
received over the years.

Best Reason To Vote Bush in 2004
If you’re rich, white and you love sexist,

racist, homophobic, hypocritical, avaricious
and moronic liars and murderers.

Local Hero
Don Schrader. I love the way he is who he

is all the time with no apology.
Local Crackpot
Don Schrader. The TV show is a bit much.

Also, when it’s cold, put some clothes on!
Best Day Trip
Spence Hot Springs in Jemez, stopping off

at Los Ojos on the way back for beers, grub
and pool.

Best Radio Station
KUNM—no contest.
Best Radio Personality
Erica Viking. She’s funny, intelligent and

articulate, and provides a strong counterpoint
to the chauvinism of the blockheads she works
with.

Best DJ
KUNM’s Marcos Martinez. The one time

he did the “FreeForm” afternoon show, it was
the best I’ve ever heard.

Best Coffee House
RB Winnings Coffee. It’s very relaxed, the

coffee is great, and they do a lot for the
community with the events they host.

Best Local Brew Pub
Kelly’s—their Robust porter is the best.
Best Downtown Bar/Jukebox
Anodyne.
Best Nob Hill Bar
I still miss Jack’s, but Joe’s is the next best

thing we have.

2005
Best Line to Use In Order to Get Yourself
Out of A Traffic Ticket

No Single Winner
The next time you hear the shrill cry of a

police siren, try fabricating an emergency
which drove you to drive at that ridiculously
fast pace. Sure, you could apologize with
watery eyes and pray for a warning, but a nifty
excuse might just get you off Scott free. A

potentially horrible (and preferably raunchy)
excuse, such as a “pee emergency” or a rather
violent case of explosive diarrhea (sound
effects a plus!) will have the gunslinging peace
keeper fleeing faster than you can say “Rodney
King.” If this proves ineffectual, consider the
gender of your cop. If clearly a male (Freddy
Mercury mustache, oversized shades), simply
mouth a single word to topple the
unsuspecting officer: menstruation. If your cop
happens to lack a penis, you lack an excuse.
But sometimes actions speak louder than
words, particularly actions that involve your
crotch. Awaken your inner Fabio, don your
leather, and prepare to toss that ticket to the
flames. If you happen to be irredeemably ugly,
good luck. You’re gonna need it. 

Best Local Bookstore
Page One
The best all-around local bookstore goes to

Page One this year in a total landslide.
Whether you’re shopping for magazines,
calendars, knickknacks, software or good old,
ordinary tried and true books, Alibi readers
think Page One is the place to go. Second
place went to Bound To Be Read. Third went
to Bookworks. Fourth went to Bird Song. Title
Wave got plenty of votes too, as did the Book
Stop in Nob Hill.

Best Jewelry Store
Ooh Aah Jewelry
Fans of this store don’t just say the name.

They act it out as if they’re softcore porn stars
on an after-midnight Cinemax flick. “Ooh!
Aah! Baby!” Yes, most voters believe that if
you want to send your mate into an orgasmic
fit, don’t worry about what you’re doing under
the sheets. Just head over to Ooh Aah Jewelry
and fork out for a piece of cool jewelry. That’s
better than good sex any day of the week, and
it lasts one hell of a lot longer, too.

Matí got second this year. IMEC in Nob
Hill scored third. 

Best Place to Buy New Music
Natural Sound
Natural Sound has been an institution in

this city for years. It ain’t the biggest store in
our little village, but its employees know more
about the music they peddle than most DJs.
It’s a great browsing store, and it’s got a
fantastic selection of CDs by local bands, too.

Second went to Charley’s, another staple

of musical life in Burque. Third went to
Flipside. 

Best Visual Artist
Leo Neufeld
Master of portraiture Leo Neufeld takes

home the prize for best visual artist this year
for his unpretentious down-home paintings,
mainly of ordinary people. This year, second
place went to Dan Greenwood. A third place
tie went to Randy Cooper, Roger Evans and
Ted Slampyak. Beyond that, votes came in for
almost every artist under the Albuquerque sun. 

Best Public Sculpture
Chevy on a Stick
I know you’re not going to believe this—

hell, we hardly believe it ourselves—but that
gorgeous hunk of elevated car known
throughout the civilized world as Chevy on a
Stick swept the competition for the 86th
consecutive year. It’s real name is “Cruising
San Mateo I,” of course, but the name
bestowed on it by the masses is so much
catchier, don’t you think? It sounds like
something you might order from the ice cream
man on a hot summer day. Delicious, sweet
and—let’s face it—so very, very cool.

A distant second was Glenna Goodacre’s
“Sidewalk Society,” located right outside the
Hyatt Downtown. Right behind Goodacre’s
bronze city dwellers were the new giant pots
located in the median along I-40.

Strangely, Don Schrader didn’t get a single
vote in this category this year, although that
stupid rocket outside the Atomic Museum in
Old Town got a couple of nods. Tom
Waldron’s controversial green cone sculpture
that was planned for the tiny intersection park
at I-40 and Louisiana got a vote, too. 

Best Place to Admire the Utter Insanity
of Ultra Right Wingers:

From a distance
The Republican Party is like one massive

ape. Be amused by its alien ways; observe it
swinging from one branch of government to
another. But get too close, joint your finger at
its inhumanity, and you will end up smothered
in its vengeful waste. As such, the best place
to admire the utter insanity of ultra right
wingers is definitely at a distance. 

Best Nob Hill Bar
The Cellar Bar at Zinc

BY AMELIA OLSON AND TY BANNERMAN

I
t’s hard to believe, but Best of Burque has
been around for 21 years. That’s 21 years of
growing and changing as the city we love

grows and changes around us. While digging
through the archives in preparation for this
issue, our newest editorial team member Amelia
Olson got all misty-eyed and nostalgic as she
came across names like Marty Chavez, Natural
Sound and Madstone. Please enjoy her curated
selection from BoB’s past 10 years. (TB)

2004
Community Picks

Carla Aragon—KOB-TV Eyewitness News
4 anchorwoman

Best Salsa
505. I’m addicted to this stuff. It’s so good,

you don’t even need the chips! Just drink it!
Best Bargain Store
Big Lots. It’s like a treasure hunt ... and best

of all, you can walk away from the place with a
bag full of goodies for under $20.

Best Movie Theater
Madstone. I love the atmosphere, and I

don’t have to compete with the kids for the
snack bar.

Best Local Wine
Gruet Brut Sparkling Wine. It’s one of New

Mexico’s best kept secrets—my husband and I
love to have a glass in our backyard at sunset!

Best Breakfast Burrito
The No. 9 at Golden Pride/Frontier

Restaurant. After an out-of-town trip, that’s
the first place I stop for my green chile fix.

Best Newscast
Eyewitness News 4. I’m no fool, I want to

keep my job.

Dan Solis—Veteran Slam Poet
Best Local Politician to Go Bar-hopping

With
It’s gotta be Manny Aragon. I imagine

Manny would have the hookup wherever we
went, no waiting for a table. Hell, we probably
wouldn’t even have to pay for a drink in most
places. He’s sure to know and tell stories about
New Mexico politics and politicians that
would never even be hinted at by the press. A Decade of BoB continues on page 34 
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Last year O’Niell’s was everyone’s favorite
Nob Hill bar, and this year’s write-in votes
reflect a collective grieving process over the
loss of that longstanding Irish pub. “O’Niell’s is
gone, but Zinc is pretty nice,” wrote one voter.
An understatement, to say the least. Zinc beat
out heavy hitters like Kelly’s Brewpub, Martini
Grille, Gecko’s and Il Bar at Scalo. Why
bother wasting time on figuring out which one
is best? We make it a point to continue our
research on this particular matter pretty much
every night of the week. 

2006
Best Item You Can Make Out of a Weekly
Alibi

As usual, the most popular answers
included toilet paper, bird cage-lining,
campfire starter and a pirate hat, but we were
looking for something a little more creative.
“Shoe protectors at work” was interesting, if
somewhat puzzling. “Rifle silencer” was
disturbing but not nearly as terrifying as
“condom.” Ugh! Gross. Really. “You self
grandising (sic) bastards” got one well-
deserved vote. “Knee brace,” “disciplinary
tool” and “blood soaker-upper” were other
interesting ideas. 

Best Community Action Group
Downtown Action Team
These guys, who always take home a prize

in the top three for this category, stole first
place this year. And with the continued
revitalization of Downtown, it’s a good thing,
because we’re going to want them around as
the city’s heart continues to transform. A close
second by only two votes is the Albuquerque
Assistance League, last year’s winner. And
only two votes behind them is 1000 Friends of
New Mexico, with the Southwest Organizing
Project only one vote away. Dozens of other
organizations were listed this year as well,
which makes you realize how many hard-
working, caring people in this city are doing
their part every day. Sort of warms my cold,
cold heart. Oh, and add one more vote for
Don Chase, even though one man can’t really
qualify as a community action group. Can he? 

Best Wasteful Use of Local Tax Dollars
Montaño Bridge
Look, you did it again. Your ambivalence is

astounding. The pots (not Easter eggs) on I-40
took a very close second and the Paseo
extension nabbed third. One depressed fellow
voted for “everything,” while “Marty’s Clean
Team vests” racked up a few. Also, a few
crackpots think “art” is wasteful, although
someone else clarified this a little further by
voting for “bad art.” Who can argue with that? 

Best Bowling Alley
Silva Lanes
If you’re in the mood to roll some balls

around (don’t look at me like that), head over
to Silva’s for a good time. Other top-notch
places to partake in one of America’s favorite
games are Holiday Bowl, which won second,
and Leisure Bowl at a close third. Strike!

Best Adult Establishment
T.D.’s
If you really want to roll some balls around,

you may be in need of an adult establishment.
Albuquerque’s favorite place to get the ball

rolling (I just can’t stop) is T.D.’s, known to be
one of the classier strip joints in town (I hear
the one on San Mateo is especially tasteful).
Castle Superstore was close behind, where you
can pick up all of your naughty needs. The
News Stand snagged third. 

Best Thrift Store
Savers
Savers rocks, voters say. As one person put

it, “It’s all about the fragrance.” But whether
you’re seeking a 20-pound calculator, fancy
outfit or Army-issued camo pants, you can’t go
wrong with Savers. Thrift Town, with its even
cheaper discount days, and Buffalo Exchange,
thrift for the hip, tied for second. The Bargain
Box rounds out the list at third place. 

Best Ethnic Supermarket
Ta Lin Super Market
For the Burque’s Best respondent who

asked, “what the hell is an ethnic
supermarket?” I have two words for you: Ta
Lin. This ethnic supermarket paradise is on
the corner of Louisiana and Central, and
visitors can easily spend their entire day
roaming through Ta Lin’s aisles. Everything
from fried bananas to live lobster to Japanese
sponge cake desserts are there for the taking.
Each of the store’s aisles corresponds to a
different point on the globe and their seafood
department has a ton of fresh fish while their
deli has an entire section dedicated to salami.
99 Bahn Oriental Supermarket on Gibson
received second place. 

2007
Best Local Band Overall

Black Maria
Sweet mother of eardrum-brutalizing

delight, you all picked Black Maria again for
best local band, though whether you can
actually hear them after a few go-rounds with
those giant stacks is another question.
Electronic musician Brian Botkiller (purveyor
of breakbeat, drum and bass, and chillout)
managed a second-place win in the best band
category. Hardworking alternaband Old Man
Shattered grabbed third. 

Best Nonprofit Organization
Assistance League of Albuquerque
A community is measured by how well it

treats its citizens, which is usually something
that can be pinpointed in the quality of its
nonprofits. Albuquerque must be filled with
some of the most philanthropic citizens in the
Southwest, because we have a slew of great
community organizations. This year, the
Assistance League of Albuquerque won the
hearts of our readers and snagged first place.
From delivering “chemo caps” to cancer
patients and booties, blankets and afghans to
preemies, to giving 25,000 teddy bears to
traumatized children, the Assistance League
has a long-standing place in the community.
Watermelon Mountain Ranch, a no-kill
animal shelter dedicated to outreach and
therapeutic programs, came in second while
the Roadrunner Food Bank placed third.

Best Elected City Official
Mayor Martin Chavez
Albuquerque has some kind of love/hate

thing going on with its mayor/king. It can’t be
emotionally healthy for our city to choose this

A Decade of BoB continued from page 32

A Decade of BoB continues on  page 36
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guy as the top city official and the “Worst
Political Stinkeroo.” Sounds like Burque has
daddy issues. Also, it’s worth mentioning that
though Gov. Bill Richardson took second place
in this category, he’s not actually a city official.
He’s the governor of the state. That’s the boss of
all New Mexico. Third-place champion
Council President Debbie O’Malley, on the
other hand, is actually an elected city official, so
if she claims second place on her résumé, no
one will complain.

Best Use of Local Tax Dollars
Schools
When it came to telling us what they want

out of their hard-earned tax dollars, our readers
gave it to us straight and simple: Schools.
Libraries. Road repairs. No fancy streetcar
systems or quieting of the trains. Just the
essentials. Hear that, city officials? Remember it
come election season. Hell, remember it all
year.

Most Wasteful Use of Local Tax Dollars
Red Light Cameras
Just when you think you’re sick of hearing

about stupid camera citations, one shows up in
the mail, and there goes 100 bucks—at the very
least. The camera program is said to pay for
itself. Money from the tickets funds the
cameras’ purchase and operation. We’re not
really sure if that counts as tax dollars, exactly,
but it’s certainly taxpayer money. The glowing
Tricentennial Towers rang up a bill of more
than $800,000 and won the distinction of a
silver medal in this honorific category. The
widely joked about giant pots on I-40 roped the
bronze. What’s with all the hostility toward
public art? 

Best Radio Station
KUNM 89.9 FM
Albuquerque’s beloved college radio station

finally plowed its way into the top spot this year
with its eclectic, homegrown programming,
knocking previous corporate radio front-runner
100.3 The Peak into second place. 104.7 The
Edge snagged third—a product of its heavy
promotional efforts and DJ “edgifying” effort
over past year..

Best TV Personality
Steve Stucker
Never mind the name. Steve Stucker is not

only an amiable animal advocate, bringing
adoptable critters to his appearances on KOB
Channel 4, he’s also the guy our readers like to
look at the most when they turn on the telly for
their news and weather updates. And who can
blame them? With teeth that bright, how could
we not be entranced?

KOAT Channel 7’s Cynthia Izaguirre also
took home the love from our readers with her
second-place win, and meteorologist Mark
Ronchetti (or should we say Mark Ron-cutie?)
from KRQE grabbed third.

Building Most in Need of Restoration
Sunshine Theater
The beautiful and the crumbling—it’s a tale

of one building, standing against time, a
tortured home for Insane Clown Posse, KRS-
One and The Specials, among many others.
Our readers believe it is clearly the one building
in Burque most in need of some tender lovin’
repairs. La Posada Hotel and the Hiland
Theatre walked away with the honors for
second and third place, respectively.

Best Place to Take Out-of-town Guests
The Tram
Great Aunt Martha and Uncle Joe are

visiting for the weekend. They want to get a
sense of what your chosen city is all about, but
they don’t have time to explore all the chile
stops and paleterias in your neighborhood.
Where’s the one place to take them for the
archetypal Albuquerque experience? According
to our readers, that place is the Tram. And we
agree: What better to way to see the whole city
than from a metal basket hovering hundreds of
feet above the ground? Seriously, everyone loves
the Tram. It’s bookended by hiking trails and
has some of the best views in the city. And we
suspect Aunt Martha will love it, too.

Other hot spots for out-of-towners include
Old Town, which racked in enough votes for
second place, and El Pinto restaurant, which
made third. 

Best Local TV Commercial
Beaver Toyota
Oh, Beaver Toyota. What is it our readers

love so much about your commercial?
Is it the incredible production value? The

unparalleled bargains on your top-of-the-line
vehicles? Linda’s stunning fashion sense (dig
those tight pants)? We’re not really sure, but
there’s one thing we can say: Our readers like
your stuff. Thanks for the good times. 

2008
Most Overlooked Issue

With an ever-bubbling battle for control
between city administration, Albuquerque
Public Schools and state government, readers
seem to be saying the quality of education for
Burque students is getting lost in the stewpot.

Best New Law
You voted it No. 1 here, but you also put it

as No. 2 in the Worst New Law category.

Clearly, Burque’s divided when it comes to the
stamping out of cigarettes in New Mexico. On
one hand, nonsmokers are happier in puff-free
environments. But on the other, shouldn’t
business owners have the right to decide what
legal activities to allow on their properties?

Best Locally Shot Film 
You could make a strong case that, after

taking home Academy Awards for Best
Supporting Actor, Best Director and Best Film,
No Country for Old Men was the best film
released anywhere in the world during 2007.
It’s no wonder then that No Country won for
Best Locally Shot Film. We can only hope the
Coen Brothers will be back to the Land of
Enchantment soon.

2009
Best Busker

Fast Heart Mart doesn’t just talk the
sidewalk talk; it walks the sidewalk rock. Rain,
shine or mounted horse cops on the street,
FHM gives the finger to holding down a job
and high-fives the common man with a snare
drum and that unmistakable double-necked
acoustic guitar.

“North Valley Tile House”
Bart Prince may not be the only T square-

inclined citizen of Burque with a dare for flair.
Whoever created this ocular confection, we
applaud you.

2010
Best Park for Ice Blocking

Netherwood Park (aka Pregnant Park, near
Indian School and Princeton)

To non-natives: Ice-blocking is a summer
pastime in this desert city. First, buy a block of
ice. Some supermarkets and gas stations carry
them—call around. Head to your nearest grassy
slope. Fold a towel to put on top of your ice
block, have a seat and slide on down. The Alibi
makes no guarantees of safety—particularly if
inebriation is occurring simultaneously.

Best Growers’ Market
Downtown Growers’ Market
Robinson Park (Eighth Street and

Central NW)
Saturdays, June through October

2) Corrales Growers’ Market
3) Los Ranchos Growers’ Market

Best Community Supported Agriculture
(CSA) Service

Los Poblanos Organics
4803 Rio Grande NW, multiple pick-up

locations, 681-4060

2) Erda Gardens and Learning Center
3) La Montañita Co-op

Best Wine Selection
Jubilation Fine Wines & Spirits
3512 Lomas NE, 255-4404

2) Trader Joe’s
3) The Quarters Package Liquor

Best Magazine Selection
Flying Star Café
Multiple locations

2) Page One
3) Newsland

Best Pet Shop
Clark’s Pet Emporium
Multiple locations

2) Petsmart
3) Long Leash on Life

Best Psychic
Judy Delphonse

2) Mendy Lou
3) Psychic Ana

Best Boot and Shoe Repair
Nob Hill Shoe Repair
4208 Central SE, 255-0481

2) Coronado Boot & Shoe Repair
3) Tie: Hoffmantown Shoe & Boot Repair,

Robledo’s Boot and Shoe Repair

2011
Best Independent Video Store

Burning Paradise Video—From mainstream
hits to independent and foreign film, Kurly
Tlapoyawa operates and owns the only
independent video store in Albuquerque and
has a great new location on 115 Harvard SE.
Kurly is a great guy, stuntman and moviemaker.
Everybody should know him and find him on
Facebook.

2012
Best Burqueño

“Lynette” / Lauren Poole
A la modies! For the first time in our

lifetime, someone has stolen the title from our
resident tan, nearly nude philosopher. You’re all
mad or what, Schrader? Not even. That dude
lives by the principles of forgiveness and stuff.
But Lynette, shooooot, this is her Albuquerque
now, nuh? And there are other notable people
doing good work, too. Like cannabis activist
Bryan Krumm; (un)Occupy protester Brittany
Arneson, who faces disciplinary action from the
University of New Mexico; Youth
Development, Inc. President Chris Baca;
Chicano author Rudolfo Anaya; and charming

A Decade of BoB continued from page 34
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Chicano author Rudolfo Anaya; and charming
Neil Patrick Harris.

Worst Council Decision:
“Doing nothing about excessive cop

shootings” wrote one respondent. The
Lead/Coal project got several mentions, too.
The decision to redistrict Benton’s seat away
got some attention, as well “hanky panky” with
Quote ... Unquote’s contract to run public
access channels 26 and 27. And red-light
cameras came up again, though there are fewer
people who miss them than folks who are
celebrating their demise. 

Best TV Meteorologist
Steve Stucker (KOB-4)
There’s no costume too silly to wear, no dog

too unadoptable to showboat, no glorious New
Mexico weather too temperate to report. Steve
Stucker makes the morning that much more ...
Stuckerful.

Best Thing Burqueños Say
Híjole, you guys! A la vergas is all kinds of

dirty. Umberrrrs. Red or green? Oh si. Just go
Christmas. Want a coke? You don’t EVEN
know. Eeeeeeeeeeee. Bueno-bye.

Best Thing That Doesn’t Exist Anymore
Remember back in the day? You guys miss:

24-hour Frontier, A&W drive-in, the
Alvarado Hotel, Aztec Motel, Beach
Waterpark, Bow Wow Records, The Dukes,
Golden West, Insomnia Coffee House, Laffs
Comedy Club, manners, Okie’s Bar, Pulse,
“that broke-ass house on Silver and
Cornell,” UN dance club, Winrock and
YesterDaves.

2013
Community Picks

Amelia Olson
Best Place To Witness the Internet

Ruling the World
Just past the confusing and awkward

intersection of Girard and Central, there are
two ghost buildings that once housed a lot of
feelings. Late fees, rental specials and an
impossible carpet that can only be found on
the floors of a video rental store or in city buses
... Hollywood Video and Blockbuster once
provided a full Friday night of movies. Now
they stand, empty and lonely, but have
somehow managed to stay lonely together.
Between the internet and Netflix, the new
popular girl in school, these buildings wait to
be useful once more.

Best Place to Face Your Own Mortality
You once drank whiskey from a plastic

bottle and sang karaoke in your neighbors
backyard. ... only to wake up for work two
hours later. A breakfast burrito would mend the
tiniest of hangovers and you would repeat day
after day. But now? Now you find yourself at
Sister dancing to music you don’t recognize
with people who have birth years in the 1990s
and you know you have to be up in eight hours.
Time to go home. Without a refrigerator full of
coconut water and a drawer of Emergen-C’s,
you can’t afford 37 hours in bed.

Best Place To Show Off Your UV Tattoo
It’s becoming increasingly difficult to shine

bright like a diamond if you are one of the few
luminescent people on planet Earth who have a
UV tattoo. A quiet little secret hushed by
natural light and boring normal lightbulbs, your
UV ray tattoo can break free and reveal itself to
the world while you dance at the most
noteworthy club in downtown Albuquerque,
Effex Nightclub. So go ahead, relive that 17-
year-old desire to be simultaneously hidden and
permanent that prompted you to get that Zia in
glow-in-the-dark ink.

Best Place to Feel Like You’re on Drugs
Without any of the Fun Parts of Actually
Being on Drugs

In a vast sea of neon skinny jeans and solid
$2.80 tank tops, it’s easy to feel insignificant. At
Forever 21 in Coronado Mall, music plays so
loudly from every direction that you’re like a
small animal locked in an ill-timed demise. By
the time you’re safely in your car, you find
yourself with awkward fitting faux silk dresses
and weird smelling cardigans. What happened
to you? Who were you in those dark moments,
aimlessly walking from room to room trying to
decipher if you’re an S, M or L? Sweating and
jittery, you vow to never go back again.

2014
Community Picks

Brett and Rennie Sparks aka The Handsome
Family

Best Theater Performance: Local
Madame Butterfly at the National Hispanic

Cultural Center: Opera Southwest has been
quietly putting on wonderful operas all year-
round in Albuquerque. I don’t have to drive to
Santa Fe anymore to get my fix of beautiful
arias. I cried and cried during Madame Butterfly
last year and then noted that the man behind
me was fast asleep. Opera produces an altered
state in all of us.

Best Place To See A Ghost
The Albuquerque Press Club: There are so

many strange passageways inside that strange
log cabin on the hill that after a few drinks, it
seems you are wandering an Escher-like
mansion. The tops of all staircases are usually
inhabited by a lone woman in a black cape who
disperses into thin air as soon as you reach her.
Delightful!

The Thing Albuquerque Doesn’t Have,
But Needs Most

Prairie dog love and understanding: Every
time a bunch of prairie dogs finds a nice bit of
grass or even a bit of forgotten dirt to build
themselves a town within our city’s confines,
there are people immediately pushing them out
with poisoned hay and other nastiness. Can’t
we somehow find a way to make space for these
adorable, intelligent animals? Will it really ruin
your shopping experience to have them peeking
out of holes along the grass between
Babies“R”Us and Target? There has to be a way
that we desert-dwellers—who already embrace
a different kind of beauty by living here—can
embrace the look of medians and roadsides with
holes dug in them. Think of it as underground
art. a

A Decade of BoB continued from page 36



free utilities, including water, sewer, trash,
cable and internet. Our pricing is incredibly
comparable to on-campus housing. The
Cottages are also a more affordable option for
freshmen because we do not require the
$3,000 meal plan that is required by all other
on-campus communities. We offer a free
shuttle to and from campus and free
parking—saving students over $300. We are a
student resort at an affordable cost—you can’t
beat it!

How does a student reserve a
cottage with you?
We are now giving tours of our model.

Just call us at 312-8185 to set up an
appointment to visit the community. Students
will have the opportunity to sign their lease
and reserve their specific house on the
property. We are filling up very quickly, so we
encourage reservations be made as soon as
possible. 

W E E K L Y  B U S I N E S S  P R O F I L E  •  P A I D  A D V E R T I S E M E N T

Type of Business
Student Housing Community

Year Established
2014

Owner
Capstone Collegiate Communities

Age
18+

Hometown
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Business Address
3003 Transport SE

Business Phone
(505) 312-8185

Business Fax
(505) 312-8499

Business Email
lmaestas@capstonemail.com

Website
thecottagesofnm.com

Number of Employees
15
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The Cottages of New Mexico
What is The Cottages of New
Mexico?
The Cottages of New Mexico is the

newest, resort-style student neighborhood
near the University of New Mexico campus.
We offer four- and five-bedroom homes in a
variety of floor plans and styles. We are
currently leasing for the fall semester. The
Cottages is a gated community located
between Gibson and Sunport. We are only
three miles from UNM and just minutes away
from Buffalo Wild Wings, Fuddrucker’s,
Dion’s and Applebee’s! 

Why did you choose to do business
in Albuquerque?
The Cottages of New Mexico came to

Albuquerque with the goal of bringing
something new and exciting to UNM and
CNM students. Albuquerque tends to be a
commuter city, and with all the traveling,
students tend to miss out on the college
lifestyle. We hope to give them the college
experience, both socially and academically,
while still allowing them to live in the
comfort of their very own home.

How would you define your
position within the marketplace or
within your market segment?
In the past few years, New Mexico has

seen an increase in student housing, but what
The Cottages offers is vastly unique. Not only
do we give students their own two-story
homes rather than apartments, we also allow
pets, furniture options and co-ed living. We
house freshmen through graduate students, as
well as CNM and UNM students, which sets
us apart from other housing communities in
the area.

What amenities do you offer at
The Cottages? 

Our 10,500-sq. ft. clubhouse is filled
with free amenities including: saunas, steam
rooms, tanning beds, a two-story state-of-the-
art fitness center, a fully equipped game room,
study rooms and more. With a resort-style
pool, hot tub, tanning decks, an outdoor grill
and even pet-washing stations, The Cottages
is the best and most unique option for
individuals looking for a place to call home.

How does roommate matching
work?
Students have the option to bring in

their own roommates to fill their homes, or
we will use our matching system to help
them. With our Roommate Binder, students
can contact others looking for roommates and
find a match based off of their degree
concentration, social habits, study habits,
hobbies and more. 

What about pricing?
The Cottages of New Mexico leases

individual bed spaces to students starting at
only $549 per month! Each home has its very
own alarm system, a washer and dryer and
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This Life Is But a Dream, or
a Magic Show

The harmonious art, poetry and photography of Julie Suzanne Brokken

BY ALISON OATMAN

I
f art can heal the self, can it heal the planet?
This question comes to light when
considering the life and work of artist, poet

and photographer Julie Suzanne Brokken,
whose latest collection of artwork opens at
Tortuga Gallery (901 Edith SE) on Saturday,
April 4. The same soulful adjectives keep
coming to mind when confronted with
Brokken’s inventive pieces: “soothing,”
“uplifting,” “nourishing,” “healing,” “calming”
and “tranquil.” But don’t mistake her softness
for an absence of grit.

When she began facing life-threatening
health challenges several years ago, Brokken
understood she had to use art as medicine.
“Illness is part of a journey towards
wholeness,” she explains. “I knew I hadn’t
completed what I came into this life to do—to
make a difference via my art. I have a great
sense of responsibility in that regard.” What’s
more, “art gave me an avenue in which to
express and release the intense fears, ‘dis-ease’
and past traumas that were at the root of the
illnesses.”

Brokken transplanted herself to
Albuquerque from Phoenix, Ariz., five years
ago. Yet her origins go back to a farm in Iowa,
where she entertained herself as a child in the
pursuit of eye-catching natural objects
scattered about—a strangely shaped twig
maybe, or a rough mass of tree bark that took
on the contours of an animal or a human face. 

In high school she started to work with
encaustic painting methods and delighted in
the direct connection with nature this medium
fosters. Encaustics—or “hot wax painting”
(from the Greek word enkaustikos, meaning “to

burn in”)—consists of adding colored
pigments to heated beeswax and then applying
the mixture to a surface.

Encaustic painting is a very delicate
technique that demands one’s full attention.
“When you apply the heat to the wax, you
must follow its need and what it will do or will
not do,” Brokken says. It’s easy to mess it up by
making it too hot or not hot enough. And if
you are not very careful or fully present, you
can get burned. However, when it succeeds,
this mindful practice courts a sense of both
wonder and discovery in the artist.

And the results are spectacular. Take her
work “Datura Honey Bee: Tender Reach,” a
photo encaustic on vintage tin that stands as a
sensual meditation on shadow and light. In
this shimmering milky-white image, a large
bee hovers inside the soft petals of an open
flower. Or consider the encaustic photograph
of a blue bird making a tangled bed of rust and
wire at the center of “Blind Raven Nests in
the Sky.”

With her “Blind Fawn Mask,” made up of a
few pieces of found wood, wire and joiner pins,
Brokken again brings the outside indoors. This

STAGE WHISPERS
BY BLAKE DRIVER

Monsters in Our Midst
Cast members parade their disco-era Macy’s

looks in front of the wardrobe mistress as
stagehands arrange café props on stage. 
“We need to get some stuff up here,” says

director Cheryl Atkins, tapping a bank of recessed
shelving.
The stage manager rushes in with ceramic dishes

and cups to fill the voids.
Blue tape still defines the rough edges of the

Shapiro family’s failing lunch counter in midtown
Manhattan. The reverse lettering of an outward-
facing sign on the set door, legible through the glass
pane, reads “Shapiro’s Delicatessen Kosher Style.”
By the time of the world premiere of DelikateSSen
this weekend at the Adobe Theater (9813 Fourth
Street NW), the set will be perfectly engineered to
portray a state of disrepair.
Actor Eliot Stenzel, who plays Nazi-hunter

television personality Yaakov Zeiman, enters the
bustling little theater and makes his way to the
dressing room, but is stopped by Atkins, who fluffs
his hair with her fingers.
“It’s kind of a ’70s mullet-ish ’do,” she

pronounces, appraising his haircut as he slips out of
her grasp and beelines for the sanctuary of the
green room.
Finally, Atkins calls for places, the lights go

down, and the cast of 10 takes the stage for its last
week of rehearsals of this original script by her
playwright husband, Richard. His latest work brings
to life the suspenseful conflict between two rival
lunch-counter proprietors, one German and one
Jewish, both fictional survivors of the Holocaust. 
A voice-over quote from German philosopher

Nietzsche accompanies a projection during a scene
change: “Whoever fights monsters should see to it
that in the process he doesn’t become a monster
himself.”
The two-act drama takes place 27 years after

the dozen or so groups of political prisoners, mostly
Jews, were liberated from Nazi concentration
camps. Incorporating multimedia video with classic
black-box staging, the play makes a chilling case
that the end of WWII was not the close of a conflict,
but rather the birth of a legacy of mutual animosity
that has continued to burden successive
generations with the need for resolution—or
retribution. 
“When [Richard] was writing this, the deli here

[Nosh] had all that graffiti all over it,” Cheryl says,
explaining the timeliness of this theatrical debut for
Albuquerque audiences. “There is constant
awareness that there’s so much anti-Semitism in the
world.”
Originally setting the play in 1978, Richard

eventually revised the action to take place six years
earlier on the heels of the Munich massacre in ’72, in
which the Palestinian group Black September
abducted and executed 11 Israeli team members
from the Olympic Games in West Germany. Though
the Muslim-Jew conflict doesn’t appear in the script,
the historical setting shines light on the many ways
the aftereffects of WWII continue to send ripples
through the world. In that regard, this often
shocking story about a familiar topic excels when it
turns the tables on the expected characters—with
its Jews out for Germans—delivering a powerful
message that hate begets hate, and history repeats
itself in the most insidious ways. a

DelikateSSen
Runs Friday, April 3, through Sunday, April 26

Fridays and Saturdays at 7:30pm, Sundays at 2pm
Adobe Theater

9813 Fourth Street NW 
898-9222, adobetheater.org

Tickets: $15-$17

Delicate Wisdom, Sacred
Laughter: New and

Renewing Works by Julie
Suzanne Brokkenopening

reception
Saturday, April 4, 6 to 8pm
Runs through April 26

Tortuga Gallery
901 Edith SE

506-0820 or 948-8840, tortugagallery.org
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mask represents the sort of playing with found
objects she did as a child in Iowa. Though
primitive, Brokken’s masks have an outspoken
personality. The pointy ears on this fawn give
it a sweet, vulnerable expression. 

When it comes to her miniature wheeled
cart—“El Dia De Los Tiny Muertos Medicine
Wagon”—Brokken describes the ensemble as
“a puzzle that the cosmos gave me the parts
and the nudges for.” The fanciful ingredients
sit together in uncanny ways: broken bottles,
the remains of eggshells from a starling, corn,
local sand, honey and honeybees, a dragonfly
and even a sample of Rio Grande river water.
All of these enchanting little elements
combine in Brokken’s world as things she says
“are born and die every day.” Finally, a
metronome case, a prayer wheel, peacock
feathers and a straw boat full of blue glass
balls—or what she considers “little souls”—
compose Brokken’s “Timelessness Machine,”
balancing out the ephemeral. 

Brokken’s body of work harmonizes three
forms of expression—art, poetry and
photography—just as she integrates distinct
elements into the artwork itself. “I dance
between the three of them,” she says, using
whatever form best gets her point across.
Perhaps she should thank her upbringing.
“Being a farmer’s daughter was good
preparation for being an artist,” she says with a
laugh. Just as a farmer must know how to
maneuver a lot of diverse machinery and
orchestrate many particular tasks on the farm,
Brokken juggles her paints, her beeswax, her
quill and her camera.

Front and center in her artwork are her
concerns for environmental and ecological
issues, such as the current fight to save the
Bosque. (Fittingly, all donations from an Earth
Day poetry celebration hosted by Brokken at
Tortuga on April 22 will benefit the Save the
Bosque foundation.) “We live in a critical time
in this crazy, beautiful world,” she explains. In
order to nurse this sick planet, we can’t just
focus on the darkness that must be purged: We
need to relish the beauty that infuses
everything around us. In short, we need
exuberance and “a way to live in awe,” rather
than the more sobering medicine of alarming
statistics we’re hammered with every day in
the news. (And what better teacher for this
sort of reverence of the exquisiteness in life
than art?)

When tempted to despair about the fate of
the planet, Brokken has a mantra that keeps
her grounded. She bases it on a line from a
book on lucid dreaming: “This life is but a
dream, or a magic show ...” To the tune of
“Row, Row, Row Your Boat,” Brokken often
sings to herself: “I paddle my canoe gently
down the stream knowing life is but a dream ...
or a magic show.” a

Enjoy the journey: “Timelessness Machine” (L) and “El Dia De Los Tiny Muertos Medicine Wagon”
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THE FATE OF A KINGDOM.  
IN THE HANDS OF A COMMONER.

PREMIERES SUN APRIL 5 9PM

Wolf Hall follows the back room dealings of pragmatic power 
broker Thomas Cromwell (Tony® Award-winner Mark Rylance) who 

must serve King Henry VIII (Emmy® and Golden Globe® Award-
winner Damian Lewis) while dealing with deadly political intrigue, 

the king’s tempestuous relationship with Anne Boleyn and the 
religious upheavals of the Protestant reformation.

KNME 5.1

NewMexicoPBS.org
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Flaws and All
Boris Johnson’s The Churchill Factor

personalizes a legend

ART| bOOk Review

BY RANDYN CHARLES BARTHOLOMEW

The Churchill Factor: How
One Man Made History

by Boris Johnson
(Riverhead Books, hardcover, $27.95)

May 1940 might have been the most dire
month of the entire 20th century: France was
on the ropes, Stalin was allied with Hitler,
America was in the thrall of isolationists.
Meanwhile, the UK stood nearly alone against
the Nazi menace, and not everyone thought its
new leader was up to the task.
Keep in mind, this wasn’t Winston

Churchill, the infallible myth we read about in
textbooks. This was Winston Churchill, the
career politician with a long history of
blunders, drunkenness, opportunism and
egotism.

The Churchill Factor by Boris Johnson
reveals how this latter version of Churchill
morphed into the former. Johnson penned this
work while serving as the mayor of London
(and is a potential future Prime Minister
himself). His pre-political background is in
journalism, which gives the writing here a
distinct flair. Even the title reads as if Robert
Ludlum had turned to historical fiction, letting
us know things will move fast without getting
bogged down in footnotes or unjuicy details.
Indeed, Johnson uses phrases like mini-me,
perv, whacko, vamoosed, jefe and sex bomb.
He uses Britishisms like prang, tosser, blarney,
barmy, twig (as a verb), strop and trowsty. He
references Blake and Tennyson, tosses off
words like amanuenses and desiderata while
making it all seem conversational.
Johnson’s dissimilarities with our American

politicians don’t end there however. He
doesn’t use the phrase “greatest generation”
once, nor any Limey equivalent. I mean, how
does one get elected in the UK if not by
pandering? In Johnson’s telling, the Germans
and Japanese are portrayed as having bellies
fired to a higher temperature, while the risk-
averse Brits cling to a crumbling empire by the
skins of their stiff upper lips. One of
Churchill’s opponents in Parliament said of
him, “He wins debate after debate but loses

battle after battle,” and Johnson seems to pile
on with faint praise: “The British military
performance wasn’t as bad as all that. It was
rare for the Germans to be beaten by anyone
unless outnumbered, and often by a factor of
two or three.”
Getting halfway through the book, you’d

have to wonder how this flawed country with
its flawed leader ever came out on top. The
answer turns out to be in the title.
In the darkest days, Churchill was one of

the few prominent figures not clamoring for a
deal with the enemy. Even in respectable
middle age, he was still a bit of a buccaneer—
what we stateside would call a cowboy—
insisting till the 11th hour on being present at
D-Day. He was only talked out of it by the
combined pressures of his cabinet, generals,
king and wife. “I have nothing to offer,” he
said on another occasion, “but blood, toil,
tears and sweat.”
He was a multi-flawed man, but his decisive

advantages were the twin gifts of bravery and
language. Johnson’s spirited book reminds us of
that and is well worth the read. a

Even in respectable middle age, he was still a bit of
a buccaneer—what we stateside would call a
cowboy—insisting till the 11th hour on being

present at D-Day.
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THURSDAY APRIL 2
WORDS
BOOKWORKS The Hero Twins: A Navajo-English Story of the

Monster Slayers. A reading and signing with writer Jim
Kristofic. 7pm. 344-8139. alibi.com/e/136081.

UNM ZIMMERMAN LIBRARY My Favorite Poem Project.
Albuquerque community members share their favorite
poems at UNM. 6-7pm. 277-0021. alibi.com/e/136553.

ART
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER Wanderlust and Fanciful Food

and Southwest Art Opening Receptions. New works by
Terry Lawson Dunn and Leona Rubin. Runs through 5/17.
5-7pm. 348-4518. alibi.com/e/135975.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER ¡HAH! Happy Arte
Hour. For adults to have creative fun in a relaxed, social
setting with tapas for sale and a cash bar to fuel your
creative juices. $5 suggested donation. 5:30pm.
246-2261. alibi.com/e/137334.

STAGE
SANTA FE PLAYHOUSE, Santa Fe Macbeth Preview

Performance. The play chronicles the destruction of a
respected couple when ambition leads to murder, anarchy
and the destruction of all they love. Runs through 4/19.
$10. 7:30-9pm. 988-4262. alibi.com/e/136505.

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Stand-up Comedy
Thursday. Featuring three of the country’s best stand-up
comedians: Dom Pare, Curt Fletcher and Matt Peterson.
$10. 7:30pm. 771-5680. alibi.com/e/134852.

SONG & DANCE
LORETTO CHAPEL, Santa Fe Baroque Holy Week. Music by

Santa Fe Pro Musica, featuring Kathryn Mueller (soprano)
and Deborah Domanski (mezzo-soprano). $20-$65.
7:30pm. (505) 982-0092. alibi.com/e/137159.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER 4th Annual Hip-Hop
Dance Intensive Workshop. Intensive dance classes with a
special performance. $10 per student. 4-7pm. 848-1320.
alibi.com/e/136161.

LEARN
ART SANCTUARY, Santa Fe Paint Moment: Santa Fe Art

Classes. A two-hour, step-by-step, guided painting class to
inspire your inner artist. $45. 6-8pm. (575) 404-1801.
alibi.com/e/133334.

FILM
LA TIENDA EXHIBIT SPACE, Eldorado An Evening with

Martin and Gandhi. Film producer Cynthia Lukas
presents a special screening of the film In
Remembrance of Martin, as well as a preview of the
film Gandhi’s Gift. $5. 7pm. (505) 466-4688.
alibi.com/e/137858. See “Reel World.”

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Vivir Es Fácil con
los Ojos Cerrados. A screening of David Trueba’s award-
winning comedy-drama film. 7pm. 246-2261.
alibi.com/e/137336. See “Reel World.”

FRIDAY APRIL 3
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Savage Park. A reading and signing with writer

Amy Fusselman. 7pm. 344-8139. alibi.com/e/136082.
ART
516 ARTS ABQ Designers Trunk Show. A special trunk show

featuring Albuquerque designers with fresh new work,
including unique clothing, home accessories and more.
5-8pm. 242-1445. alibi.com/e/132356.

ALBUQUERQUE PHOTOGRAPHERS’ GALLERY The
Albuquerque Photographers’ Gallery Birthday Celebration.
Celebrate 12 years of a successful and thriving gallery
with refreshments, cake, a raffle drawing and fun
conversation. 4-8pm. 244-9195. alibi.com/e/134445.

THE BREW CAFE Egg Tempuras Opening Reception. Egg
tempura paintings by Eliza M. Schmid. Runs through April.
5-8pm. 629-9453. alibi.com/e/136468.

GALLERY 901, Santa Fe An Evening of Dance and Music in
Art Opening Reception. New works by acclaimed artist
and tango dancer Willow Bader. Runs through 4/29.
5-8pm. (505) 780-8390. alibi.com/e/131920.

GALLERY AT 400 Two Visions/Two Lenses Opening Reception.
New works by Sid Simpson (casein, acrylic) and Joy Kelley
(photography). 5-8pm. 350-4436. alibi.com/e/136353.

MANITOU GALLERIES, Santa Fe Contrast and Connection
Opening Reception. New works by Alvin Gill-Tapia and Gail
Gash Taylor. 5-7:30pm. alibi.com/e/137337.

MATRIX FINE ART Feathered Creatures Opening Reception.
Paintings by Sarah Hartshorne. Runs through 4/25.
5-8pm. 268-8952. alibi.com/e/132778.

NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP The Mysterious
Conspiracy of Existence ARTScrawl Reception. Etchings by

David Avery. Runs through 4/25. 5-8pm. 268-8952.
alibi.com/e/132779.

RICHARD LEVY GALLERY NEST Closing Reception & Online
Auction Finale. A last chance to see and bid on
birdhouses created by premiere architects of this region.
6-8pm. 766-9888. alibi.com/e/129952.

SUMNER & DENE Dan Garrett, Mark Horst & Rik Burkard
Opening Reception. New works by the artists. Part of the
citywide On the Map exhibition. Runs through 3/25.
5-8pm. 842-1400. alibi.com/e/137272.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Down the Line Opening
Reception. New sculpture and other works by artist
Michael Naranjo. Part of the citywide On the Map
exhibition. Runs through 5/4. 5-7pm. 345-2872.
alibi.com/e/129953.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER DelikateSSen. The story of two brothers

orphaned in the Holocaust, who own a struggling
Jewish delicatessen in New York City, circa 1972. Runs
through 4/26. $15-$17. 7:30pm. 898-9222.
alibi.com/e/137162. See “Stage Whispers.”

BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE THE
SHOW. Live comedy and imrov. $8-$10. 8-9pm.
alibi.com/e/136563. Also, Comedy? Albuquerque’s DIY
comedy troupe provides improv, sketch and music. $8.
9:30pm. 404-1578. alibi.com/e/135329.

ENGINE HOUSE THEATER, Madrid #DyingToTextGary.
Threshold Art Collective presents an original multimedia
exploration of love, sex and the internet. Runs through
4/11. $15. 8pm-9:30am. 750-0124.
alibi.com/e/136472.

FOUL PLAY CAFE, Sheraton Uptown The Game Show
Murders. Dinner theater following a group of game show
contestants who will do anything to win. $57. 7:30-10pm.
377-9593. alibi.com/e/131840.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST The Addams Family. See the
creepy, kooky family live in this original story for the stage.
Runs through 4/26. $20-$22. 8-10pm. 265-9119.
alibi.com/e/134464.

SANTA FE PLAYHOUSE, Santa Fe Macbeth Opening Night
Gala. $25. 6:30-9pm. See 4/2 listing.

SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Bonkerz Comedy. Featuring comedian
Matt Peterson, who was also featured on “Last Comic
Standing” and “In Plain Sight.” $10. 8pm. (505)
982-0775. alibi.com/e/135836.

UNM’S EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE, Center for the Arts 2am
Lovely. An unconventional story of artistic self-discovery
about a woman who strives to create original work despite
her many distractions. Runs through 4/11. $10-$15.
7:30pm. 277-4332. alibi.com/e/136335.

THE VORTEX THEATRE The Glass Menagerie. One of the most
famous plays of the modern theater, a drama of great
tenderness, charm and beauty. Runs through 4/5. $22.
7:30pm. 247-8600. alibi.com/e/134686.

SONG & DANCE
LORETTO CHAPEL, Santa Fe Baroque Holy Week. $20-$65.

7:30pm. See 4/2 listing.
ROBERTSON & SONS VIOLIN SHOP Petroglyph String

Quartet. The recently formed Petroglyph String Quartet of
Albuquerque gives their debut performance. Donations
accepted. 7-9pm. alibi.com/e/134994.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER 4th Annual Hip-Hop
Dance Intensive Workshop. $10 per student. 4-7pm. See
4/2 listing.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Everyone’s Business: Protecting Our

Children. Documentary outlines the cost of child
maltreatment and neglect in our government and
society. 6-7pm. 768-3544. alibi.com/e/135830. See
“Reel World.”

RIO GRANDE CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING The Last
Avatar. A spiritual adventure film about a young man who
leaves Hollywood to find himself. $10. 7-8:30pm.
554-5698. alibi.com/e/134564.

SUNSHINE THEATER Where’s Ginger Skateboard Video
Premiere. A new film that captures the energy and fun of
Albuquerque’s skateboard scene. $5. 8pm. 764-0249.
alibi.com/e/136616.

SATURDAY APRIL 4
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Sonoran Strange. Poet Logan Phillips reads

from and signs his latest collection of poems. 3pm.
344-8139. alibi.com/e/136083.

NORTH VALLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY This Tumbleweed Landed. A
reading and book signing with writer Larada Horner-Miller.
2-3pm. 897-8823. alibi.com/e/137344.

TRACTOR BREWERY WELLS PARK Wild Wild West End Press
Poetry Showcase. Check out some of West End Press’
most recent writers, including Logan Phillips, Hakim
Bellamy, Jessica Helen Lopez and more. 7-9pm.
243-6752. alibi.com/e/136312.

ART
CLASSIC CENTURY SQUARE Enchantment Arts & Crafts

Shopping Bazaar. A wide variety of items from artists,
crafters and local vendors. 10am-6pm. 263-6193.
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EXPO NEW MEXICO Through Her Eyes Opening Reception. A
variety of photographs taken by up-and-coming and
veteran women photographers. Runs through 4/26.
2-4pm. alibi.com/e/137837. See preview box.

INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER Native American
Student Art Show Opening Reception. Celebrate the work
of Native American student artists. Included with
admission. Noon-2pm. 843-7270. alibi.com/e/136131.

JOHNSONS OF MADRID, Madrid Artist Reception. New works
by Mel Johnson, Katy Korkos and more. 3-5pm.
471-1054. alibi.com/e/137273.

TORTUGA GALLERY Delicate Wisdom, Sacred Laughter
Artist Reception. New and renewing works by Julie
Suzanne Brokken. Runs through 4/26. 6-8pm.
506-0820. alibi.com/e/136167. See “Arts Feature.”

THE WATERMELON GALLERY, Cedar Crest William Szczech
Encaustics Opening Reception. New works by William
Szczech. 4-8pm. 286-2164. alibi.com/e/136618.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER DelikateSSen. $15-$17. 7:30pm. See 4/3

listing.
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM

Dr. Seuss Charity Hair and Fashion Show. Watch the
whimsical hair, make-up and fashion creations come to
life at this TONI&GUY soiree. $20. 5:30-8:30pm.
842-8616. alibi.com/e/136574.

BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE THE
SHOW. $8-$10. 8-9pm. See 4/3 listing.

ENGINE HOUSE THEATER, Madrid #DyingToTextGary. $15.
8pm-9:30am. See 4/3 listing.

FOUL PLAY CAFE, Sheraton Uptown The Game Show
Murders. $57. 7:30-10pm. See 4/3 listing.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST The Addams Family.
$20-$22. 8-10pm. See 4/3 listing.

SANTA FE PLAYHOUSE, Santa Fe Macbeth. $15-$20.
7:30-9pm. See 4/2 listing.

UNM’S EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE, Center for the Arts 2am
Lovely. $10-$15. 4pm. See 4/3 listing.

THE VORTEX THEATRE The Glass Menagerie. $22. 7:30pm.
See 4/3 listing.

SONG & DANCE
LORETTO CHAPEL, Santa Fe Baroque Holy Week. $20-$65.

6pm. See 4/2 listing.
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER How Love Wins. A

sequel to the Performers Ballet & Jazz Company’s award-
winning holiday production of Christmas Joy. $30. 2pm,
7pm. 246-2261. alibi.com/e/132357.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Alice Blumenfeld: Sueños
Flamencos. A lively dance performance accompanied by
live music. $20-$25. 7:30pm. 268-0044.
alibi.com/e/135863.

POPEJOY HALL, UNM Center for the Arts An Evening with
Ottmar Liebert. Conducted by David Felberg and featuring
music by Ottmar Liebert & Luna Negra. $20-$68. 6-8pm.
925-5858. alibi.com/e/126092.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER 4th Annual Hip-Hop
Dance Intensive Workshop. $10 per student. 4-7pm. See
4/2 listing.
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Exposed Women
A photo will only tell you what was in front of the camera. Which is why this
year’s InSight Women’s Photography Exhibit, In Her Eyes, running April 5
through 26 at Expo New Mexico (300 San Pedro NE) lets you experience
the perspectives of over 60 women from all over the state. The camera may
not lie, but it usually only tells half of the story. To hear the rest, swing by the
exhibit’s opening reception on Saturday, where you’ll get your chance to push
back the curtain and meet the women behind the cameras. You aren’t allowed
to actually crawl inside anyone’s head and take a look around or anything, but
enjoying refreshments while hobnobbing with the artists is just as good.
Spend the afternoon perusing over 100 images (all available for purchase) by up-and-comers and
seasoned veterans, and savor your one-time chance to hear the stories behind the art. The reception
will be held on Saturday, April 4, from 2 to 4pm at the Fine Arts Building. Free and open to the public,
$5 parking. For more info, visit insight-nm.com. (Joshua Lee) a

EVENT |PREVIEW

SATURDAY
APRIL 4

Expo New Mexico
300 San Pedro NE
alibi.com/e/137837

2 to 4pm

PHOTO BY MARIE MAHER

LEARN
NEW LIFE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Why We Write:

Storytellers of Hope for an Uncertain World. Writer Jack
Woodville London discusses the art of storytelling.
10am-noon. alibi.com/e/136416. Also, Planning the
Novel. Learn about character vs. plot and bringing your
work to the world with Jack W. London. $29-$39.
12:30-2:30pm. 830-6034. alibi.com/e/136417.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA Jazz on a Summer’s Day. NM Jazz Workshop

presents an incredible collection of classic live
performances, including Louis Armstrong, Thelonious
Monk and more. Donations accepted. 1pm. 255-1848.
alibi.com/e/135965.

KIMO THEATRE 2010 The Year We Make Contact (1984).
Catch the sequel to 2001: A Space Odyssey, starring Roy
Schneider and John Lithgow. Part of the Sci-Fi Sequels
film series. $6-$8. 3-5pm, 7-9pm. 768-3544.
alibi.com/e/136091.

SUNDAY APRIL 5
WORDS
TREASURE HOUSE BOOKS, Old Town Murder on Sagebrush

Lane. A reading and signing with writer Patricia Smith
Wood. 1-4pm. 242-7204.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER DelikateSSen. $15-$17. 2pm. See 4/3

listing.
MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST The Addams Family.

$20-$22. 4-6pm. See 4/3 listing.
SANTA FE PLAYHOUSE, Santa Fe Macbeth. $15-$20. 2pm.

See 4/2 listing.
THE VORTEX THEATRE The Glass Menagerie. $22. 2pm. See

4/3 listing.
SONG & DANCE
THE KOSMOS Chatter Sunday: Santa Fe Pro Musica.

Featuring musicians from Santa Fe Pro Musica and poet
Logan Phillips. $5-$15. 10:30-11:30am. 307-9647.
alibi.com/e/135759.

MONDAY APRIL 6
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Vamos a Leer Book Club. The group discusses

Serafina’s Promise by Ann Burg. 5pm. 344-8139.
alibi.com/e/136084.

LEARN
CORRALES ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Corrales Acting

Techniques and Scene Study. Acting for beginners
includes reading monologues and acting with fellow
students. $60 a month. 6-7pm. 897-3351.
alibi.com/e/125156.
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TUESDAY APRIL 7
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Why Not Be Fire? Featuring poetry by Lisa Gill,

Renny Golden and Mitch Rayes. 7pm. 344-8139.
alibi.com/e/136085.

STAGE
UNM’S EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE, Center for the Arts Lilith,

Darling. A collection of vignettes of women in the wild
performed by two actors. 7:30-9:30pm. 277-4332.
alibi.com/e/136469.

SONG & DANCE
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH Albuquerque Civic Chorus

Rehearsals Begin. If you love to sing, join others who
share your passion. 7-9pm. 981-6611.
alibi.com/e/126190.

WEDNESDAY APRIL 8
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Bookworks Book Club. The group discusses The

Chaco Handbook: An Encyclopedic Guide by R. Gwinn
Vivian and Bruce Hilper. 7pm. 344-8139.
alibi.com/e/136086.

MAIN LIBRARY Blackout Poetry. Use old newspapers and
black markers to create poetry masterpieces using found
words. 3:30-4:30pm. 768-5131. alibi.com/e/137346.

ART
TRACTOR BREWERY WELLS PARK Art Fusion for a Cause:

Benefiting JustWrite. The NM Guild of Ethical Tattooists
hosts and benefits JustWrite this month with their live art
event. 8pm. 243-6752. alibi.com/e/136319.

STAGE
UNM’S EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE, Center for the Arts Chola

Tripping. The story of a college freshman from New
Mexico trying to be noticed and accepted in her new Ivy
League environment. 7:30pm. 277-4332.
alibi.com/e/136470.

ONGOING
ART
516 ARTS From the Ground Up: Design Here + Now. 516

ARTS announces From the Ground Up: Design Here +
Now, showcasing contemporary work by established and
emerging Albuquerque area designers and architects. The
exhibition features both built and speculative projects.
Varying widely in scale, the work demonstrates shared
interests in innovation, experience, material, form and
function. The exhibition is curated by Katya Crawford,
Viviette Hunt, Kristen Shaw and Mira Woodson, and is
part of the collaboration On the Map: Unfolding
Albuquerque Art + Design (www.ABQonthemap.com).
242-1445. alibi.com/e/122436.

THE BREW CAFE Egg Tempuras. Egg tempura paintings by
Eliza M. Schmid. 629-9453. alibi.com/e/137360.

CHIAROSCURO CONTEMPORARY ART, Santa Fe The
Santa Fe Years. New works by Bebe Krimmer.Runs
through 4/25. (505) 992-0711. alibi.com/e/136256.

CORRALES BOSQUE GALLERY, Corrales April Featured Artist:
Gail Gering. Gail Gering’s new works transform recycled
and salvaged materials to create works of fantasy and
illusion. 331-1364. alibi.com/e/137175.

DOWNTOWN CONTEMPORARY GALLERY Cool Kids Never Die.
Work by local artists Jon Sanchez, Jonathan Perea (Pnut),
Jeremy Montoya, Nicole Riner, Austin Zachary and Derek
Smith representing pop culture from 1980s and 1990s.
363-3870.

EXPO NEW MEXICO 2015 InSight Women’s Photography
Show. A group exhibition of more than 125 works by 61
women photographers from across the state.
alibi.com/e/137464.

EYE ON THE MOUNTAIN GALLERY, Santa Fe Two Women &
One Show: Plein Air Contemporary Colorists. Eye on the
Mountain Art Gallery Announces Spring Art Event: 5-9pm.
(928) 308-0319. alibi.com/e/135765.

GALLERY 901, Santa Fe An Evening of Dance & Music in Art.
Opening: April 3rd with an artist reception from 5-8pm
and continuing through April 29th. 10am-5pm. (505)
780-8390. alibi.com/e/131120.

GEORGIA O’KEEFFE MUSEUM, Santa Fe Modernism Made
in New Mexico. Exhibition features fifteen pioneering
artists and investigates how the high desert landscape
and local cultures of New Mexico inspired a radical new
direction in American Modernism during the first half of
the 20th century. (505) 946-1000.
alibi.com/e/128069.

HARWOOD ART CENTER Encompass: 7th & Mountain
Community Celebration. A multigenerational art event
with 4 exhibition openings, 40 open artist studios,
collaborative art making projects and more.
alibi.com/e/134877. 

INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER Native American
Student Art Show. Native American students will explore
symbols of leadership in family, school and community in
the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center’s 36th Annual Student
Art Show. The theme honors the 150th anniversary of the
Lincoln Canes being presented to the 19 Pueblos by
President Abraham Lincoln as a symbol of sovereignty.
Artwork will be judged by Pueblo artists and leaders, with
awards announced at the opening reception on April 4th
at 12:00 pm. $6 adults, $5.50 seniors, $4 New Mexico
residents,. 9am-5pm. 843-7270. alibi.com/e/136102.

JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER Wanderlust and Fanciful Food
and Southwest Art. New works by Terry Lawson Dunn and
Leona Rubin. 348-4518. alibi.com/e/137483.

KIMO THEATRE GALLERY Impetus Seekers: Integral
Innovations of Pueblo Women Artists. Presented by the
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center at the KiMo Gallery
Theatre, this new exhibition explores how Pueblo women
artists are both custodians of tradition and a source of
innovation and features art from Tonita Peña, Lucy M.
Lewis, Helen Cordero, Pablita Velarde, Helen Hardin,
Margarete Bagshaw, Deborah A. Jojola, Glendora Fragua
and Marla Allison. 768-3522. alibi.com/e/127410.

MATRIX FINE ART Feathered Creatures. Paintings by Sarah
Hartshorne. 268-8952. alibi.com/e/137204.

MUSEUM OF INDIAN ARTS & CULTURE, Santa Fe Turquoise,
Water, Sky: The Stone and Its Meaning. The Stone and Its
Meaning, opening April 13, 2014 at the Museum of
Indian Arts and Culture, highlights the Museum’s
extensive collection of Southwestern turquoise jewelry
and presents all aspects of the stone, from geology,
mining and history, to questions of authenticity and
value.People in the Southwest have used turquoise for
jewelry and ceremonial purposes and traded valuable
stones both within and outside the region for over a
thousand years. Turquoise, Water, Sky presents hundreds
of necklaces, bracelets, belts, rings, earrings, silver boxes
and other objects illustrating how the stone was used
and its deep significance to the people of the region. This
comprehensive consideration of the stone runs through
March 2016. alibi.com/e/77844. Also, Allan Houser
Centennial Tribute. Featuring more than 20 monumental
sculptures in the Milner Plaza. (505) 476-1250.
alibi.com/e/103226.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Also, The
Penitentes of New Mexico. The National Hispanic Cultural
Center presents an exhibit on the Fraternidad Piadosa de
los Hermanos de Nuestro Padre Jesús Nazareno, or Los
Hermanos de la Luz (The Brothers of Light), a religious
confraternity that dates back centuries in both Spain and
New Mexico. The opening on Saturday, February 21
includes a reception as well as a lecture and
performance. Ray John de Aragon will sign his book “The
Penitentes of New Mexico” (Sunstone Press, 2006.) 3pm.
246-2261. alibi.com/e/131499.

NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP The Mysterious
Conspiracy of Existence. Etchings by David Avery.
268-8952. alibi.com/e/137223.

NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND
SCIENCE Birds of Paradise: Amazing Avian Evolution. This
NatGeo traveling exhibition highlights the importance of
birds of paradise to New Guinea. Runs through 8/16.
Free with admission. 841-2802. alibi.com/e/130641.

PACIFIC EXHIBITS Pacific Exhibits: Rachel Popowcer. Pacific
Exhibits is a micro-gallery located in the storefront window
of the historic Pacific Building in downtown Albuquerque,
NM. The purpose of Pacific Exhibits is to champion
remarkable contemporary visual art, and to help support
the local artists who create it, by providing an alternative
venue for exhibitions and sales. 24 hour viewing, street-
side only; please do not disturb the building tenants.
(575) 737-8261. alibi.com/e/137383.

SANTA FE BOTANICAL GARDEN, Santa Fe Morphing Nature.
Site-specific sculptures made by students from the
Institute of American Indian Arts and the Santa Fe
University of Art and Design. alibi.com/e/119891.

SUMNER & DENE Dan Garrett, Mark Horst & Rik Burkard.
New works by the artists as part of the citywide On the
Map exhibition. 842-1400. alibi.com/e/137411.

TAI MODERN, Santa Fe Ramona Sakiestewa: Tangram
Butterfly and Other Shapes. New artworks by the
contemporary Native American artist. (505) 984-1387.
alibi.com/e/87014.

TAMARIND GALLERY Foodie: On Eats, Eating, and Eateries in
Albuquerque. New lithographs that celebrate
Albuquerque’s unique food scene. Runs through 5/15.
277-3792. alibi.com/e/133626.

UNM LAW SCHOOL Student Artist Show. Works by UNM Law
School and College of Fine Arts students. 277-8648.
alibi.com/e/135493.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Down the Line. New sculpture
and other works by artist Michael Naranjo as part of the
citywide On the Map exhibition. 345-2872.
alibi.com/e/137434.

ZANE BENNETT CONTEMPORARY ART, Santa Fe Keeping
Things Whole: Sculpture. New works by Guy Dill, Aurelius
Aurelius and Rachel Stevens. (505) 982-8111.
alibi.com/e/136281. a
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Café Bien
What is your or your company’s
greatest asset?

Cafe Bien’s greatest asset is the talent of
Chef Ernesto. He has a unique style that
combines flavors to create a modern, flavorful
experience.

Why did you choose to do business in
Albuquerque?

Ernesto was the sous chef de cuisine at
Forque inside the Hyatt Regency for many years,
while Lindsey was part of the serving/bartending

Type of Business
Restaurant

Year Established
2014

Owner
Ernesto Duran & Lindsey Cavazos

Age
31/30

Hometown
Las Vegas, N.M. 

Business Address
400 Central SW

Business Phone
505-246-BIEN

Business Email
info@fine-creations.com

Website
www.cafebienabq.com

crew at Maloney’s Tavern previously located at
the northeast corner of 4th and Central. We
have both seen downtown Albuquerque at its
best, and see the potential and want to
contribute to the downtown movement. 

What significant changes have you
implemented recently?

After only nine short months of business at
our original location one block south of our
current location—400 Gold SW in the historic
Simms building—we decided to make the move
to 400 Central SW. The visibility and traffic
that Central Avenue has to offer is priceless. It
has made a significant difference in our business
in the first three months, and we look forward to
establishing our presence in the industry and
market.

How do you maintain your competitive
edge?

We originally began business as a catering
company as a part-time gig for both of us. We
still offer catering as a service. Our catering is
different because we customize each menu to the
event type and desires of the customers.
Beginning in summer 2015, we will bring
Albuquerque the opportunity to indulge on
seasonal menus and specialty dinners—some to
be partnered with other restaurants/food trucks
in town. We are also partnering with the
upcoming Alien Brewpub which is set to open
in summer 2015 right next door. Cafe Bien will
offer a menu to the patrons and be able to
provide the food as it comes straight out of the
kitchen!
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FOOD | resTauraNT review

BY ARI LEVAUX

B
ecause of its magnificent location at the
top of the Sandia Peak Tram, one could be
excused for assuming that the food at the

High Finance Restaurant would suck, for the
simple reason that it can. That windy
mountaintop, accessible only by the tram or
hiking, ensures a reliably captive audience.
People are going to buy the food when they
get there, no matter price nor quality.
But a recent visit to High Finance drove

home two points. One: The food does not
suck, and the prices are not grotesquely
swollen. Two: “Captive audience” doesn’t
begin to describe the scenario on an unusually
windy night, when operation of the tram, in
an ironic turn of phrase, is suspended. And
when one is stranded on a dark, windy
mountaintop, the availability of steak, crab
and pork loin wrapped in bacon, not to
mention a full bar, takes on a special
importance.
During our meal we had no inkling of the

drawn-out opportunity to digest our food that
awaited us. All we knew was that we were
seated at the intersection of two windows of
the octagonal-shaped chalet, with views to the
southwest and northwest, sipping from the
margarita menu. A pair of snowboarders lurked
at the bar on the level above us, nursing
curiously tall beers.
Since most of High Finance’s views are

directed through the ring of windows to the
outside, it’s easy to miss the portraits that line
the wall above the bar. The faces of notable
high financiers like J.P. Morgan and Andrew
Carnegie are positioned to enjoy those same
views, albeit from a few feet higher.
Most carnivorous menu options can be

upgraded to “Oscar Style” for an additional
seven dollars. I’m not sure if Oscar is pictured,
but whoever he was, Oscar apparently enjoyed
him some juicy chunks of lump crab and spears
of asparagus, all drizzled in hollandaise sauce,
because that’s what you get when you upgrade
your entrée to “Oscar style” for an extra $7. 
The steaks were cooked as ordered. Judging

how perfectly rare the medium was, I would be
wary of rare, unless you’re a total vampire. The
center cut New York steak was thicker and
more tender, as well as bigger and cheaper,
than the rib eye. So if bovine is your
preference, that’s your slab. My New York strip
came with a side of sweet potato purée that
was seasoned with smoky chipotle, delivering a
daring level of heat, and was a refreshing
departure from standard potato fare. The red
wine reduction, one of three steak sauce
options, was rich and sweet with a hint of

berries.
The steak went down well with a smooth

Italian pino called Cavit which disappeared
too quickly. If I had known what was in store, I
would have ordered a whole bottle.
The other animal proteins we tried were

excellent as well. The duck breast left no room
for complaint either. It was juicy and savory
with a nice layer of fat. But if pork tenderloin
wrapped in bacon sounds up your alley, then
you should order the High Finance version of
this pig-fest with no hesitation. This juicy,
salty, succulent porcine paradise came with a
pineapple and shallot sauce that practically
sprinted down my gullet, Oscar Style,
trappings and all.
The Greek salad was our favorite pile of

leaves on the menu. The light dressing, which
had some mildly stinky (in a good way) feta,
drenched the pile of spinach scattered with
olives, cucumber, onion and tomato. The
Caesar, on the other hand, was little more
than lightly dressed romaine hearts topped
with shaved parmesan. It was disappointing,
even when watching the sun set from 11,000
feet.
The green chile stew had enough heat to

make my lips tingle but not hurt. Members of
the New Mexico anti-cumin chile coalition
should be warned that your arch-nemesis can
be tasted in the thin broth, lurking among the
chunks of coarse ground pork.
We savored our grand perch as long as we

could, watching the sunset colors flare to the
southwest. The poor fools at my table who
ordered decaf were not pleased with their cups,
and when I tasted their coffee, I understood
why. I, however, enjoyed full caffeine and full
flavor in my cup, and it was excellent. I used it
to wash down a berry lemon cake that was
bright, creamy and sharp.
As we emerged from the restaurant to begin

the short, zigzagging walk back to the tram
station, I noticed a tram was docked. “Let’s
hurry,” I suggested, “Maybe we can catch it.”
But upon reaching the tram station, we

learned that service was suspended until the
wind died down. 
We sat around in the station, waiting for

the wind to calm. Every time the door opened,
the room was invaded by a shrill hiss, a
vacuum leak turned up to 11.
Minutes ticked by. Then hours. I passed the

time by staring at the various gauges in the
tram station control room. The wind was
regularly gusting above 50 mph, which didn’t
seem like fun conditions in which to be
suspended above a dark, rocky abyss. But the
gauge that the crew was watching most closely
measured the cable deflection, essentially the
angle at which the cables the tram rides along
are blowing sideways. This is the reading that
predicts the likelihood that the tram car will
smash into Tower #2 as it glides by. The
deflection had to stay below 8 for 15 minutes
for the tram to restart. In 20 minutes of staring
at the gauge, I didn’t see it drop below 9 for
even a second.
After about two hours, a tram operator

announced to the packed room that we might
be “in it for the long haul,” and they would be

High Finance Restaurant
Address: Top of Sandia Peak Tram

243-9742

Hours: 11am to 3pm lunch Wednesday to Sunday

Closed for lunch on Mondays and Tuesdays

Dinner 4:30pm to 8pm Wednesday to Monday 

5:30pm to 8pm Tuesday

Bar and lounge open 10am to closing every day

Appetizers served all day

Vibe: High on the contact

Range: Appetizers start at $8; steaks top out at
$36

Bonus: Discount on tram tickets with dinner
reservations

The Alibi recommends: Bacon wrapped pork
tenderloin, NY strip, Greek salad, margarita, a
sleeping bag (alternatively: a weather forecast)

THE MOUTHFUL BY TY
BANNERMAN AND AMELIA OLSON

Best of Burque: A Night Out
This issue is all about celebrating Albuquerque,
and what better way to celebrate a city than to
take a night out on the town? With that in mind,
we looked through our latest Best of Burque
Restaurants poll (from October 2014) and pulled
a few of our favorite winners. Whether you’re
feeling fancy or more inclined to a plate of bar
food, one of these four Albuquerque classics
should fit the bill. And don’t forget to keep an
eye out for the Alibi’s 2015 restaurant poll,
scheduled to drop sometime in October. 

Best Place to Take 
Out-of-Town Guests

El Pinto Restaurant & Cantina

A garden patio, trickling water features,
authentic New Mexican food and damn fine ...
excuse me, damn fine margaritas. The massive
adobe paradise of El Pinto has been a favorite
place to show off our city to out-of-towners for
decades, as evidenced by the huge number of
autographed celebrity photos adorning the
walls. Although its reputation suffered a slump
among locals for a few years, these days El Pinto
has returned to the original recipes that made
them famous in the first place. 

Best Bar Food

Gecko’s Bar & Tapas

There are appetizers, and then there are tapas.
What’s the difference? Well, how adventurous do
you feel when you’re working your way through a
nacho plate? Now how about red mole grilled
steak tacos? This year our readers decided to
expand their palate and down cocktails with a
side of the fancy vittles at Gecko’s Bar. With
offerings like black tiger shrimp and scallop
ceviche, sautéed escargot, carne adovada and
grilled squash, we know exactly why. 

Best Fine Dining

Artichoke Café

This EDo bistro predates EDo itself. When
Artichoke Café first started racking up Best of
Burque awards for Fine Dining, the part of town
between UNM and Downtown was called Huning
Highlands. A lot has changed in that
neighborhood since then, but Artichoke is still
just as fancily delicious as ever.

Best Late Night Feast

Frontier Restaurant

Sometimes we wonder if the Frontier even
counts as a restaurant anymore, or whether it
could be more accurately described as a feature
of Albuquerque’s collective consciousness. The
fact is that almost every Burqueño has a portion
of their inner life devoted to the sprawling
Central Avenue mainstay, an image they can call
up when needed to help them power through
their lives. But really, it doesn’t matter if it’s real,
as long as its doors stay open till 1am to
welcome the tired, the studious, the drunk and
the lost with visions of sweet rolls and
homemade tortillas. a

High Times
A three-hour tour at High Finance

ALL PHOTOS BY ERIC WILLIAMS • ERICWPHOTO.COMBacon wrapped pork tenderloin
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distributing blankets.
I expected more bitching and moaning

among the 150-odd people stranded at the
summit station. We all wanted to go home, of
course, but few of us seemed in any hurry to be
suspended in a box more than 1,000 feet above
the ground in that merciless wind.

Many made the sensible decision to make
the short walk to the bar. Others settled in,
wrapping themselves in their blankets and
playing the board games provided. A couple
that had traveled to the mountaintop with a
photographer to celebrate their engagement
took the opportunity to do another photo
shoot.

While I appreciated not running the tram
in windy conditions, the lack of a “Plan B”
concerned me. There is an access road from
the summit to the ski area base down the
backside of the mountain, but only a single
van was available with which to make the
four-hour round-trip down the road to the
tram base. There was one child seat and about
10 kids up there. And it wasn’t clear that the
access road had even been plowed.

As I contemplated these issues, the
deflection gauge I’d been staring at began

drifting steadily lower.
The crew and I watched the meter,

excitedly. The guy at the bottom, who would
ultimately make the call—the ground control
to our Major Tom—would be seeing the same
readings, and our escape appeared imminent.
Sure enough, the crew’s phone rang with
instructions to prepare to fill a tram car and
send it down.

An announcement to that effect was made
in the restaurant, which caused a stampede to
the tramway. As people jostled for position to
get on the first tram down, the phone rang
again. This time it was the bartender,
reporting that some of the tram riders had
bolted without paying their tabs.

Nobody in the tram station offered to go
make things right. I would have happily waited
a few minutes longer to enjoy the spectacle of
the bartender identifying the perps. But the
tram operators didn’t have the heart at this
stage of the game to delay loading the tram. 

Despite the drama, I would go back to High
Finance, especially if I’m not paying. And
were that the case, I would definitely go with a
full bottle of Cavit. And whatever I got, it
would be Oscar Style.  a

FOOD | restaurant review

Greek salad
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FOOD | FlaSh iN the paN

Sweet Nightmare
Is sugar the new tobacco? 

BY ARI LEVAUX

W
e know foods like donuts and soda can
make you fat, but the effects of sugar on
the liver and brain are less well known.

Dietary sugar can fry your liver in much the
same way that alcohol can. This, in turn, can
hurt your brain, leaving you with dementia-
like symptoms decades too soon.
Most people associate liver disease with

alcohol abuse or hepatitis. But another type—
non-alcoholic fatty liver disease [NAFLD],
which barely existed three decades ago—has
quickly become the most common liver disease
in America according to the N.I.H. It isn’t
caused by booze or a nasty virus but by dietary
sugar, which causes a buildup of fat in your
liver. Overweight people are likely candidates
for NAFLD. Memory loss and diminished
cognitive function are often the first symptoms
as the liver loses its ability to filter toxins that
compromise the brain.
According to the American Liver

Foundation, at least one-quarter of the US
population now suffers from NAFLD. That
number is expected to swell to 40 percent by
2030, apace with an expected swelling of the
American body in that time thanks to
increasing sugar consumption. 
These are sour times at the Sugar

Association, a DC-based trade group with a
mission that appears increasingly impossible:
“... to promote the consumption of sugar
through sound scientific principles.” Alas for
Big Sugar, it’s becoming more difficult to use
even the most convoluted scientific principles
to promote sugar consumption—much less
defend it.
The Sugar Association once touted sugar as

“a sensible approach to weight control,”
something we now know is roughly the polar
opposite of the truth. In addition to non-
alcohol fatty liver disease, sugar promotes a
variety of other ailments, including heart
disease, tooth decay and diabetes. Meanwhile,
new research is mounting that suggests sugar is
linked to Alzheimer’s disease.
The case against sugar has grown quietly

but steadily over the last four decades in the
shadow of dietary fat, which has widely been
blamed for these ailments. Meanwhile, the
Sugar Association has engaged in tactics
reminiscent of those of the tobacco industry
during the height of its denial, including the
funding of sugar-friendly research, the
installation of sugar-friendly (and sugar-
funded) scientists on government advisory
panels, and even making threats to scientists
and politicians who question the place of sugar
in a healthy diet. The Sugar Association’s
general response to the circling wagons of
anti-sugar, meanwhile, has been to claim a
lack of consensus and inconclusive results. But
despite these efforts, as with tobacco, this cat

is proving too big for the bag.
In February, the recommendations of

USDA’s Dietary Guidelines Advisory
Committee [DGAC] were published. They
include several significant sugar-related
proposals, including a sugar tax. The
recommendations take specific aim at added
sugars, suggesting they be labeled as such and
kept below 10 percent of total caloric intake.
Identifying added sugar would distinguish it

from sugar that’s naturally in a food product.
For example a six-ounce container of plain
yogurt has 7 grams of the sugar lactose, while a
pomegranate yogurt has 19 grams of sugar,
including 12 grams of added sugar, explains
Robert Lustig, a specialist in pediatric obesity,
in a March 20 op-ed for the LA Times.
The yogurt example hits home to me. My

dad is diabetic and used to eat sweetened
yogurt daily. My son would eat sweetened
yogurt every day too, if left to his own devices.
Added sugar is another way of saying “Big

Sugar’s bottom line,” and on March 24, the
Sugar Association requested that the added
sugar recommendations be removed. In a
bitter irony, its letter to DGAC complained
that the committee, “ ...selected science to
support its predetermined conclusions.”
In his op-ed, Lustig compared Big Sugar to

a wild animal that has been cornered and will
fight with everything it has. But as with
tobacco, the evidence against it is just too
damning.
“Sugar starts to fry your liver at about 35

pounds per year, just like alcohol would at the
same dosage. This is because fructose—the
sweet molecule of sugar—is metabolized in the
liver just like alcohol.” Americans, Lustig

notes, consume an average of 100 pounds of
sugar per year. “That is why children now get
the diseases of alcohol consumption—type 2
diabetes and fatty liver disease—without ever
drinking alcohol.”
Big Sugar’s last chance, he says, is by way of

intra-agency dysfunction. “There are 51
separate agencies in charge of our food supply.
That suits the food industry just fine. Their
strategy is to divide and conquer. It’s time for
us to unite to tame this wild animal before it
can sicken another generation of children.” 
While this power struggle runs its course,

we have a choice between limiting sugar
consumption or dealing with its consequences
by pumping children full of insulin, lipo-
sucking excess fat from teens and swapping out
the livers of absent-minded middle-agers.
While the dust settles and sugar

consumption and labeling guidelines are
inevitably restructured, you don’t have to wait
for any final word from government agencies.
You can use your common sense, though
willpower might be more of an issue.
Sugar craving is widely considered an

addiction. It’s an addiction that’s complicated
by the fact that eating sugar is entangled with
the healthy, necessary act of eating. But
research at MIT, published in January, suggests
that compulsive sugar consumption follows a
different neural pathway than healthy eating.
These findings open the door to more

research into dealing with sugar addiction.
Meanwhile, it’s encouraging that your brain’s
sweet tooth can be retrained before your
memory deteriorates to the point where you
forget where you even stashed the gummy
bears.  a
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Diners

and

Drive-ins
LAGUNA BURGER (66 PIT STOP) 
14311 Central NW, 352-7848 • $

[AMERICAN] Here, you can eat one of the best
green chile burgers in the state of New Mexico.
Laguna Burger doesn’t offer much in the way of
atmosphere, but more than makes up for it in
sheer flavor.

NOBHILL

LOYOLA’S FAMILY RESTAURANT
4500 Central SE, 268-6478 • $

[NEW MEXICAN] If you spend just one Saturday
morning at Loyola’s, we swear you’ll leave feeling
like a regular. And at that point, you probably will
be. The food is down-home good, and the
service is friendly and fast. Wander in for the
awesome, late-’60s diner atmosphere, and stay
for the tortillas and gorgeous red chile posole,
made fresh to order, or the tender (!) country-
fried steak. But you can’t go after 2pm or on
Mondays. It’ll be closed.

DOWNTOWN

BARELAS COFFEE HOUSE
1502 Fourth Street SW, 843-7577 • $

[NEW MEXICAN] You’d better get to Barelas early
on Saturday morning if you don’t want to wait in
line for a table. This New Mexican joint is
popular, and though it’s much bigger inside than
you can tell from the street, regulars pack the
place tighter than a tamale. Barelas is known for
huevos rancheros, and they are tasty here,
slathered in particularly good red chile and
served on a fresh flour tortilla.

CECILIA’S CAFÉ
230 Sixth Street SW, 243-7070 • $

[NEW MEXICAN] Cecilia’s is the matriarch of one of
Albuquerque’s best breakfast burritos and red
chile. Clinging close to the heart of Downtown on
Sixth Street and Silver, Cecilia makes the food
herself in the kitchen. The red chile is no joke,
and the prices are pretty friggin’ cheap too.

GRAVY
725 Central NE, 242-4299 • $$

[AMERICAN] After two years of preparation, Gravy
has finally opened in the old Milton’s building.
The place looks great, with a distinctly swank
take on the classic diner aesthetic, and the

menu follows suit. Multiple varieties of pancakes
are offered for breakfast, along with huevos
rancheros and an eggy pot pie. Dinner is comfort
food-oriented—think meatloaf, fried chicken and
chicken-fried steak—and there’s plenty of beer
(locally brewed and otherwise) on tap with which
to wash it down. Try the fried green tomatoes! 

HOLY COW
700 Central SE, 242-2991 • $$

[AMERICAN] The site of Bob’s Fish and Chips on
Central has been reincarnated as one of the
best burger joints in town. The New Mexico
grass-fed Holy Cow burger comes on a brioche
bun, while an ahi tuna sandwich, veggie club
and dinner salads offer plenty of choices for
bovine-averse diners. Beer and wine, plus
shakes, malts and floats, are available to
complete the sacrament.

LINDY’S DINER
500 Central SW, 242-2582 • $

[DINER] Open late on the weekends! We like
Lindy’s for their retro-ish décor and Downtown
convenience. The food here is pretty typical diner
fare with breakfast all day, a good amount of
New Mexican (including Frito pie!) and Greek
specialties thrown into the mix, served in hefty
portions. There’s also a nifty espresso bar.

THE STANDARD DINER
320 Central SE, 243-1440 • $$$

[AMERICAN] Matt DiGregory, owner of Range Café,
updated this 1938 Texaco Station to include a
modern kitchen, large, sleek, jazz-inspired dining
areas and a small front patio. Think San
Francisco meets Downtown Albuquerque. The
menu is composed of upscale comfort food,
much of it using local ingredients, and it’s priced
accordingly (without being too inhibitive). Beer
and wine by the glass and bottle. Now serving
breakfast!

EAST MOUNTAINS

BURGER BOY
12023 N. Hwy 14, 281-3949 • $$

[AMERICAN] The truth of the matter is that you
can’t get full at Burger Boy for under nine bucks.
But damned if it ain’t worth every penny. We
haven’t figured out the secret yet, but Burger Boy
serves up the most delicious green chile
cheeseburger you’ll ever put in your mouth—right
up there with the original Owl Bar in San
Antonio, N.M. Check out the tasty (and low-fat)
ostrich burger or the tasty (and high-fat) Frito
pie. It’s worth the drive and the dough!

FAIRGROUNDS

KAPS COFFEE SHOP
5801 Central NE, 232-9658

[DINER] This venerable Route 66 diner has been
kicking around various locations on Central for
about 40 years now. Its most recent landing spot
is in the former home of Perea’s near San
Mateo, and it might just be the best yet. True,
after an extensive remodel, the interior isn’t
quite period accurate for the Mother Road’s
golden age, but the decor straddles the line
between kitschy and classy quite nicely. The
menu remains decidedly old school, with the

KEY:  $ = Inexpensive $8 or less  | $$ = Moderate $8 to $15  | $$$ = Expensive $15 to $20  | $$$$ = Very Expensive $20 and up  
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requisite pancakes and huevos rancheros, and
so do the prices. 

I-25 CORRIDOR

VIC’S DAILY CAFÉ
3600 Osuna NE, Suite 105, 341-9710 • $

[AMERICAN] If you like chicken-fried steak, then
you owe it to your belly to eat at Vic’s. A chef
friend of ours turned us on to Vic’s, where the
“Big Daddy” is a giant buttermilk-battered steak
that will make your eyes light up and your
stomach say “howdy.” Seriously, some of the best
we’ve ever had. The rest of the menu is classic
diner fare (meat loaf, liver and onions) with a
large selection of sandwiches and New Mexican
and Greek dishes.

MIDTOWN

THE GRILL
4615 Menaul NE, 872-9772 • $$

[AMERICAN] Grandpa’s Grill on Route 66 has a
new home and a new name. Phil Chavez is
offering up his familiar burgers, chicken, dogs,
steaks and condiment bar at The Grill, down the
block from Jennifer James 101 on Menaul. Crispy
shoestring fries and the mesquite flavor of the
grill give the “papa,” “mama” and “little rascal”
burgers a nice lift.

HURRICANE’S
4330 Lomas NE, 255-4248 • $

[AMERICAN] A whole crew of parade goers could
split Hurricane’s ginormous disaster burrito and
still have leftovers to go around. Come back later
for a typhoon burger (beef, bacon, cheese, grilled
onions and Thousand Island dressing), a marvel
of a mouthfeel—all those juicy toppings! It’s a
killer, especially with a giant order of curly fries. If
you want the ground to crack beneath your feet,
order the earthquake burger: two patties and
double cheese.

NOB HILL

MANNIES RESTAURANT
2900 Central SE, 265-1669 • $

[AMERICAN] Mannies is a little neighborhood
diner that’s actually quite large. A Nob Hill
mainstay for decades, you’re sure to see
someone you know if you eat here for breakfast
on the weekend. One of our favorite dishes is the
marvelous BLT with thick slabs of bacon, a nest
of shredded lettuce and a generous slathering of
mayo. Winner of 2013’s Best Comfort Food and
Best Greasy Spoon.

MODEL PHARMACY
3636 Monte Vista NE, 255-8686 • $

[DINER] There are more members of AARP than
UNM students at this University-area lunch
counter, but it has nothing to do with the food.
There are also more women than men filling the
tables, though that’s understandable. After all,
half of the building is dedicated to fancy soaps,
hairbrushes, jewelry and perfumes. But this
pharmacy (which doesn’t take insurance and
therefore fills few prescriptions) is full of
mysterious contrasts and pleasant surprises. The
mostly sandwich menu is far above par, with real
roasted turkey breast and house-made brisket,
and Model has the Best Soda Fountain in
Albuquerque, according to our readers.

NORTH VALLEY

MURPHY’S MULE BARN
9700 Second Street NW, 898-7660 • $

[AMERICAN] This is honest, no-frills American
diner food without the diner. The ambience feels
a bit like a large, ranch-style living room that’s
been converted into a neighborhood restaurant.
Chicken-fried steak and biscuits and gravy
abound in massive portions and are every bit as
good as your childhood memories. And if you

MURPHY’S MULE BARN PHOTO BY XAVIER MASCAREÑAS

The stuff that dreams are made of: chicken-fried steak dinner.

KEY:  $ = Inexpensive $8 or less  | $$ = Moderate $8 to $15  | $$$ = Expensive $15 to $20  | $$$$ = Very Expensive $20 and up  
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skip dessert, you’re only cheating yourself out of
seriously delish homemade pies and cakes,
lovingly made by Granny. 

SOPHIA’S PLACE
6313 Fourth Street NW, 345-3935 • $$

[NEW MEXICAN] If you’ve got a hankering for a
seasoned steak sandwich or some fresh fish
tacos, give Sophia’s a try. The very friendly
service and eclectic fare make the eatery a true
North Valley gem and one of the best restaurants
in Albuquerque. Chow down on a hearty
sandwich on Sophia’s shaded patio, or eat an
organic egg omelet (served with fresh salad
greens and papitas) inside the cozy adobe walls.
The carnitas and red chile are wonderful, as are
the pancakes.

NORTHEAST HEIGHTS

GARCIA’S KITCHEN
8518 Indian School NE, 292-5505 • $

[NEW MEXICAN] If it’s salt-of-the-earth, tried-and-
true New Mexican favorites you’re after, hit up a
Garcia’s in your area. It has daily specials,
breakfast any time and even a “gringo menu”
that’ll fill you up without depleting your wallet.
The huevos rancheros with green chile will leave
you licking the plate and contemplating seconds.

OWL CAFÉ 
800 Eubank NE, 291-4900 • $

[AMERICAN] There’s a certain tangible thrill that
comes with eating in the hollow gullet of a giant
bird of prey, especially when you’re tearing into a
juicy green chile cheeseburger. Swoop in for the
kill with a peanut butter or coffee milkshake—and
leave no survivors! Voted Best Green Chile
Cheeseburger 2013. 

OLD TOWN

DURAN CENTRAL PHARMACY
1815 Central NW, 247-4141 • $

[NEW MEXICAN] The ladies here make their own
tortillas, rolling out perfect little discs of dough
and heating them on the griddle until they
become huge, puffy pillows ready to receive a
heap of chile and runny-yolked egg. And they’ve
been doing it the same way since 1961. Don’t be
stupid. Go to Duran’s, and do not leave without
ordering something involving a fresh flour tortilla,
preferably in combination with their fantastic red
chile. Voted Best Enchiladas for 2013. 

MAC’S LA SIERRA
6217 Central NW, 836-1212 • $

[DINER] A family-friendly restaurant open since
1952. Not to be confused with the Mac’s Steak
in the Rough chain, this is solid diner chow with
crispy chips and salsa, New Mexican favorites
and, yes, steak in the rough. 

SOUTH VALLEY

BLAKE’S LOTABURGER
2200 Broadway SE, 242-2478 • $

[AMERICAN] A New Mexico tradition since 1952!
For a quick, award-winning (for both Best Burger
and Best French Fries) burger or chili dog, fresh
fries and fountain favorites that hit the spot for
just a pocketful of change, it’s got to be Blake’s.
Countless counters are scattered throughout the
city, and each is a model of efficiency and
cleanliness. Why look any further? They’re easy to
spot from afar—just keep an eye out for the giant
Asian Uncle Sam sign.

GRANDMA’S K&I DINER
2500 Broadway SE, 243-1881 • $

[AMERICAN] Sweet Lord, this South Broadway dive

GRANDMA’S K&I DINER ERIC WILLIAMS ERICWPHOTO.COM

Grandma’s carne adovada is something special.
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(and we mean way south) is postcard-worthy.
First off, the outside looks like a candy-cane-
striped barn. Inside, old-timey knickknacks are
plastered to every surface, and the air is thick
with the smell of fried foods. The chicken-fried
steak (served with hash browns, biscuits and
cream gravy) is as big as the dinner plates used
at other restaurants, and the infamous “Travis”
burrito, a giant beef-and-bean burrito that’s
actually smothered in french fries, must be seen
to be believed.

KATHY’S CARRY OUT
823 Isleta SW, 873-3472 • $

[NEW MEXICAN] The “Kathy burger” (two patties
with red chile, cheese and bacon) comes in two
sizes and is well-worth the drive down to the
South Valley. You can even get a burger burrito,
which is rolled up with Kathy’s creamy, delicious
beans in a flour tortilla. Broke? No problem!
About 20 bucks is all it takes to stuff you and
four of your closest cash-strapped friends with
quick, delicious comfort food. And it’s open until
midnight on weekends in a beautifully remodeled
building. We’d kiss Kathy if we knew her better. 

SOUTHEAST

ACAPULCO TACOS & BURRITOS
840 San Mateo SE, 268-9865 • $

[MEXICAN] These brightly painted stands sell
quick, tasty Mexican standards for cheap. The
burritos come wrapped in a delightfully moist
and tender tortilla, and are quite satisfying for
the price (some are just $1.75). In fact, the most
expensive dinner plate you can buy here comes
in at just under $5 and features seven items.
Beware: Acapulco is takeout only, and you’ll
probably end up eating everything you bought
before you make it back home.

GRIFF’S BURGER BAR
8516 Central SE, 255-6130 • $

[AMERICAN] Hidden giants of the hamburger
family, Griff’s burgers are as big as Blake’s but
less than half the cost. There’s an unusual array
of tempting menu options, but the burgers bring
you back. Salad dressing is the default
condiment, and the “hot green chile” is actually
diced jalapeños, but get a giant double
cheeseburger with both on it. The shakes are
similarly enormous here.

VICK’S VITTLES
8810 Central SE, 298-5143 • $

[AMERICAN] This cowboy-themed diner used to be
called Roper’s Restaurant, but new ownership
has taken over and changed the name. Happily, a
lot of what we loved about Roper’s has survived
the transition. There’s still a bunch of cowboy
crap all over the walls and a bewildering array of
good food to choose from. We especially
recommend the green-chile-and-piñon-nut-
stuffed Santa Fe pancakes and the downhome
chicken-fried steak. If you come by for dinner,
give the new in-house smoked BBQ a try. 

UNIVERSITY

66 DINER
1405 Central NE, 247-1421 • $

[DINER] Step back in time for old-fashioned diner

food, jukebox oldies and atmosphere with a New
Mexican twist (incarnate in the hot-and-spicy
Frito pie). The real stars in this place, though, are
the awesome frozen desserts. They run the
gamut from mammoth banana splits to 99-cent
teeny-weeny hot fudge sundaes. The milkshakes
come in almost any flavor combination you can
think of and are some of the creamiest, most lip-
smacking concoctions around. Voted Best
Milkshakes for 2013.

FRONTIER RESTAURANT
2400 Central SE, 266-0550 • $

[NEW MEXICAN] Frontier is an Albuquerque
staple that most folks can agree on. Breakfast
burritos, sweet rolls, huevos rancheros, green
chile stew, shakes, fresh-squeezed orange
juice: It’s all great. The ambience is strictly
cafeteria plus tons of John Wayne art. 

THE RANGE CAFÉ
2200 Menaul NE, 888-1660 • $$

[AMERICAN] Do not leave The Range without
ordering something involving bacon and
queso even if it means you have to get side
dishes of them both. These people serve
thick, meaty bacon and obviously understand
the power of the dreamy, cheesy goop we call
queso to transform simple breakfast items
from ho-hum to hot damn! They’ve even
rescued the humble bowl of oatmeal from
perpetual breakfast boredom by parking a
scoop of their fabulous house-made
cinnamon ice cream on top of it. Voted Best
Huevos Rancheros for 2013. 

UPPER NOB HILL

ROUTE 66 MALT SHOP
3800 Central SE, 242-7866 • $

[DINER] Fantastic burgers, Frito pie, hot and
meaty sandwiches, and all kinds of old-
fashioned soda fountain beverages are
waiting for you in this beautifully built-out
mom ’n’ pop diner. We love the bleu cheese
green chile burger, salmon burger, fresh crab
cake sandwich and homemade potato salad.
The kids love the malts and pumping quarters
into the well-stocked jukebox.

WESTSIDE

WESTERN VIEW  DINER &
STEAKHOUSE
6411 Central NW, 836-2200 • $$

[AMERICAN] Western View is a neighborhood
joint. And judging by the steady stream of
well-fed customers you’ll find there, it’s
serving its neighborhood well. Men in work
boots fill the space with lively banter that
bounces from table to worn-in table. The
service is smooth and unadorned. Coffee
never stops pouring. Condiments find their
way to the table without special requests.
Orders of giant, chile-clad “Hungryman”
burgers, New Mexican platters and even a few
Greek specialties are delivered hot and fast.
The fries are scrumptious, and so are the old-
fashioned milkshakes. a
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BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

T
he easiest way to describe the film White
God is to say it’s Alfred Hitchcock’s The
Birds, but with dogs instead of birds.

Unfortunately, that’s also one of the less
accurate ways to describe it. As co-written and
directed by Hungarian filmmaker Kornél
Mundruczó, White God is as much a grim social
fable as it is a nature-gone-wild disaster flick.

White God isn’t the first horror film to
employ dogs as objects of terror. There’s 1977’s
The Pack. There’s that 1983 adaptation of
Cujo, of course. There’s Monster Dog with
Alice Cooper. And there’s the perfect 1978
double-feature of Devil Dog: The Hound of Hell
and Dracula’s Dog (aka Zoltan: Hound of
Dracula). However, even if you include bears
(Grizzly, Prophecy), fish (Jaws, Piranha),
crocodiles (Lake Placid, Rogue), pigs
(Razorback, Pig Hunt) and mollusks (It Came
from Beneath the Sea, Slugs), White God is
probably the first animal-based horror film to
milk a Frankenstein level of sympathy for the
creature at the center of it all. 

Before the opening credits even roll, we
witness a young girl pedaling her bicycle madly
through the empty streets of Budapest.
Nipping at her heels (literally) is a teeming
pack of blood-mad stray dogs. Is this just a
dream? If not, what has led to this feral
confrontation? Snapping back to the
beginning, following the title sequence, we
meet our two main protagonists: 12-year-old
Lili (excellent newcomer Zsófia Psotta) and
her beloved canine companion, Hagen. Seems

that Lili’s mom is jetting off to Australia to
teach at a university for three months. In the
company of her new boyfriend, mom remands
Lili to the custody of her sad sack ex-husband
(Sándor Zsótér). The few things we know
about Lili’s dad are he’s recently divorced, has
gone from being a college professor to working
as a meat inspector and hates dogs (as he

loudly announces when Lili steps out of the
car). 

Stuck in a cramped apartment with her
estranged father for the summer, Lili tries to
make the best of it. But dad’s unresolved anger
issues and an onerous city tax on dogs who are
not “purebred” lead to an ugly incident. Dad’s
unwilling to take care of the mutt, and Lili’s
unwilling to send him to the animal shelter.
So, despite his daughter’s protestations, dad
abandons Hagen on the side of the road. 

Suddenly, the narrative splits in two,
spending as much time with poor Hagen as
with heartbroken Lili. While Lili fights with
her father, misbehaves in her youth symphony

FILM | revIeW

White God
Written and directed by Kornél Mundruczó

Starring Zsófia Psotta, Sándor Zsótér, Lili Horváth,
Luke & Body
Rated R

Opens Friday 4/3

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY 

King + Gandhi
On Thursday, April 2, Heaven on Earth Creations
and Reel New Mexico will present “An Evening
with King and Gandhi.” Documentary film
producer Cynthia Lukas (Globalized Soul, Rumi
Returning) will be on hand to introduce the
acclaimed PBS documentary about Martin
Luther King Jr. In Remembrance of Martin. She’ll
also screen clips from the upcoming
documentary about the final years of Mahatma
Gandhi’s life, Gandhi’s Gift. After the films Lukas
will lead a discussion about how King’s dream
was shaped by Gandhi. Admission is $5. The
event will take place starting at 7pm at La
Tienda Performance Space at Eldorado in Santa
Fe. For directions go to reelnewmexico.com.

Spanish cinema
Instituto Cervantes is back presenting a series of
award-winning contemporary Spanish films at
the National Hispanic Cultural Center’s Bank of
America Theatre (1701 Fourth Street SW). First
up in April is David Trueba’s comedy-drama Vivir
Es Fácil Con Los Ojos Cerrados. Set in Albacete
in 1966, the film follows an English teacher and
ardent Beatles fan (Javier Cámara) as he goes
on a road trip in hopes of meeting John Lennon.
The film won six Goya awards (Spain’s Oscars),
including Best Film, Best Director, Best Original
Writing and Best Lead Actor. The film starts at
7pm on Thursday, April 2, and will be screened in
Spanish with English subtitles. Admission is free.
For a complete list of the films screening every
Thursday in April, go to
albuquerque.cervantes.es.

For the kids
New Mexico Children Youth and Families and a
host of local organizations are sponsoring a
screening of the film Everyone’s Business:
Protecting Our Children. Our state ranks sixth in
the nation for deaths due to child abuse, and this
eye-opening documentary hopes to shed light
on the issue of child maltreatment. It’s part of a
public awareness campaign that includes five
solutions that will save millions of dollars and
thousands of young lives here in New Mexico.
The world premiere of this locally lensed
documentary will take place Friday, April 3,
starting at 6pm at the KiMo Theatre (423
Central NW). The film will also be broadcast on
KOB-4 Tuesday, April 14, at 9pm and on New
Mexico’s public television stations throughout
April/May. Admission is free. For more info go to
kimotickets.com.

DinoTheater
Walking With Dinosaurs: Prehistoric Planet 3D
has opened at the Lockheed Martin
DynaTheater at Albuquerque’s New Mexico
Museum of Natural History and Science (1801
Mountain NW). The film is the latest release
from BBC Earth’s popular “Walking With
Dinosaurs” series. It was “inspired” by the
feature film Walking with Dinosaurs: The 3D
Movie, a fictional family adventure based on real
science that was released in 2013. If 3D
dinosaurs aren’t enough to get you in the door, I
should mention the film is narrated by
everybody’s imaginary British boyfriend
Benedict Cumberbatch (“Sherlock”). Until
Easter Sunday, April 5, the film will play at 11am,
1pm and 3pm. Starting April 6, the film will
expand to 10am, 12pm, 2pm and 4pm. It will play
at the theater (alongside other 3D educational
films) through Sept. 4. Cost is $10 adults, $8
seniors and $6 children. For more info go to
nmnaturalhistory.org. a

“Bacon, bacon, bacon!”

White God
Canine coup strikes Hungary in animalistic revenge flick

White God  continues on page 60 
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THE WEEK IN

SLOTH
“The Grace Helbig Show” (E! 11:30pm)

With Chelsea Handler gone, easygoing
comedienne Grace Helbig gets her own
celebrity chat show.

SATURDAY 4
Killer Crush (Lifetime 6pm) A student’s

obsession with her former professor
takes a dangerous turn when she
becomes a caregiver for his wife.
Sounds like your standard Lifetime
movie. But it does star Daveigh Chase,
best known as the scary ghost girl from
The Ring. She’s all growed up now and
seducing middle-aged professors.

A Bone to Pick: An Aurora Teagarden
Mystery (HMC 7pm) Candace
Cameron Bure (D.J. Tanner!) stars in this
librarian murder mystery based on the
novels by “True Blood” creator Charlaine
Harris.

SUNDAY 5
Sinatra: All or Nothing At All (HBO 6pm)

HBO airs a two-night documentary
miniseries about the life and times of
one Francis Albert Sinatra.

If There Be Thorns (Lifetime 6pm) The
third of V.C. Andrews’ incest-based
thrillers undergoes the Lifetime
treatment.

“American Odyssey” (KOB-4 9pm) In this
Traffic-like action drama, an
international cover-up explodes when
the lives of a female Special Forces
soldier, a disillusioned corporate lawyer
and a political activist unexpectedly
collide.

“The Lizzie Borden Chronicles”
(Lifetime 8pm) Christina Ricci
reprises her role as Lizzie Borden in
this eight-episode TV series sequel (!)
to the nutty biopic from last year.

“Wolf Hall” (KNME-5 9pm) Attention
Anglophiles: The BBC adapts Hilary
Mantel’s historical novel about the
rise to power of Thomas Cromwell in
the court of Henry VIII.

“The Raft” (National Geographic 8pm)
For its newest reality competition,
National Geographic strands people
on tiny rubber rafts in the middle of
the ocean.

MONDAY 6
“Toronto Blue Jays at New York

Yankees” (ESPN 11pm)Winter must
be over, because the boys of summer
are here. Baseball season kicks off
with this cross-border battle.

TUESDAY 7
“The Runner-Up” (Esquire 8pm) Two

things that annoy me are singing
competitions and politics. And yet,
this documentary series, chronicling
former “American Idol” contestant
Clay Aiken’s campaign to win a
congressional seat in North Carolina,
looks fascinating.

WEDNESDAY 8
“Little Women: Terra’s Little Family”

(Lifetime 7pm) I’m sorry, Lifetime.
See my note for “Meet the Smiths.”a

THURSDAY 2
“Olympus” (Syfy 8pm) Syfy comes out

swinging with this Clash of the Titans-
esque fantasy series.

“The Slap” (KOB-4 9pm)With tonight’s
season finale, we finally get to find out
who got slapped ... or who did the
slapping ... or ... What’s this show about
again?

“Lip Sync Battle” (Spike 8pm) Celebrities
go head-to-head in an epic lip sync
battle while host LL Cool J looks on like
a mad Roman emperor. 

FRIDAY 3
“Meet the Smiths” (TBS 7pm) Thanks, but

I don’t need any more reality show
families in my life. I can die a happy
man never having watched NBA analyst
Kenny Smith and his wife, “The Price Is
Right” model Gwendolyn Osborne-
Smith, talk about renovating their
bathroom. 

“Backstreet Boys: Show ’Em What You’re
Made Of” (VH1 7pm) Teenage girls
who are devastated over the news that
Zayn Malik has left One Direction,
please console yourself with the fact
that your boy band crush will one day
be middle-aged, balding and irrelevant.

FILM | revIew

group and searches the city for her lost pet, our
main canine sets out on an incredible journey
that mixes equal parts Lassie Come Home and
Apocalypse Now. Hagen hooks up with a pack
of stray dogs, runs from animal control, falls in
with a homeless man and eventually ends up
in the clutches of a dogfighting ring. It is in
this final indignity that the film solidifies its
dark vision. Pumped full of steroids and
trained to fight, Hagen goes from loyal family
pet to rage-filled killing machine. 

Sent into the ring to battle another canine,
Hagen experiences his big, “I’m mad as hell,
and I’m not going to take it any more!”
moment. He busts free from his shackles,
gathers an army of like-minded mongrels and
leads his canine corps on a mission of revenge
against society. 

As you can probably guess by now, White
God is a mad mash-up of genres. There’s some
blood and gore on display, but the film doesn’t
exert itself milking the “horror” angle. Instead,
it’s a slow-building thriller that takes a goodly
amount of time to get to its central premise of
doggie rebellion. Pushing past the two-hour
mark as it does, the film could have benefited
from a hurry-up offense. But the measured
pace gives viewers plenty of time to build up
sympathy for our four-legged antihero.

Admittedly, the script features plenty of
“character development” that would seem
cheesy and rather shorthand if applied to
actual humans. But our voiceless main
character (played expertly by twin canine
actors Luke and Body) is so believable in his
emotions and his actions that the whole film
works. 

Mundruczó, with help from director of
photography Marcell Rev, lenses White God in
a gorgeous but tricky manner. Relying on some
tight cutting, some dog’s-eye-camerawork and
a damn good animal trainer, Mundruczó
creates a fantastical adventure on a
microscopic budget. A certain suspension of
disbelief is still required to swallow the film’s
heavy anthropomorphization of animals. (Not
to mention the inexplicable nastiness every
adult here displays for both kids and dogs.) But
some breathtaking action and an indelible
climax wash away a host of concerns.

At the end of the day, White God works
best as a thick allegory of modern-day racial,
sexual and economic relationships: The abused
will rise up against the abusers, so watch out.
Substitute any oppressed minority for dogs,
and you’ll see what this film is not-so-subtly
hinting at. Call it horror. Call it a thriller. Call
it a girl-and-her-dog fantasy. Call it social
satire with a significant bite. a

White God continued from page 58

The easiest way to describe the film White
God is to say it’s Alfred Hitchcock’s The

Birds, but with dogs instead of birds.
Unfortunately, that’s also one of the less

accurate ways to describe it.
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Jesus or Russell Brand?
Easter around the dial

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

E
aster has a surprisingly strong stranglehold
on TV. It’s not as pervasive a televised
holiday as Christmas (which gives both

Lifetime and Hallmark an excuse to produce
roughly 20 Santa-based rom-coms every year).
But there are enough TV specials, movies and
documentaries to fill a weekend. So, in
between hunting for Easter eggs, going to
church and gorging on ham, what can you
look forward to watching this weekend?

Friday April 3
Oddly enough, it’s the teen-oriented CW
network that fires the first holiday volley with
“Here Comes Peter Cottontail” (KWBQ-19
7pm). This 1971 stop-motion-animated
special features the voices of Danny Kaye,
Casey Kasem and Vincent Price. Yes, it’s
produced by holiday hitmakers Rankin-Bass
(“The Year Without a Santa Claus,”
“Rudolph’s Shiny New Year”). And, yes, it’s
weird.

Saturday April 4
There’s still one day to go until Easter, but
American Heroes Channel can’t contain its
religious fervor. AHC started out life as
Discovery Wings Channel, which spent a lot
of time gawking at airplanes. It was eventually
rebranded as the Military Channel. In 2014 it
gave up all pretense of appealing to anyone
other than flag-waving conservatives and
became American Heroes Channel. Starting
Saturday afternoon, the network airs “Secrets
of the Bible” (AHC 2pm). No secret will be
left standing, as the marathon of episodes goes
until 6pm on Sunday night. 

Sunday April 5
Easter Sunday starts bright and early with
TCM’s day-long collection of mostly Bible-
based films. Choose from Godspell (TCM
3:15am), Barabbas (TCM 5am), Ben-Hur
(TCM 7:30am), King of Kings (TCM
11:30am), The Greatest Story Ever Told
(TCM 2:30pm), Easter Parade (TCM 6pm),
Holiday Inn (TCM 8pm) or The King of
Kings (TCM 10pm). ABC keeps up the Bible
movie action with perennial favorite The Ten
Commandments (KOAT-7 6pm). ABC Family
goes a bit more secular with the 2011 computer-
animated fantasy Hop (ABC Family 6pm),
which features famously drug-abusing, sex-
addicted comedian Russell Brand as the Easter
Bunny. 
If you’re not in the mood for movies, you

can choose from several documentary series,
such as “Jesus: The Lost 40 Days” (H2 4pm),
“The Ten Commandments” (H2 6pm) and
“Crucifixion (H2 8pm). AHC, coming off that
epic “Secrets of the Bible” marathon, jumps
right into 6 hours’ worth of “Who Was Jesus?”
(AHC 6pm). Meanwhile, CNN concludes its
blatant attempt to woo Fox News viewers with
the season finale of the religious docudrama
“Finding Jesus” (CNN 7pm).
But the big capper on the day arrives in the

form of A.D. The Bible Continues (KOB-4
8pm), a dramatic miniseries produced by Jesus-
loving husband-and-wife duo Roma Downey
(“Touched By An Angel”) and Mark Burnett
(“Survivor,” “The Apprentice”). Their 2013
History Channel miniseries The Bible was so
popular, somebody had to go out and write a
sequel. Of course, the last one ended with them
killing off their main character. Can’t wait to
see how they get out of that narrative pickle. a

Hop
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BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

OPENING THIS WEEK
Bill the Galactic Hero
Alex Cox (Repo Man) and five of his students from the
Film Studies Department at the University of Colorado at
Boulder direct this micro-budget sci-fi film based on the
cult antiwar satire by Harry Harrison. The “Bill” of the title
is a simple farmer, recruited into the intergalactic military
to fight an alien race. Thanks to a series of mishaps, Bill
accidentally wipes out an entire armada of invading ships
and becomes a hero to millions. That’s when his troubles
really begin. A percentage of the proceeds from this
screening will go to ABQ Justice, a grassroots organization
for homeless justice. 90 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday
4/3 at Guild Cinema)

David and Goliath
Timothy A. Chey (writer-director of Fakin’ Da Funk) helms
this “faith-based” Biblical epic that allegedly cost $50
million to produce ($20 million more than The Passion of
the Christ). The best that can be said about this
production is it looks like a million bucks. Miles Sloman
(who was a floor runner on the “Doc Martin” TV show)
stars as David, and Jerry Sokolosky (who once played an
arm-wrestling biker in a Mr. Clean commercial) is Goliath.
Paul Hughes (everybody’s favorite “uncredited commuter”
in StreetDance 2) stops by as King Saul. I know what
you’re thinking: “But who will play Abinadab?” It’s Richard
Summers-Calvert! (You probably know him best as “royal
assistant” on “The Royals.”) 92 minutes. PG. (Opens
Friday 4/3 at Century Rio)

East of Eden
UNM’s SUB Theater celebrates the 60th anniversary of
this dramatic classic. James Dean (in his first major
screen role) stars as the son of a California farmer
engaged in a Cain and Abel relationship with his older
brother. Tensions rise around the farmstead as World War
I looms and dad stakes his fortune on a long-haul
shipping scheme. Based on the novel by John Steinbeck.
115 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Thursday 4/2 at SUB
Theater)

Furious 7
The automotive insult to gravity and various related forms
of physics continues, despite the untimely death of star
Paul Walker. Vin Diesel, Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson and
Ludacris pick up the slack, shooting and/or crashing cars
into countless people, places and things. Seems Evil
British Guy (Jason Statham) is going after car
thief/invincible superhero Dominic Toretto and crew for
killing his brother, Evil British Guy From The Last Movie
(Luke Evans). 137 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 4/2
at Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio)

Jazz on a Summer’s Day
New York photographer Bert Stern’s first and only
documentary is sort of the granddaddy of modern
musical documentaries. Shot in 1959, the film takes us
to the legendary Newport Jazz Festival where performers
like Thelonious Monk, Louis Armstrong, Mahalia Jackson,
George Shearing and more command the stage. A
beautiful film and an amazing time capsule. This is a
newly struck 35mm print. 87 minutes. (Saturday 4/4 at
Guild Cinema)

The Passion of the Christ
Actor-turned-director Mel Gibson’s “controversial” 2004
version of the final hours of Jesus Christ is a rather
pedantic, decidedly non-metaphorical depiction of his
assorted beatings, whippings, piercings, etc. as spelled
out in the Bible. In Aramaic and Latin with English
subtitles. 126 minutes. R. (Sunday 4/5 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio)

Unfinished Spaces
This documentary celebrates Cuba’s National Art Schools
project. The ambitious academy of arts was designed in
the 1961 wake of Castro’s revolution. Half-constructed
and neglected, the building sat nearly forgotten for
decades until this celebration of its visionary

architecture. In English and Spanish with English
subtitles. A free presentation by the American Institute of
Architects Albuquerque. 86 minutes. (Opens Thursday
4/9 at Guild Cinema)

White God
Reviewed this issue. 121 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 4/3
at Guild Cinema)

Wild Tales
From Argentina comes this blackly comic anthology of
revenge tales that fit somewhere between the violent
vignettes of Pulp Fiction and the twisty short stories of
“The Twilight Zone.” Impeccably shot and smartly written,
the six tales featured here are bloody brilliant bursts of
comedy and tragedy. In Spanish with English subtitles.
Reviewed in v24 i13. 122 minutes. R. (Opens Friday
3/27 at Century 14 Downtown)

STILL PLAYING
‘71
A young, British army recruit (Jack O’Connell from 300:
Rise of an Empire) graduates boot camp only to find
himself smack dab in the middle of “The Troubles” in
northern Ireland, circa 1971. On his first day out, our
protagonist gets ambushed by Catholic nationalists and
left behind by his squad. For one tension-filled night, he’s
got to figure out who his friends are, what his enemies
look like and how he’s going to stay alive on the riot-torn
streets of Belfast. This raw, minimalist thriller ignores
political history in favor of brutal, breathless action.
Reviewed in v24 i12. 99 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown)

Chappie
From the writer-director of District 9 and Elysium comes
another South Africa-based sci-fi drama. In the near
future, Hugh Jackman has built an army of oppressive
robot cops to patrol the streets. But a rebellious scientist
(Dev Patel) and a couple of street thugs (Ninja and Yo-
Landi from Die Antwoord) kidnap one of the robots and
reprogram it, teaching it the value of human life. The
effects are amazing, but the story is sorely lacking in the
sypathetic character department. 120 minutes. R.
(Century Rio)

Cinderella
Kenneth Branagh (Henry V, Thor) directs this straight-
faced, unironic live-action adaptation of Disney’s 1950
animated gem. It looks gorgeous from top to bottom, and
Lily James (from “Downton Abbey”) seems perfectly
appropriate as the ball-going protagonist. But this version
adds nothing whatsoever new to the old story. For Disney
princess completists only. Reviewed in v24 i11. 113
minutes. PG. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Do You Believe?
From the creators of God’s Not Dead comes some more
preaching to the choir. Like a Jesus-based version of
Crash, this film consists of a bunch of random, seemingly
unconnected characters (a pastor, a pregnant teenage
girl, a nurse, a paramedic, an ex-soldier, a homeless
mother, a suicidal young man, a lawyer), all of whose lives
are “interconnected by the hand of God.” Ted McGinley
(“Married with Children”), Sean Astin (The Lord of the
Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring), Mira Sorvino (Mighty
Aphrodite), Delroy Lindo (Get Shorty), Lee Majors (“The
Six Million Dollar Man”), Brian Bosworth (former NFL
linebacker and star of Stone Cold) and Cybill Shepherd
(The Last Picture Show) are among the odd cast. 115
minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema)

Dying to Know: Ram Dass & Timothy
Leary
Over 18 years in the making, this documentary explores
the relationship between of two Harvard professors who
spent their lives probing the edges of consciousness in
very different ways. Timothy Leary became a
counterculture legend and a hallucinogenic pioneer.
Richard Alpert became the spiritual teacher known as

Ram Dass. The film’s producer and director will be on
hand for a post-film speaking engagement at the 8pm
show on Thursday, March 12. 95 minutes. Unrated. (Guild
Cinema)

Focus
Will Smith is a big-money con man who hires a new
“intern” in the form of sexy but naive Margot Robbie (The
Wolf of Wall Street). Years later she returns as an
accomplished femme fatale to throw a monkey wrench
into his best-laid plans. The actors are having fun, but the
script gets needlessly bogged down in “clever” twists. 104
minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown)

Get Hard
Will Ferrell and the clearly overworked Kevin Hart (six
films last year and two so far in 2015) star in this racial
comedy. Ferrell is millionaire James King, busted for fraud
and bound for San Quentin. On the run from police,
James ends up in the South Central LA home of family
man Darnell Lewis (Hart). Mistaking him for a street thug
(because, you know, racial humor), James offers to pay
the man to school him in the art of being a gangsta—so
he can survive in prison. Needless to say, this
mismatched buddy comedy doesn’t try very hard. 100
minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Century Rio)

Home
DreamWorks Animation mashes together E.T. the Extra-
Terrestrial and Lilo & Stitch in the hopes that wayward
alien mascot Oh (voiced by Jim Parsons from “The Big
Bang Theory”) will become the next toy/video game/t-
shirt-generating machine. It’s safe to say he won’t. The
story, about a misfit alien who befriends a lonely Earth
girl (Rihanna), feels awfully recycled. If you’re an adult
who doesn’t find Parsons’ voice grating, you might survive
a screening with your kids. 94 minutes. PG. (Century 14
Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio)

Insurgent
The popular young adult book series about a dystopian
future in which mean old adults won’t let rebellious teens
grow up to be whatever they want returns with the second
outing in the trilogy (which will, inevitably, turn into four
films). Shailene Woodley is back as troublemaking
“divergent” Tris, who’s obliged to run and fight and take a
bunch of tests (no, really) in this predictably rote sequel.
119 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

It Follows
In this innovative, flashback-’80s-style horror flick,
teenagers who have sex are hunted down by a nameless,
faceless and completely unstoppable monster. The only
way to fend it off? Pass the curse on to some other poor

victim by ... you know, sleeping with them. It sounds
outlandish, but writer-director David Robert Mitchell (The
Myth of the American Sleepover) has crafted one of the
purest, scariest horror films in years with this one. 100
minutes. R. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Kingsman: The Secret Service
Matthew Vaughn (Layer Cake, X-Men: First Class) directs
this fast, funny, impossibly kinetic action flick based on
the comic book by Mark Millar (Kick-Ass, Wanted).
Newcomer Taron Egerton stars as a trendy British street
kid who gets recruited to a top-secret spy agency that’s,
like, James Bond cranked up to 11. Colin Firth is the
young spy’s perfectly aloof bad-ass of a trainer. Samuel L.
Jackson is the high-tech baddie. 129 minutes. R. (Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio)

McFarland, USA
This Disney-produced “based on the inspirational true
story” sports flick is pure formula. But it’s a formula that
works. Kevin Costner is a high school coach exiled to a
dirtwater farming community in California. There, he
creates a winning cross country running team with some
of the ragtag local migrant worker kids. It’s all very
familiar, but director Niki Caro (Whale Rider) shows
considerable sympathy to the impoverished farm workers
depicted here. Reviewed in v24 i8. 129 minutes. PG.
(Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema)

Run All Night
Terrorists, criminal kingpins and bad guys in general:
When are you going to stop threatening members of Liam
Neeson’s family? It never ends well for you. Neeson—still
in full-on, ass-kicking, old-man mode—stars as a mob
hitman who accidentally (sorta) shoots his boss’ son. As
expected, the boss man (Ed Harris) doesn’t take to kindly
to the action and pledges to execute our protagonist’s
offspring (Joel Kinnaman from “The Killing”). Our hitman
antihero has just one night to figure out where his
loyalties lie and how many people have to die before
dawn. Spaniard Jaume Collett-Serra (Orphan, Unknown,
Non-Stop) directs this violent action thriller. 114 minutes.
R. (Century Rio)

The Second Best Exotic Marigold Hotel
The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel gave audiences the exact
dose of twee elderly romance, exotic locals and faintly
inuendo-filled comedy they were looking for. So
everybody from director (Shakespeare in Love’s John
Madden) to cast (Dev Patel, Maggie Smith, Judi Dench,
Bill Nighy) have returned for more of the same. Seems
the now successful retirement hotel in Jaipur, India, has
only one vacancy left, prompting newcomers (including
Richard Gere) to fight for space. 122 minutes. PG.
(Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio) a

Furious 7
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CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 1 (800) 326-3264 ext. 943#

The Passion of the Christ Sun 2:00, 7:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00
Wild Tales Fri-Sun 1:55, 4:50, 7:45, 10:35; Mon-Thu 1:55,

4:50, 7:45
Furious 7 Fri-Sun 11:55am, 1:10, 2:05, 3:10, 4:20, 5:20,

6:25, 7:30, 8:30, 9:40, 10:40; Mon-Thu 11:55am, 1:10,
2:05, 3:10, 4:20, 5:20, 6:25, 7:30

Home Fri-Sun 11:45am, 2:10, 4:35, 7:00, 9:25; Mon-Thu
11:45am, 2:10, 4:35, 7:00

Get Hard Fri-Sun 12:10, 2:40, 5:10, 7:40, 10:30; Mon-Thu
12:10, 2:40, 5:10, 7:40

Insurgent Fri-Sun 1:35, 4:30, 7:25, 10:20; Mon-Thu 1:35,
4:30, 7:25

‘71 Fri-Sun 12:00, 2:30, 5:05, 7:35, 10:05; Mon-Wed
12:00, 2:30, 5:05, 7:35; Thu 12:00, 2:30

Insurgent 3D Fri-Sat 12:05, 3:05, 6:00, 8:50; Mon-Tue
12:05, 3:05, 6:00; Thu 12:05, 3:05

McFarland, USA Fri-Sun 1:15, 4:15, 7:15, 10:15; Mon-Tue
1:15, 4:15, 7:15; Wed 1:15; Thu 1:15, 4:15, 7:15

Cinderella Fri-Sun 12:15, 1:40, 3:00, 4:25, 5:50, 7:20,
8:35, 10:10; Mon-Wed 12:15, 1:40, 3:00, 4:25, 5:50,
7:20; Thu 12:15, 1:40, 3:00, 4:25, 7:20

The Second Best Exotic Marigold Hotel Fri-Sun 1:20,
4:10, 7:10, 10:00; Mon-Wed 1:20, 4:10, 7:10; Thu 1:20,
4:10

Focus Fri-Sun 11:50am, 2:35, 5:15, 7:50, 10:25; Mon-
Wed 11:50am, 2:35, 5:15, 7:50; Thu 11:50am, 2:35

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 1 (800) 326-3264

The Passion of the Christ Sun-Mon 2:00, 7:00; Wed 2:00,
7:00

David and Goliath Fri-Thu 10:55am, 1:40, 4:25, 7:10, 9:55
Furious 7 Fri-Sat 10:15am, 10:50am, 11:25am, 12:00,

12:35, 1:10, 1:45, 2:20, 2:55, 3:30, 4:05, 4:40, 5:15,
5:50, 6:25, 7:00, 7:35, 8:10, 8:45, 9:20, 9:55, 10:30,
11:00, 11:40, 12:10am; Sun-Thu 10:15am, 10:50am,
11:25am, 12:00, 12:35, 1:10, 1:45, 2:20, 2:55, 3:30,
4:05, 4:40, 5:15, 5:50, 6:25, 7:00, 7:35, 8:10, 8:45,
9:20, 9:55, 10:30, 11:00

Kingsman: The Secret Service Fri-Thu 12:15, 3:35, 6:55,
10:15

It Follows Fri-Thu 11:10am, 2:00, 4:50, 7:40, 10:30
Home Fri-Sat 11:05am, 12:00, 12:50, 1:45, 2:40, 4:25,

5:20, 6:15, 7:05, 8:00, 9:45, 10:40, 11:35; Sun-Thu
11:05am, 12:00, 12:50, 1:45, 2:40, 4:25, 5:20, 6:15,
7:05, 8:00, 9:45, 10:40

Home 3D Fri-Thu 10:10am, 3:30, 8:55
Get Hard Fri-Sat 10:30am, 11:25am, 12:20, 1:20, 2:15,

3:10, 4:10, 5:05, 6:00, 7:00, 7:55, 8:50, 9:50, 10:45,
11:45; Sun-Thu 10:30am, 11:25am, 12:20, 1:20, 2:15,
3:10, 4:10, 5:05, 6:00, 7:00, 7:55, 8:50, 9:50, 10:45

Do You Believe? Fri-Thu 10:05am, 1:05, 4:10, 7:15, 10:20
Insurgent Fri-Thu 10:00am, 11:35am, 1:10, 2:45, 4:20,

5:55, 7:30, 9:05, 10:40
Run All Night Fri-Tue 10:30am, 1:35, 4:40, 7:45, 10:45;

Wed 10:30am, 10:45
Cinderella Fri-Sat 11:20am, 12:50, 2:25, 3:55, 5:30,

6:55, 8:35, 10:05, 11:40; Sun-Mon 11:20am, 12:50,
2:25, 3:55, 5:30, 6:55, 8:35, 10:05

The Second Best Exotic Marigold Hotel Fri-Thu 12:55,
4:05, 7:15, 10:25

Chappie Fri-Thu 12:45, 3:55, 7:05, 10:15
McFarland, USA Fri-Thu 12:05, 3:25, 6:50, 10:10

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • 897-6858

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

GUILD CINEMA
3405 Central NE • 255-1848

White God Fri-Wed 3:30, 8:00
Dying to Know: Ram Dass & Timothy Leary Fri-Wed 6:00

Bill the Galactic Hero Fri-Sat 10:30
Jazz on a Summer’s Day Sat 1:00
Unfinished Spaces Thu 7:00, 9:00

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • 275-0038

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1194

Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb Fri-Thu
11:00am, 1:30, 4:20, 7:00, 9:40

Selma Fri-Thu 11:30am, 3:10, 6:20, 9:30
Unfinished Business Fri-Thu 11:40am, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30,

10:30
Paddington Fri-Thu 11:10am, 1:50, 4:30, 7:10, 9:50
Jupiter Ascending Fri-Thu 12:10, 6:50
Jupiter Ascending 3D Fri-Thu 3:40, 10:00
The Imitation Game Fri-Thu 12:00, 6:30
The Boy Next Door Fri-Thu 12:20, 2:50, 5:20, 7:50, 10:20
Taken 3 Fri-Thu 3:30, 9:20
The Wedding Ringer Fri-Thu 11:20am, 2:00, 4:40, 7:20,

10:10

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1247

Selma Fri-Thu 12:45, 3:50, 6:55, 10:00
Unfinished Business Fri-Thu 7:05, 9:45
Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb Fri-Thu 12:00,

2:35, 5:10, 7:45, 10:20
Paddington Fri-Thu 12:05, 2:35, 5:05, 7:35, 10:05
Jupiter Ascending Fri-Thu 12:35, 6:50
Jupiter Ascending 3D Fri-Thu 3:40, 9:55
The Imitation Game Fri-Thu 4:15, 9:50
Seventh Son 3D Fri-Thu 4:30, 10:00
Seventh Son Fri-Thu 1:40, 7:15
Taken 3 Fri-Thu 1:30, 7:05
Into the Woods Fri-Thu 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 10:05
Big Hero 6 Fri-Thu 1:25, 4:10

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

McFarland, USA Fri-Thu 10:05am, 1:05, 4:05, 7:05, 10:05
Furious 7 Fri-Thu 10:15am, 11:15, 12:15, 1:30, 2:40,

3:40, 4:45, 6:05, 7:05, 8:00, 9:30, 10:30
It Follows Fri-Thu 10:00am, 12:30, 3:00, 5:30, 8:00,

10:30
Get Hard Fri-Thu 12:00, 2:35, 5:10, 7:50, 10:25
Home Fri-Thu 10:30am, 1:10, 3:50, 6:30, 9:10
Home 3D Fri-Thu 12:20, 2:50, 5:20, 7:50, 10:20
Do You Believe? Fri-Wed 10:20am, 1:20, 4:20, 7:20,

10:20
Insurgent Fri-Wed 10:10am, 12:25, 1:15, 4:15, 6:15,

7:15, 10:15; Thu 10:10am, 12:25, 1:15, 4:15, 7:15,
10:15

Insurgent 3D Fri-Wed 3:20, 9:10; Thu 3:15
Cinderella Fri-Thu 10:35am, 12:20, 1:20, 3:05, 4:05,

5:50, 6:50, 8:35, 9:35
Kingsman: The Secret Service Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:30, 6:30,

9:30

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

East of Eden Fri-Sat 6:00, 8:00; Sun 1:00, 3:00
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies Tue 8:00; Wed

4:00, 7:00; Thu 3:30
Fed Up Thu 7:00

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • 881-2220

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.



Yes, we cater to all types of schedules! We
offer six-month training sessions every March
and September. These programs are intense, and
students are fully immersed in studies for six
months, all day. We also offer one-year programs
every May and October. The May program is
offered in the evenings from 6 to 9pm weekdays
for one year. Every October, we offer a one-year
program that meets on weekday mornings from
9am to 12pm. Whether you are a morning,
afternoon or evening person, we have a schedule
that will meet your needs and cover the same
coursework. 

How do I obtain more information
about NMSNT?

We would love for you to tour and
experience our beautiful campus located in Nob
Hill. We are near bus lines and bike boulevard
on Silver, and both I-40 and I-25. You can call
us at 268-6870 or email info@nmsnt.org to set
up a tour or express your interest in finding out

more. 

Does your student clinic and remedy
store offer massages to the
community?

Yes, our students and graduates work at our
student clinic. Our remedy store and clinic offers
60 and 90-minute treatments, as well as two-
hour sessions. We offer Hot Stone Therapy,
Pregnancy Massage and treatments that will be
catered to your specific needs at a very
discounted rate. We are open 7 days a week, and
you can call 268-2181 to set up an appointment.
We also sell essential oils, massage creams and
local herbal tinctures, soaps and salves, etc. 

When's your next program starting?
May 5, 2015 is the first day of the year-long

evening program. We are now accepting
applications, and there is still time to enroll. 

W E E K L Y  B U S I N E S S  P R O F I L E  •  P A I D  A D V E R T I S E M E N T

Type of Business
School and Remedy Store & Clinic

Year Established
1974

Owner
Director of School: Robert Stevens,
Director of Education: Don Cornwell,
Director of Admissions: Jennifer Loli

Business Address
202 Morningside SE

Business Phone
(505) 268-6870 school/ (505) 268-2181
Clinic

Business Fax
(505) 268-0818

Business Email
info@nmsnt.org

Website
www.nmsnt.org
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The New Mexico School of Natural Therapeutics
What do you think attracts students to
your program? 

NMSNT offers an extremely diverse
curriculum which includes living foods
nutrition, massage therapy, polarity therapy,
herbal remedies, flower essences, stretches,
reflexology and so much more. Students receive
a more holistic, well-rounded education that
prepares them for integrative treatments and the
tools necessary to work with a wide array of
clients. 

Do students experience hands-on
training in the program?

Yes, we believe that experiencing the
treatments as both a therapist and client in the
classroom setting enables our students to gain
valuable lessons through experiencing
techniques and concepts hands-on. Our student
internship requires 145 hours of student
treatments in our clinic to graduate. This affords
our students the opportunity to gain confidence,
work with a variety of people and to have fun
exploring what they're learning immediately.

How many hours of education do you
offer, and why is that important?

We offer 825 hours of training in massage
therapy, polarity therapy, Chinese medicine,
business, ethics, chair massage, cranial sacral
therapy, CPR training and many more classes.
Every state requires a specific amount of
educational hours in order to apply for licensure
in massage therapy. Our program of 825 hours
exceeds many states requirements in terms of
educational hours. This is a great foundation if
you want to travel or work in other parts of the
country.

What stands out about your training?
NMSNT equips students with the tools

and knowledge to heal through nature and to
nourish ourselves through lifestyle and
awareness. The training empowers our students
to address each client as an individual with a
unique set of circumstances. Students are able to
utilize the skills they've acquired and cater to
the specific needs of each client. This
knowledge will nourish your professional
practice and personal life.

What can you do with the training you
experience at NMSNT?

Our students are prepared to work for
themselves or with a team of practitioners, with
doctors or midwives, chiropractors, etc. The
training will give you the tools that you will
need to practice in various settings and with
compassion for all individuals. You will learn to
work with clients who just want to relax, who
may be in acute or chronic pain, pregnant,
living with TMJ, whiplash, etc. Being aware and
prepared to work with diverse populations will
enhance your sensitivity and increase your
confidence in the field of therapeutic touch.

Do you offer part-time and full-time
schedules? 
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MUSIC | Show Up!JAZZED
BY AUGUST MARCH

Throwing Metal Dice
Game gigs for role and play

BY AUGUST MARCH

“T
 here is an answer in a question/ And
there is hope within despair/ And
there is beauty in a failure/ And there

are depths beyond compare/ There is a role of
a lifetime/ And there’s a song yet to be sung/
And there’s a dumpster in the driveway/ Of all
the plans that came undone/ How could
something so fair/ Be so cruel/ When this
black sun revolved/ Around you”—“Black
Sun” by Death Cab For Cutie, from new
album Kintsugi

Here are some questions: Do you wanna rock
out? Are you hopeful that doing so will assuage
your sense of failure and despair? Do you dig
all things metallic? Is there a metaphorical
dumpster in the driveway of your life? If so,
follow along, dear Alibi reader, as we explore
depths beyond compare available and
revolving around the sun—especially for you.

Friday
Your totally bitchin’ springtime concert-of-
the-year is surely and awesomely apparent on
yon horizon. I’m talking about the show
happening on Friday, April 3, at Launchpad
(618 Central SW). It features YOB, Witch
Mountain and Tenderizor.
Post-metal/doom outfit YOB hails from the

deep, dark woods adjacent to Eugene, Ore.
This terrific trio is made up of founder Mike
Scheidt on guitars and vocals and the
mountainous rhythm section of Aaron

Rieseberg (bass) and Travis Foster (drums).
YOB gets the metallic job done with a
combination of pleasantly plangent,
wandering guitar licks, brooding basslines and
succinct percussive antics. Their latest release
Clearing the Path to Ascend features
memorably lengthy tuneage like “Marrow” and
“Nothing to Win.”
Witch Mountain’s blues-based take on

doom lumbers languidly like a ghost in a
haunted Columbia River Valley graveyard. A
quartet starring the talents of Rob Wrong
(guitar), Nathan Carson (percussion), Kayla
Dixon (vocals) and Justin Brown (bass),
Witch Mountain sounds like what might have
resulted if Sandy Denny had gone with Black
Sabbath instead of Led Zeppelin all those years
ago. Tenderizor, an evil group of gentlemen
from Burque, performs arcane sonic/sacrificial
rituals as opener. Just $12 gets you into this 21-
plus encounter with metallic tuneage. The
doors to the abyss open at 8pm, and the
insidious incantations begin at 9:30pm.

Saturday
Get your fill of apocalyptic celebration and
sludgy libations on Friday night, and spend the
following morning soaking up what’s left of the
sun. Later, thrash on over to Sunshine
Theater (120 Central SW) on Saturday, April
4, for a recital by Testament, Exodus and
Shattered Sun. The headbanging will reach
epic proportions at this one. Testament is
guitarist Eric Peterson and a constantly
evolving ensemble of sidemen. Current
acolytes include double kick-drum maestro

Gene Hoglan and the soaring yet guttural
vocalizations of Chuck Billy. In one form or
another, Testament has been at it for over 30
years, so their cred runs as deep as their
discography. 
Bay Area thrash progenitor Exodus—

which counts Metallica’s Kirk Hammett
among its former comrades—provides a
toothsome, tenacious turn midway through the
evening’s sped-up showmanship. On top of all
that, Texan troubadours/metal maniacs
Shattered Sun open. Their debut Hope
Within Hatred hits record stores on April 21.
Tickets range in price from $22 to $160, but
the big ticket includes a meet-and-greet with
rock gods. This 13-plus affair starts at 7pm, but
the doors to Sunshine open at 6pm. Arrive
early to score a prime spot in the mosh pit
before the sound starts roaring in your ears like
a locomotive.

Sunday
Okay, so it’s not exactly metal—and I may
suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous
fortune for implying such—but Española
Valley crew Hartless is a cover band that
reprises the work of prestigious pop-metal acts
like Heart, Scandal and Foreigner. They have
a gig on Sunday, April 5, at Sister (407
Central NW). Hartless focuses on seamless
delivery of prodigious chops and an acute
sense of mimicry engendered by founding
members Tess Fresquez and La Rain Valdez.
In collaboration with bandmates Lionel

Thursday
Jazz music is what happens when the

boundaries of space and time are displaced by
an overarching sense of musical, tonal and
rhythmic freedom. That may seem like a set of
parameters that function best on an individual
level, and hell, jazz music is full of the solos to
prove such a contention.

Yet, jazz composed for and performed by
ensembles of different sizes remains one of the
pinnacles of human artistic expression (besides
college basketball’s Final Four and local multi-
genre experimentalists Death Convention
Singers). If you haven’t had a chance to test my
previously uttered jazz theories, this coming
week provides prime opportunities to explore
this purely American musical triumph right here
in the Duke City.

Like many art forms, jazz is constantly
evolving. This progression is particularly notable
in the work of Andy Milne. Milne proceeds
forward with his formidable group Dapp Theory
at Outpost Performance Space (210 Yale SE) on
Thursday, April 2. A pianist who’s renowned for
a lyrical, compositional and profoundly playful
playing style, Milne brings this sensibility to an
ensemble that includes spoken-word man John
Moon, the funky but classically timbred
saxophone studies of Aaron Kruziki and a
polyrhythmic sense of order guided by drummer
Kenny Grohowski and bassist Chris Tordini. In
combination and collaboration, Dapp Theory
wanders around and through Milne’s subtly
cyclic but outwardly tangential piano
exploration—adding poetic gravitas and an
abiding, albeit complex sense of order. The
group’s latest release Forward in All Directions
includes languid post-bop lexographies like “In
the Mirror, Darkly” as well soul-inflected
sojourns like “Katharsis.” Plus which, they claim
to be influenced by Thelonious Monk and Van
Halen, so you know they must be tight. Tickets
cost between $15 and $20, and the recital
commences at 7:30pm.

Tuesday
As with other genres devised by H. Sapiens,

there are also traditional methodologies and
practices at work in the community. Sometimes-
flinching self-references to postmodernism get
attention and supposedly help one gain access
to the avant-garde, but there are plenty of jazz
people in Burque working competently without
that marker. The Albuquerque Jazz Orchestra—
traditionalists who are melodically masterful,
instrumentally informed and great fun to dance
to—have a gig on Tuesday, April 7, at The
Cooperage (7220 Lomas NE). AJO features
some fine talent in its current lineup. Trombonist
Chris Buckholz is a recent addition to the UNM
music faculty whose oeuvre includes solo jazz
and classical recordings; and the dude’s into early
20th century trombone literature, which
becomes clear upon hearing his solos with the
band. The keyboard player for AJO is Jim Ahrend,
who had a 20-year, cool career as a club and
touring pianist and is also the organist at Monte
Vista Christian Church. The addition of legendary
local axe-man Michael Anthony and the soulful
stylings of saxophonist Lee Taylor makes AJO an
essential sonic experience. This is a free show
that begins at 7:30pm, but do recall that The
Cooperage is a steak and seafood joint; scarf surf
and turf with a hearty side of jazz music. Jazz
music represents a spirit of freedom. Impossible
to capture and difficult to find, hearing jazz is a
reward for any listener’s wondrous attention. As
you head toward your inevitable jazz encounter,
keep that in mind. Or muse on a cascading
rainbow of notes—sour, sublime and sweet—that
stretches into infinity.  a

YOB COURTESY OF ARTIST

Show Up continues on page  70
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Agoyo, Marcus Difillipo and Alberto Alcocer,
Hartless does justice to the genre by adhering
to renditions of tunes you thought were
encased in amber; these songs are actually
starting points for instrumental and vocal
exchanges of the highest order. Don’t worry
about spreading the bread for this excellent
experience. It’s a free, 21-plus show that starts
at 8pm and continues until the witching hour
calls you home.

Tuesday
And now for this week’s poignant, superb coup
de grâce. Spirit Abuse (1103 Fourth Street
NW) is closing for good. The storied venue—a
brief but brilliant local nexus of noise, nuance
and postmodern musical madness—goes out in
style with a listening party on Tuesday, April 7.
This ultimate recital features Father Murphy,
Tapered and Death Convention Singers.
Italy’s Father Murphy isn’t actually a

priest. But the outfit’s output is nonetheless
reminiscent of the sound of Catholic guilt.
Ornate, perplexing and ultimately cathartic,
Father Murphy’s purpose lies beyond mere
transcendence and reaches into the realm of
industrial interventions and leaden luxury.
Their sound is heavy duty and further
complicated by psychedelic overtures and
European aesthetics.

Father Murphy COURTESY OF ARTIST

Show Up continued from page  68 Peculiar post-folk ensemble Tapered
features members of A Hawk and A Hacksaw,
Teetotum and Deerhoof. Drummer Jeremy
Barnes (also of Neutral Milk Hotel) and local
experimentalists Heather Trost, Rosie
Hutchinson, Drake Hardin and John Dieterich
perform at this celebratory send-off. Death
Convention Singers is the biggest, noisiest
PoMo ensemble of them all—not counting the
audience at last month’s Kim Gordon book
signing—and they begin the evening’s
procession toward post-metal posterity at
9:15pm. It’s only seven bucks to get in, and just
think—you can still be part of something
historic.

Death Cab For Cutie took their name from a
song by The Bonzo Dog Band, a brilliant facet
of an otherwise disastrous Beatles’ TV concert
film titled Magical Mystery Tour. George
Harrison and John Lennon escaped the bus for
a while to take in a show at a strip club that
featured Viv Stanshall, Neil Innes and company
playing a tune as plaintive as it is ironic. Innes
would gain fame as part of the Monty Python
crew. Stanshall, one of rocanrol’s greatest
unknowns, did all sorts of beautiful work before
burning to death in his Muswell Hill apartment
after popping too many Valium while smoking
in bed. One might rightly ask, how could
something so fair be so cruel? Instead of
pondering such weighty mysteries, just get your
metal on. It’s the role of a lifetime, sabes? a

The Prodigy 
The Day Is My
Enemy 
(Warner Bros. )

Angry, punked-out and
electric are apt adjectives
to describe The Prodigy’s
new album The Day Is My
Enemy. But what’s behind the resurgence of a
band many believe hit their peak in the late ’90s
with The Fat of the Land and controversial rave-
up single “Smack My Bitch Up”? It must have to do
with the perception that Liam Howlett’s electro
ensemble retains a certain amount of gravitas and
cachet among both aging ravers and up-and-
coming circuit-headed punks. Alternately, it could
be that what Howlett and his mates do is damn
good. In the case of the band’s latest, it’s a potent
combination of both conceits, hard at work and
just plain hard. From the blistering title track
through crunchy brain-smashers like “Nasty” and
“Wall of Death,” The Prodigy proves itself still
quite capable of starting fires and leaving them to
burn as the world watches and then dances with
macabre fascination.

Death Cab For
Cutie 
Kintsugi 
(Atlantic Records)

Ah, Death Cab For Cutie ... I
loved 2003’s
Transatlanticism, and I still
listen to it, considering my
own European past as Ben Gibbard’s voice trails
off into a presumably tortured nothingness. I was
genuinely moved when Gibbard’s marriage to
Zooey Deschanel came apart publically and then
sonically. I’ll always be in his corner, mostly
because anyone who references The Bonzo Dog
Band in such reverential tones is a friend of mine.
As far as Gibbard’s new album Kintsugi is
concerned, it has given me the ammunition needed
to keep on keepin’ on. Kintsugi provides more of
the same, epic songwriting aesthetics, pop music
references and longingly plaintive discourses that
have made Death Cab For Cutie more than just
another brilliant yet forgotten emo project. And
tunes like “Black Sun,” “You’ve Haunted Me All My
Life” and closer “Binary Sea” illuminate the band
as survivors whose vitality—while dependent on
pathos—is never overshadowed by it.

Courtney
Barnett 
Sometimes I Sit and
Think, and
Sometimes I Just Sit 
(Mom + Pop)

Aussie Courtney Barnett
succeeds musically where
many of her generational peers have failed,
getting distracted by fame or otherwise letting
their muses surrender to mediocrity. Possessed of
superb songwriting skills and the ability to distill
everyday events into poetry of the highest order,
Barnett proves she’s here to stay. Earlier, shorter
releases gave solid clues about the possibility that
Barnett was capable of greatness. But her first
fully formed record Sometimes I Sit and Think, and
Sometimes I Just Sit launches the whole
proposition into space and explodes over a world
that’s just waiting for someone to take up where
Joni Mitchell, Norah Jones and Bjork left off.
Barnett’s band on this endeavor absolutely assists
with her star-strewn progression into
somethingness. The work on this debut full-length
is exemplified by songs like “Elevator Operator,”
“Depreston” and “Pedestrian at Best,”
demonstrating that some of today’s most thrilling
sounds come from the Land Down Under. a

SONIC REDUCER
BYAUGUST MARCH
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THURSDAY APRIL 2
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Sweet Spot •

6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
DIRTY BOURBON Local Band Weekend! • 9pm • $5
HOTEL ANDALUZ Jesus Bas y MÁS • 7pm • ALL-AGES!
LAUNCHPAD Dengue Fever • Cambodian pop • YOU • 9:30pm •

$13-$15
LIZARD TAIL BREWING Kamikaze Karaoke • 7:30pm • FREE •

ALL-AGES!
MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Swamp DeVille • 6pm • FREE
MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Alex Maryol • blues, rock • 8pm • FREE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACEAndy Milne & Dapp Theory •

jazz • 7:30pm • $15-$20 • ALL-AGES! • See “Jazzed.”
POSH NIGHTCLUB Throwback Thursday • 9pm • FREE
Q BAR Latin Gold Thursday • 8pm
RANCHERS CLUB Lindy Gold • piano • 6:30pm • FREE
SANTA FE SOL, Santa Fe Karaoke Thursday • 6pm • $5
SAVOY BAR & GRILL Todd Tijerina Trio • blues, Americana • 6pm •

FREE
SCALO NORTHERN ITALIAN GRILL Le Chat Lunatique • dirty jazz •

8:30pm • FREE
SISTER Deep Desert Bass Tour: Knowa Lusion • Conscious Kalling •

glitch • Planewalker • Gigatron • 9pm • $8
SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Golden: Old-school Hip-hop • Latin Night •

9pm • $5
TRACTOR BREWERY WELLS PARK Thirsty Thursday: Adam Hooks •

8pm • FREE
TRIPLE SEVENS, Isleta Casino Karaoke • 9:30pm • FREE
WINNING COFFEE CO. Above Average Open Mic • 7pm • FREE •

ALL-AGES!
ZIA DINER, Santa Fe Trio Bijou • vintage string jazz • 6:30pm • FREE

FRIDAY APRIL 3
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Java Fix •

6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
CARAVAN EAST Joe Mark Angelo & Hard Livin Band • country,

variety • 5pm • $5
COOLWATER FUSION RESTAURANT Oscar Butler • contemporary,

folk • 6pm • FREE
DIRTY BOURBON Local Band Weekend! • 9pm • $5
DOWNTOWN CONTEMPORARY GALLERY Josh Buckley • 8pm
GIG PERFORMANCE SPACE, Santa Fe Andy Milne & Dapp

Theory • jazz • 7:30pm • $20
HOTEL ANDALUZ Jazz Brasileiro • bossa nova • 6:30pm • FREE
LAUNCHPADYOB • Witch Mountain • Tenderizor • rock • 9:30pm •

$12 • See “Show Up!”
LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo The DCN Project •

funk, soul • 9pm • FREE
LOW SPIRITS Orgone • funk, soul • DJ Chach • Dave12 • 9pm • $12
MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Leftover Soul • 6pm
MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras John Paul • 1:30pm • Odd Dog • classic rock •

6pm • FREE
MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Rudy Boy • surf, blues • 9pm • FREE
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Dead Voices on Air •

electronic • Orbit Service • electronic • Enemy Tone •
Sleepdepth • 8pm • $17 • ALL-AGES! • See preview box.

NED’S BAR & GRILL Shaun Peace Band • rock, blues, alternative •
6pm • FREE

PUEBLO HARVEST CAFÉ Party on the Patio: Le Chat Lunatique •
dirty jazz • 6pm • $10

Q BAR Various DJs • 8pm • Vanilla Pop • 10pm • FREE
SANTA FE SOL, Santa Fe Jarabe de Palo • Latin, Spanish • Los

Hollywood • Metafora • Nosotros • salsa • 8pm • $30
SIDELINES SPORTS GRILLE & BAR Euphoria • classic rock • 9pm •

FREE
SISTER Beard • rock • Merican Slang • funk • Lindy Vision •

electronic • Get action • punk • The Broken Fables • 8pm • $5
SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Rising Appalachia • folk, fusion • 7:30pm •

$15 • The Alchemy Party • 9pm • $7
STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Escape Friday: DJ Devin •

Chris de Jesus • 9pm • $10 for men
TRIPLE SEVENS, Isleta Casino Robby Allan Band • 9:30pm • FREE
VERNON’S HIDDEN VALLEY STEAKHOUSE Larry Freedman • solo

piano • 7pm • FREE

SATURDAY APRIL 4
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Art in the

Afternoon: Watermelon Mountain Jug Band • 1pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Little Hawk •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CARAVAN EAST Joe Mark Angelo & Hard Livin Band • country,
variety • Daniel Gallegos & Sangre Joven • Latin, Spanish • 5pm •
$7

COOLWATER FUSION RESTAURANT Comedy Showcase hosted by
Lucas Corvatta • 9pm • FREE

THE COOPERAGE Nosotros • salsa • 9:30pm • $7

Music
Calendar

Music Calendar continues on page  73
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DIRTY BOURBON Local Band Weekend! • 9pm • $5
DUEL BREWING, Santa Fe Le Chat Lunatique • dirty jazz • 7pm •

FREE
GIG PERFORMANCE SPACE, Santa Fe Open Loose with Mark

Helias • Tony Malaby • Tom Rainey • 7:30pm • $20
THE GRAIN STATIONMark Battles • rap • Derek Luh • 7pm •

$20-$35 • ALL-AGES!
LAUNCHPAD Paris A GoGo Presents: The Labyrinth into Graceland •

8pm • $12
LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo The DCN Project •

funk, soul • 9pm • FREE
LOW SPIRITS Hillbilly Casino • Cowboys and Indian • rockabilly •

Runaway Caskets • 9pm • $7
MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Kyle Martin • country •

6pm
MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Rick Danger • 1:30pm • The Larry Conga

Show • 6pm • FREE
MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Alex Maryol • blues, rock • 9pm • FREE
NED’S BAR & GRILL Hillary Smith and the Brethren • soul, funk •

9pm • FREE
PUEBLO HARVEST CAFÉ Party on the Patio: Saudade • Brazilian

jazz • 6pm • $10
Q BAR DJ Sez • 8pm • $10
RANCHERS CLUB Lindy Gold • piano • 7pm • FREE
SIDELINES SPORTS GRILLE & BAR CRB • classic rock • 9pm •

FREE
SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Orgone • funk, soul • 7:30pm • $12 • SO

Sophisticated: DJ 12 Tribe • 10pm
STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Vegas Night feat. DJ Derrick

Anthony • 9pm • $5 for women; $10 for men
SUNSHINE THEATER Testament • thrash metal • Exodus • thrash

metal • Shattered Sun • metal • 7pm • $20-$160.55 • See
“Show Up!”

TANNEX Aunt Lazarus • noise pop • Anna Mall • Ermine • 7pm • $5 •
ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWERY WELLS PARK In The Mix: DJ Dirty Verbs •
9pm • FREE

TRIPLE SEVENS, Isleta Casino Robby Allan Band • 9:30pm • FREE
VERNON’S HIDDEN VALLEY STEAKHOUSE Sina Soul • soul, jazz •

7pm • FREE

SUNDAY APRIL 5
LAUNCHPAD Extreme Noise Terror • Phobia • grindcore • Nomads •
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All Stars, Spark and Glee
While with Zoviet France, electro wizard Mark
Spybey made music that reflected the post-
industrial, darkly
ambient atmosphere
of the band’s base in
Newcastle upon Tyne;
his departure and
subsequent rebirth
20 years ago as the
leader of Dead Voices
on Air marked an
artistic turning point
that allowed Spybey to
evolve his own voice—a complex union of
spacious lyricism, persistent percussion loops
and metallic mystery. Dead Voices on Air will
present their work along with Spybey-
influenced ensemble Orbit Service and local
arhats of electronic output Enemy Tone (Ken
Cornell) and Sleepdepth (Ehren Salazar) on
Friday, April 3, at the Wells Fargo Auditorium at
the National Hispanic Cultural Center (1701
Fourth Street SW). As a gathering of
performers, this particular lineup represents just
about everything that is compellingly awesome
about the current state of electronica—
provocative in execution, technically adept and
as musically deep as the desert in these parts.
The concert begins at 8pm. This is an all-ages
event with admission going for $17; tickets are
available at vendini.com. (August March) a

EVENT |PREVIEW

FRIDAY
APRIL 3

National Hispanic
Cultural Center

1701 Fourth Street SW
alibi.com/e/137348

8pm

Laughing Dog • metal • Hollow Tongue • hardcore • 8pm •
$13-$15

LAZY LIZARD GRILL, Cedar Crest Schumann & Kinabrew • 4pm •
FREE

LOW SPIRITSWATERS • rock • 9:30pm • FREE
SIDELINES SPORTS GRILLE & BAR Ravin Hill • rock, soul • 6pm •

FREE • ALL-AGES!
SISTER Hartless • rock • 8pm • FREE • See “Show Up!”
VERNON’S HIDDEN VALLEY STEAKHOUSE Bob Tate • solo piano •

6pm • FREE

MONDAY APRIL 6
LAUNCHPAD Blood on the Dance Floor • pop, electronic • Master of

death • Cold Black • 8pm • $13
LIZARD TAIL BREWING Open Mic Night • 7pm
LOW SPIRITS Lilah Rose • pop, electronic • Layne • Nocturnal

Company • indie rock • Constant Harmony • pop, alternative •
9pm • $5

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Easter Egg Party & Potluck • 5:30pm • FREE

TUESDAY APRIL 7
BEN MICHAEL’S Joe Daddy Blues Jam Session • 7pm • FREE

THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Blue Collar
Jazz Group • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Chris Dracup • acoustic blues • 6pm •
FREE

THE COOPERAGEAlbuquerque Jazz Orchestra • 7:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES! • See “Jazzed.”

FIRST TURN LOUNGE, Downs Racetrack and Casino Karaoke
Night • 7pm • FREE

IMBIBE College Night with DJ Automatic & Drummer Camilio
Quinones • 9:30pm • FREE

LOW SPIRITS Phox • folk, indie • Daniel and the Lion • 9pm •
$10-$12

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Acoustic Open Mic: Steve Kinabrew • 6pm •
FREE

NED’S BAR & GRILL Picoso • Latin, motown • 6pm • FREE
POSH NIGHTCLUB Latin Tuesday: DJ Quico • 9pm • FREE
Q BAR Piano Bar with John Cousins • 5pm • FREE
SPIRIT ABUSE Final Spirit Abuse Concert: Father Murphy •

psychedelic, doom, rock • Tapered • Death Convention
Singers • 9:15pm • $7 • See “Show Up!”

TRACTOR BREWERY WELLS PARKMusic For What ALES You:
Casey Mraz • 8pm • FREE

WINNING COFFEE CO. Kristina Bia’s Songwriter Showcase and
Listening Room • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

WEDNESDAY APRIL 8
THE BARLEY ROOM Karaoke with DJ Scarlett Diva • 9pm • FREE
BEN MICHAEL’S Sammy Perez Jazz Jam Session • 7pm • FREE
DIRTY BOURBON Open Mic Night! • 6pm • FREE
DUKE CITY SOUND STAGE Venus and The Lion • rock • Islands &

Tigers • garage, pop • Scarlet Cortex • progressive rock, jazz •
7pm • $10 • ALL-AGES!

FIRST TURN LOUNGE, Downs Racetrack and Casino Karaoke
Night • 7pm • FREE

LOW SPIRITS Kill Mama • Howlin’ Wolves • punk-a-billy • Felix y los
Gatos • Americana, Creole funk • 9pm • $5

MOLLY’S BAR, TijerasMarilyn Hubbert & Bill Writt • 6pm • FREE
MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Blues Jam with The Memphis P. Tails •

8pm • FREE
Q BAR Piano Bar with John Cousins • 5pm • FREE
RANCHERS CLUB Lindy Gold • piano • 6:30pm • FREE
SISTER Rudest Priest • punk • Femoral • Bubblegum Octopus • DJ

Caterwaul • mutant sounds • 9pm • $4
SUNSHINE THEATER Reverend Horton Heat • rockabilly • Koffin

Kats • psychobilly • Red Elvises • 8pm • $20
TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Solos on the Hill: Keith Sanchez •

rock, blues • 8:30pm • FREE
TRIPLE SEVENS, Isleta CasinoWhiskey & Women • 8pm • FREE a

Music Calendar continued from page  71
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Straight dope | adviCe From the abySS  by CeCil adamS

Could We Survive Without
Factory Farming?

I get the argument against the
inhumane conditions of animals in
factory farms. But would it even be
possible to feed all 320 million
Americans (let alone the world)
without them? 

—Kevin Schweitzer, Las Vegas

Sanctimonious vegetarians cite sordid tales of
factory farms as evidence of the wickedness of meat-
eating, and I concede cutting out meat entirely makes
a certain amount of sense. Compared to vegetables
and grains, factory-farmed meat is an inefficient food-
energy delivery system: Producing a pound of beef is
dozens of times more resource-intensive than
producing a pound of whole-grain bread, but the
calorie payoff for the bread is somewhat greater.
There’s plenty of evidence that as long as you get the
right mix of nutrients, you’ll live longer if you limit
yourself to veggies: Coronary heart risk is reduced by
20 percent, as are colon cancer and type 2 diabetes.
So theoretically, there’s no reason you couldn’t feed
all Americans, plus the rest of the world, on things
that didn’t used to have eyeballs.

But all this has already been said, or rather
shouted at you, by Greenpeace volunteers, while you
try desperately to get by them on the sidewalk
without making eye contact. And it all misses the
point. First, humans have been eating meat for
roughly a bajillion years. As explained here some time
back, we’ve spent eons evolving the teeth and the
intestinal system needed to digest dead animals as
well as celery. And experience suggests that as
people attain the wherewithal to eat more meat, they
take full advantage: In China, most notably, meat
consumption has gone up 165 percent since 1990. All
the yoga teachers in the world are unlikely to
convince any significant chunk of the population to
give it up. 

Second, while the cruelty of factory farming
evokes a particularly visceral reaction—all that
documentary footage of unnaturally buxom poultry
crowded into tiny cages is tough to dismiss—serious
negative environmental impact is characteristic of Big
Agriculture overall. The question really isn’t the merits
of factory-farmed meat, but industrialized agriculture
generally.

From a purely economic standpoint, there’s no
disputing that both meat and vegetables have
become exponentially more abundant in the
developed world thanks to technological advances.
US agriculture in particular has become the most
productive in the world due to farm consolidation,
mechanization and industrial techniques like factory
farms. In 1960 the average American farmer fed 26
people; now it’s something more like 150. 

Consider our friend the hog. In 1978 factory farms
accounted for 34 percent of hog production; by 1997
this had increased to 89 percent. Over roughly the
same period, wholesale pork prices decreased 39
percent. (Retail pork prices decreased only 15
percent—somebody took the opportunity to get fat
here, but it wasn’t the farmers.) 

The same was true of other US farm products.
The wholesale price of beef decreased 53 percent,
the retail price 39 percent. Fruit, vegetable and cereal
wholesale prices decreased between 4 percent
(navel oranges) and 62 percent (corn).

In contrast, according to the food price index
maintained by the UN’s Food and Agriculture
Organization, world food prices overall have gone up.
World Bank data suggests global food prices were
essentially flat (in inflation-adjusted terms) from
1985 to 2005, but have risen sharply since then.
Today US consumers spend a smaller percentage of
their disposable income on food consumed at home
than anyone else in the world. 

So let’s be clear: From an economic standpoint,
industrialized farming of meat and vegetables has
been incredibly successful at feeding people. But
there are also plenty of costs that aren’t factored into
those prices. As the industry has shifted from family
farms to large enterprises, livestock wastes have
become more geographically concentrated and
threaten air and water resources. Factory farms pump
livestock with antibiotics to prevent the spread of
disease among thousands of close-quartered animals,
possibly contributing to increased pathogen
resistance among animals and humans alike. Jumbo
agriculture can lead to increased soil erosion, clogging
waterways and contributing to flooding and
contaminated water supplies. As anyone who
skimmed through Silent Spring in college to impress a
girl can tell you, runoff can also contain chemicals
from pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers that are
harmful to the environment and to us. 

But these are negative externalities we’ll have to
reckon with later—they don’t factor into the price we
pay now. In practical terms it’s hard to see how we
could sustain current American meat consumption
(annual per-person estimates range from 175 to 260
pounds) without cramming the animals in cages. If
1955 beef production practices were used today,
we’d need 165 million more acres of land to produce
the same output. It may mean our grandchildren will
succumb to antibiotic-resistant whooping cough, but
the idea that we can feed a crowded world with a
bunch of cows chewing cud on a hillside is juvenile
romanticism. a

Send questions to Cecil via straightdope.com or write him c/o
Chicago Reader, 350 N. Orleans, Chicago 60654.



Issue Date: May 7th, 2015
Ad Deadline: May 1st, 2015

With its concerts, festivals, natural wonders, roadside attractions, nightlife,
recreation and culinary delights, New Mexico summers are packed with fun
things to see and do. Put yourself on the map when the Weekly Alibi’s
Annual Summer Guide points its 205,000* readers toward new
and exciting wonders in every direction. Explore our state –
it’s an adventure. 
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): “Choconiverous” is an
English slang word that’s defined as having the
tendency, when eating a chocolate Easter Bunny, to
bite the head off first. I recommend that you adopt this
direct approach in everything you do in the coming
weeks. Don’t get bogged down with preliminaries.
Don’t get sidetracked by minor details, trivial
distractions or peripheral concerns. It’s your duty to
swoop straight into the center of the action. Be clear
about what you want and unapologetic about getting it. 

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): The American snack
cake known as a Twinkie contains 68 percent air.
Among its 37 other mostly worthless ingredients are
sugar, water, cornstarch, the emulsifier polysorbate 60,
the filler sodium stearoyl lactylate and food coloring.
You can’t get a lot of nutritious value by eating it. Now
let’s consider the fruit known as the watermelon. It’s
91 percent water and six percent sugar. And yet it also
contains a good amount of Vitamin C, lycopene and
antioxidants, all of which are healthy for you. So if you
are going to eat a whole lot of nothing, watermelon is
a far better nothing than a Twinkie. Let that serve as
an apt metaphor for you in the coming week.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): You may be as close as
you have ever gotten to finding the long-lost Holy
Grail—or Captain Kidd’s pirate treasure, for that
matter, or Marie Antoinette’s jewels, or Tinkerbell’s
magical fairy dust, or the smoking-gun evidence that
Shakespeare’s plays were written by Francis Bacon.
At the very least, I suspect you are ever-so-near to
your personal equivalent of those precious goods. Is
there anything you can do to increase your chances of
actually getting it? Here’s one tip: Visualize in detail
how acquiring the prize would inspire you to become
even more generous and magnanimous than you
already are.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):People are paying
attention to you in new ways. That’s what you
wanted, right? You’ve been emanating subliminal
signals that convey messages like “Gaze into my
eternal eyes” and “Bask in the cozy glow of my crafty
empathy.” So now what? Here’s one possibility: Go to
the next level. Show the even-more-interesting
beauty that you’re hiding below the surface. You may
not think you’re ready to offer the gifts you have been
“saving for later.” But you always think that. I dare
you to reveal more of your deep secret power.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):Some people believe
unquestioningly in the truth and power of astrology.
They imagine it’s an exact science that can unfailingly
discern character and predict the future. Other people
believe all astrology is nonsense. They think that
everyone who uses it is deluded or stupid. I say that
both of these groups are wrong. Both have a
simplistic, uninformed perspective. The more correct
view is that some astrology is nonsense, and some is a
potent psychological tool. Some of it’s based on
superstition, and some is rooted in a robust
mythopoetic understanding of archetypes. I
encourage you to employ a similar appreciation for
paradox as you evaluate a certain influence that is
currently making a big splash in your life. In one sense
this influence is like snake oil, and you should be
skeptical about it. But in another sense it’s good
medicine that can truly heal.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): According to the Biblical
stories, Peter was Christ’s closest disciple but acted
like a traitor when trouble came. After Christ was
arrested, in the hours before the trial, Peter denied
knowing his cherished teacher three different times.
His fear trumped his love, leading him to violate his
sacred commitment. Is there anything remotely
comparable to that scenario developing in your own
sphere, Virgo? If you recognize any tendencies in
yourself to shrink from your devotion or violate your
highest principles, I urge you to root them out. Be
brave. Stay strong and true in your duty to a person or
place or cause that you love.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Marketing experts say
consumers need persistent prodding before they will
open their minds to possibilities that are outside their

entrenched habits. The average person has to be
exposed to a new product at least eight times before
it fully registers on his or her awareness. Remember
this rule of thumb as you seek attention and support
for your brainstorms. Make use of the art of repetition.
Not just any old boring, tedious kind of repetition,
though. You’ve got to be as sincere and fresh about
presenting your goodies the eighth time as you were
the first.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): In Cole Porter’s song “I
Get a Kick Out of You,” he testifies that he gets no
kick from champagne. In fact, “Mere alcohol doesn’t
thrill me at all,” he sings. The same is true about
cocaine. “I’m sure that if I took even one sniff that
would bore me terrifically, too,” Porter declares. With
this as your nudge, Scorpio, and in accordance with
the astrological omens, I encourage you to identify
the titillations that no longer provide you with the
pleasurable jolt they once did. Acknowledge the joys
that have grown stale and the adventures whose
rewards have waned. It’s time for you to go in search
of a new array of provocative fun and games.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): The English writer
William Wordsworth (1770-1850) wrote hundreds of
poems. Among his most famous was “I Wandered
Lonely as a Cloud,” which is also known as “Daffodils.”
The poem sprung from him after a walk he took with
his sister around Lake Ullswater in the English Lake
District. There they were delighted to find a long, thick
belt of daffodils growing close to the water. In his
poem Wordsworth praises the “ten thousand” flowers
that were “Continuous as the stars that shine/ And
twinkle on the milky way.” If you are ever going to
have your own version of a daffodil explosion that
inspires a burst of creativity, Sagittarius, it will come in
the coming weeks.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Your subconscious
desires and your conscious desires seem to be at
odds. What you say you want is not in precise
alignment with what your deep self wants. That’s why
I’m worried that “Don’t! Stop!” might be close to
morphing into “Don’t stop!”—or vice versa. It’s all
pretty confusing. Who’s in charge here? Your false self
or your true self? Your wounded, conditioned, habit-
bound personality or your wise, eternal, ever-growing
soul? I’d say it’s a good time to retreat into your
sanctuary and get back in touch with your primal
purpose.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):Sometimes you’re
cool, but other times you’re hot. You veer from acting
aloof and distracted to being friendly and attentive.
You careen from bouts of laziness to bursts of
disciplined efficiency. It seems that you’re always
either building bridges or burning them, and on
occasion you are building and burning them at the
same time. In short, Aquarius, you are a master of
vacillation and a slippery lover of the in-between.
When you’re not completely off-target and out of
touch, you’ve got a knack for wild-guessing the future
and seeing through the false appearances that
everyone else regards as the gospel truth. I, for one,
am thoroughly entertained!

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):How can you ripen the
initiatives you have set in motion in recent weeks? Of
the good new trends you have launched, which can
you now install as permanent enhancements in your
daily rhythm? Is there anything you might do to cash
in on the quantum leaps that have occurred, maybe
even figure out a way to make money from them? It’s
time for you to shift from being lyrically dreamy to
fiercely practical. You’re ready to convert lucky breaks
into enduring opportunities.a

HOMEWORK: BEFORE BED ON THE NEXT FIVE NIGHTS,
REMEMBER EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENED DURING THE

DAY. DO IT WITH COMPASSION AND OBJECTIVITY.
TESTIFY AT FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded weekly
audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The audio
horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or (900)
950-7700.
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Classified Place your ad: alibi.com
classifieds@alibi.com
(505) 346-0660 ext 258

w SEE PHOTOS AND MORE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM 

Beauty Services

w
BUY AVON PRODUCTS
ONLINE Shop online and

have your Avon products
delivered directly to your home.
Register online and place your
order at
http://vfrierson.avonrepresentat
ive.com/. ——-V. Frierson

Legal Services

w
BANKRUPTCY Chapter 7
Bankruptcy $200.00

Payment Plans Available 505-
410-5021 Open 7 Days A
week 8am-9pm LIC#4826272

Handyman Services
STUCCO RESTORATION. NE
heights. LGBT friendly. 304-
4077
7 STAR ELECTRIC - COOLING
Affordable,Experienced,Reliable
Electric,Cooling,Heating,Plumb.
Lic#353730-
EE98,MM98,GB98
www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.n

for High Blood Pressure. You
must be 40-70 years of age,
and either a current smoker or
never smoker. One visit and 2
hrs of time are needed. You
will be compensated for your
time. Call Dr. Mary Walker,
505-272-0580; or Dr. Joe
Anderson, 505-272-3664.
HRRC #14-220

w
MRI STUDY 18-50 y.o.
M/F with history of

mental illness for brain study.
$20 per hour. 948-3230
(HRRC # 13-637). 

w
MRI STUDY 25-50 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 505-948-3230
(HRRC # 13-637).

Cars
BMW Z4M CONVERT. 2006
$24,900. 31,600 mi.
EXCELLENT condition! Local
car bought & serviced at
Sandia BMW in Abq. Blue
w/tan leather. new tires &
battery. (505)934-0445 or
(505)268-3980.

books, and treasures! May
2nd 8am -2pm at 1621
Cedar Ridge Dr NE. Follow
signs from Indian School NE
and Juan Tabo NE
feedingpetsnewmexico@gmail.
com

Computer
DO YOU NEED COMPUTER
HELP http://mcf.hanslinux.net
or call 505-385-7010 for
appt.

Dance/Fitness

w
FREE ZUMBA CLASS
Want to feel good, alive

and free? Then Join me for an
ultimate-fitness party that
beats a boring old workout
any day! For more
info,gmcfarlane.zumba.com

Studies

w
HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE
STUDY The UNM College

of Pharmacy is recruiting
individuals taking medication

et www.AbqAirConditioning.com 

Buy/Sell/Trade
GIBSON ACOUSTIC 12-
STRING GUITAR FOR SALE
Original case, picks, etc. B-25-
12-N, model 810981,
manufactured from 1962-
1977. Selling for $1025. One
owner. Purchased in 1967.
Contact Connie at 505-343-
0552 or
naturecare@swcp.com 

Garage Sales
ANIMAL ADVOCATES SALE
ANIMAL ADVOCATE YARD SALE
Yard Sale to Benefit First
Unitarian Animal Advocates,
which donates all proceeds to
local animal rescue and
advocacy organizations,
Feeding Pets of the Homeless,
as well as supporting
emergency care for animals.
Huge sale with furniture,
dishes, kitchenware, clothes,

Body & Soul

Real Estate

Employment

Apartments for Rent

South Valley
ISLETA & ARENAL Large 1
Bdrm in a quiet country setting.
$650.00 mo incl utilities. $200
DD No Pets 659-2942

General Real Estate

w
UNM/CNM/DOWNTOWN
Studios,1,2 & 3 bedroom

here most weekends. DW,
W&D, enclosed yard. Single
bed, computer desk & office
chair avail. Smoking is outside
or in the garage only. Security
Deposit $400. Pets poss.,
must get along with our dog.
Call 513-515-5372.
YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

Rooms/Roommates

Northeast

w
LOOKING FOR 3RD
ROOMMATE 2 working,

easy-going, straight men (ages
22 & 32) looking for a 3rd
roommate. $500/month +
1/3 of the utilities (about
100/month.) We have 1 dog
and Richard’s 2 kids will be

units. William H. Cornelius, III
Real Estate Consultant 243-
2229 www.corneliusmgmt.com

Houses for Rent
BRUNI/KARR AGENCY Many
fine homes available. All
areas, all price ranges. Call for
faxed lists. www.brunikarr.com.
No Fees. 296-0726.

Licensed Massage

w
MASSAGE 505-373-
4179

www.BareFootTherapeutics.co
m Arlene Carol Graham
LMT#7318
TENSE? UPTIGHT? STRESSED
OUT? Want to truly relax?

Metaphysical

w
READER & SPIRITUAL
COACH Loving-

Affordable-Real-Local &
Accurate Spiritual Readings!
505-501-0699
THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

123 Yale SE (corner of
Gold/Yale) Hours 9:30am -
9:30pm, $30/hr 505-200-
2949 LMT #7362 Shower
facility available Free parking 
BEAUTIFUL MASSAGE 8210
La Mirada NE Ste. 400. Call
505-332-3339 LMT Lic.
#5694.

Massage by Carol is the
answer. 250-1198. LMT
596.$60/hr. Mon-Sat, 8am-
8pm. Shower facilities
available.
NEW TO ALBUQUERQUE! LI’S
ASIAN MASSAGE Centrally
located near
Downtown/University/Sunport

Employment
HERITAGE HELPING HANDS
Heritage Helping Hands is
looking for experienced,
compassionate caregivers who
are interested in a rewarding

and safe. 505-242-3775.

w
FEMALES 18-35 HIRED
CASH* Glamour nude

photo modeling. $$$ paid
today. Must be comfortable
w/nudity. Discreet. ABQ.505
750-2058

phone. Contact Erika at 366-
2348 for more info.
START MAKING MONEY
TODAY! Girls Needed for
Artistic Nude Modeling. Must
be 18-45 years old. No exp.
nec. Completely confidential

career. Employment
Requirements: The ability to
pass a background check, At
least 1 year experience in
caring for the elderly, a valid
Drivers License & Auto
Insurance, and a working

by Matt Jones

Across
1 Make it through the season
intact?

11 Second of 24

15 Protected sequence in some
spy movies

16 Biological transmitter

17 Station wagons, in Stratford

18 Go to sleep, with “out”

19 Distort

20 “It’s ___ bad ...”

21 Record label with late-night TV
ads

22 Word div.

23 As a result of

24 Extensive

25 Harkness ___ Mansion (part of
Harkness Memorial State Park in
Waterford, CT)

28 Depilatory brand name

29 ___ above the rest

30 Believer in good and evil

32 Petty tyrants

34 Level usually checked along
with triglycerides

35 Was winning

36 Trap set under the kitchen
window, say

40 Some TVs

44 Show set in Baltimore, with
“The”

45 Christmas crooner Perry

47 Venomous snake

48 Dakota du Sud, for one

49 Dog’s decoration?

51 “___-la-la...”

52 Work on a nameplate

53 In again

54 Golfer Inkster

55 Restrain, as breath

56 Like Bill Murray and Bob
Odenkirk, by birth

58 “You ___ out?”

59 It’s a real peach

60 Pericles’ princedom

61 Palace of Westminster struc-
ture, before its renaming after

Queen Victoria

Down
1 Like some events

2 “So tell me ...”

3 Spread brand invented in Italy

4 Wear down

5 Prefix meaning “outer”

6 “___ you get in?”

7 Narrative

8 Just so

9 Banking info

10 Sentiment in Taylor Swift’s
“Wildest Dreams”

11 Russian letter that makes the
“ya” sound

12 Unusual collection

13 Hit the gym

14 Low jewelry

26 The Jackson 5’s fourth #1 hit
single (and Mariah Carey’s sixth)

27 Verdi opera

31 “La Di Da Di” rapper with Doug
E. Fresh (1985)

33 Furniture wood

36 Slightly, in Shetland

37 ___ Lions (Penn State athletes)

38 It gets fired up on the farm

39 Baroque violinist and composer
Giuseppe

40 Hard, like rain

41 World Series of Poker champ
Mike, nicknamed “The Mouth”

42 Path for a jet

43 Dye company worker

46 “Children of a Lesser God”
Oscar winner

50 They may help to lift wings

54 Medieval Japanese land
manager (hidden in MOJITOS)

57 Cologne compass point

©2015 Jonesin’ Crosswords

“Live Free and Style Hard”—more wild words.

LAST WEEK CROSSWORD ANSWERS
“Ah Yes!”–open wide and you

know the rest.

This week’s answers online at alibi.com.



MEDICUS CANNABIS PROGRAM
Evaluation For NM Cannabis Program

(PTSD, Chronic Pain, etc)
Call (505) 218-9999

MARIJUANA CARD RENEWALS
for all qualifying conditions

(505) 275-3599
MedicalCannabisProgram.com

DESERT GROWS KITCHEN
Serving delicious naturally-grown food

6916 4th St NW 505-362-6813
www.facebook.com/DesertGrowsKitchen

CHRONIC PAIN, PTSD, CARD RENEWALS
ALBUQUERQUE INTERGRATIVE MEDICINE 

503-8962 WWW.ABQMEDICALMARIJUANA.COM

MENDY LOU PSYCHIC. 
Palm Reading & Tarot. 

139 Harvard SE. 239-9824.
www.mendylou.com

CASH FOR YOUR CAR OR
MOTORCYCLE!

Needing repairs, No Problem! Call Kenny, 362-2112.

$ WE PAY CASH FOR $
DIABETIC TEST STRIPS

505-859-3060
Sexaholics Anonymous 12 Step Recovery 

899-0633
www.sa-abq.org

WWW.URCUBE.NET
Your College & University Book Exchange

FREE HYPNOSIS SESSION
STAN ALEXANDER, M.Ed., C.Ht. 884-0164.

WEB DESIGN, PHOTOGRAPHY
& GRAPHIC DESIGN

Rabbitworks - Sharon Myers 505/286-1691
www.rabbitworksnm.com

HAROLD’S LAUNDRY 
Always an Attendant 24/7. Free WiFi.

In-House Convenience Store. 75 Cent Wash.
THE Cleanest, Friendliest, Most
Affordable Laundry in Town.
1500 Girard NE. 268-9834.

Try Our New Drop Off Service! Brand New X-Large
Dryers.

WWW.YOURGLOVESOURCE.COM
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